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PREFACE 

The VS/I IS Supervisor's Procedures provides information 
administration and operation of word processing activities on 
Integrated Information System CVS/IIS). The manual is directed 
processing supervisors and their lead operators. 

for 
the 

to 

the 
vs 

word 

Chapter 1 presents the types of activities a supervisor can perform at a 
VS/IIS installation. This chapter also suggests preparations the supervisor 
may want to make before the word processing group begins operations. 

Chapter 2 explains how to log on to the system, create word processing 
libraries, and use the various word processing utilities and recovery 
functions. A section on system power-up and power-down procedures is also 
included. 

Chapter 3 introduces functions of the VS Command Processor that are 
particularly helpful for the management of word processing groups. These 
functions enable the supervisor to view the status of devices attached to the 
system, view the contents of volumes and libraries, perform various operations 
on libraries and files, and mount and dismount volumes. 

Chapter 4 presents the VS security system. Note that not all word 
~ processing supervisors are responsible for security at their installations. 

If the reader is a supervisor without security access, bypass this chapter, 
but bring it to the attention of the installation's system security 
administrator. 

Chapter 5 contains instructions for using two word processing utilities 
and two VS utilities. These utilities enable the supervisor to copy, delete, 
rename, and reorganize word processing documents and libraries; convert word 
processing documents to data processing files and vice versa; generate 
document management reports that provide both detailed and sununary information 
about the documents on the system; initialize or reformat disk volumes; and 
make reserve copies of information to ensure against possible loss of 
information. 

Three appendices are included. Appendix A discusses functions of the VS 
Conunand Processor that were not dealt with in Chapter 3, but may sometimes be 
needed by the word processing supervisor. Appendix B contains a brief 
description of the typical equipment found in a VS/IIS installation. Appendix 
C explains how to set up a character set 1 ibrary, other than the default 
character sets of VS word processing. 
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The reader should be familiar with the VS word processing envirorunent, 
as described in the Wang Word Processing Training Package (777-4002) and the 
Word Processing Reference Manual (700-7611). In addition, topics treated in 
the following manuals provide information that may be helpful to the word 
processing supervisor. 

Word Processor System Security Option User's Manual (700-4673E) 

VS System Operations (800-1102S0-06) 

VS/IIS Advanced Functions Reference Guide (800-1122AR-01) 

MAILWAY Level III Administrator's Manual (700-6518A) 

Word Processing System Security Option User Manual (700-4673E) 

VS Progranuner's Introduction (800-llOlPI-05) 

VS Procedure Language Reference Manual (800-1205PR-04) 

VS System Utilities Reference Manual (800-1301UA-01) 

Data Conununications User Guide (800-1302DC-02) 

VS System Management Guide (800-1104SM-03) 
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CHAPTER 1 
SUPERVISING A WORD PROCESSING GROUP 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The word processing supervisor of a VS/IIS installation is a project 
coordinator, a people manager, a teacher, and, sometimes, an equipment 
overseer. The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint you with the VS Computer 
System, and the kinds of activities you will typically perform as a word 
processing supervisor. In addition, suggestions are given for preparing for 
word processing, before your group actually begins production. 

1.2 THE SUPERVISOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES 

Some VS/IIS installations are large, others small. In some 
installations, progranuners and other data processing personnel use the system, 
along with word processing operators and secretaries. In such a case, your 
duties basically include coordinating and administering the activities of the 
word processing group. The data processing manager or system security 
administrator can help you with whatever data processing functions are needed 
for the proper administration of the word processing group. Matters such as 
system security and backup of files are probably handled by the data 
processing manager, although you may be asked to assist and/or share in these 
responsibilities. You should note those sections in the text that cover the 
data processing functions for which you are responsible. 

Other VS/IIS installations are used primarily for word processing, with 
several programmers sharing the system. In some cases, there is no data 
processing personnel at an installation. At this type of installation you may 
be responsible for the entire system, performing backup, setting up system 
security, initializing disks, and handling other tasks relevant to the 
administration of word processing operations. You should not only pay 
particular attention to Chapter 2, you should also understand the sections of 
this manual concerning data processing functions. All data processing 
functions relevant to your job are included in the text. In addition, a 
number of VS manuals, as noted in the text, can be of assistance. 

Word processing supervisors in all types of installations are generally 
responsible for the following tasks. 

• Setting up workf low procedures and coordinating document production 
according to these standards 

• Creating and managing the filing system into which all documents are 
organized 
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• Recruiting, training, and overseeing the activities of the word 
processing group 

• Determining document security through password protection 

• Keeping statistics to measure group production and estimating 
chargeback costs, if applicable 

• Interacting with authors and educating them about the services of 
the word processing group 

• Managing supplies and keeping an inventory of items, such as paper, 
printer ribbons, pens, etc. 

Additionally, word processing supervisors may have the following 
responsibilities, depending upon the needs of the particular installation. 

• Powering the system up and down 

• Performing disk related operations, 
dismounting, and initializing disks 

for instance, mounting, 

• Calling the Wang representative when equipment needs servicing, and 
keeping a record of these service calls 

• Determining the method in which reserve, or backup, copies of 
information are to be stored 

• Performing magnetic tape related activities, such as backing up 
information to magnetic tape 

• Establishing a security system of several levels to protect the 
integrity of information on the system 

The VS Computer System contains many features to aid you. Chapter 2 
explains the functions that are directly related to word processing 
activities. The rema1n1ng four chapters describe other administrative 
functions that can be used to manage a word processing group. 

1.3 PLANNING AHEAD FOR WORD PROCESSING 

Prior to system installation, you should make a number of preparations 
before the word processing group actually begins production. You should 
familiarize yourself with the type of equipment comprising your system, and 
what each piece of equipment does. Before equipment is actually delivered, 
you should have some idea of how the system is to be arranged in the space 
allotted to it. Once the equipment is installed, you should become thoroughly 
familiar with word processing operations, in order to answer any questions and 
to help with any problems that operators might have. 
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Before production actually starts, you should get acquainted with the 
authors in the various departments to be serviced by the word processing 
group. By talking to managers and other prospective authors, you can 
determine the types of materials particular departments will be sending to the 
word processing group for production. Knowledge of the scope of these 
materials will enable you to set up an ef~ective system for organizing 
1 ibraries. (Ref er to Chapter 2. ) Knowledge of the extent of di ff icul ty or 
ease to be expected in typing these materials will help you in determining the 
particular functions required of the operators. This information can aid you 
when hiring new operators or training current operators to perform whatever 
special skills are needed to produce a particular kind of document. Lastly, 
knowledge of the documentation generated by a particular group enables you to 
be sensitive to the security needs of that group, and to plan a security 
system accordingly. 

In some installations, word processing personnel are hired from outside 
the company. In other installations, people from within the company, as well 
as new personnel, become word processing operators. When all operators for 
the initial word processing group have been assembled, you must then assist 
them in learning how to use the new equipment. The Wang Word Processing 
Training Package, which is enclosed with every VS/IIS system, provides an 
in-house training program that enables operators to learn word processing at 
their own pace. Once the system is operational, you can oversee the training 
of operators on the new equipment. 

Depending on the size of the word processing group and installation 
policies, you may want to appoint a lead operator to assist in administrative 
activities. Typically, the lead operator assists you in such activities as 
backup procedures, mounting and dismounting disks, and organizing documents 
into libraries. Before the members of the word processing group are permitted 
to use the system, you should determine which operators are to perform word 
processing activities only. You should also determine the responsibilities of 
the lead operator. This information is important when you add word processing 
operators to the list of system users. 

You should discuss document security requirements with each department 
to be serviced by the word processing group. You may or may not be 
responsible for the set up of the security system. If system security is 
administered by another person, you should make this person aware of the 
security requirements of the departments using the services of the word 
processing group. Together, you and the security administrator can plan 
security measures that accommodate the requirements of the departments to be 
serviced. If you are responsible for system security, refer to Chapter 4 for 
suggestions on planning a security system. 

Another important planning consideration is the need for a system backup 
program. As in the case of security requirements, you may or may not be 
responsible for backup, depending on the policies of the particular 
installation. 
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When backup is performed, information is copied from one magnetic medium 
-- a magnetic disk, for example -- to another magnetic medium, which can also 
be a disk, diskette, or magnetic tape. The second magnetic mediwn, called a ,.--.... 
backup copy, is then removed from the system, or taken off line and stored in r ' 
a safe place. Should a power failure or other accident occur causing 
information to be lost, the backup copy can then be used to retrieve lost 
information back onto the system. When designing a plan for backup, 
considerations include the type of meditun to be used for backup, how often 
backup should be performed, and where backup copies will be stored for maximum 
security. The Backup section in Chapter 5 gives suggestions for planning 
backup. 

The following list sununarizes the preparations you should make prior to 
the first day of document production. 

• Learn Wang word processing, if you are unfamiliar with it. 

• Familiarize yourself with VS equipment, particularly if you are 
going to be in charge of system operations. 

• Discuss production requirements with managers and authors of the 
departments to be serviced by the word processing group. 

• Study samples of documents from these departments to determine the 
amount of difficulty involved in their production. 

• After reading Chapter 2 of this manual, determine the organization 
of information into libraries to be used, keeping in mind the 
requirements of the departments using the services of the word 
processing group. 

• Discuss security requirements for documents with department managers. 

• Either work with system security administrators to set up security 
for word processing documents, or devise a security system yourself, 
after referring to Chapter 4. 

• Recruit new operators. Become familiar with the word processing 
strengths and weaknesses of the operators, in order to train them 
more effectively. 

• Determine which operators are to automatically access 
processing upon Logon, and which, if any, are to access 
aspects of the system. Appoint a lead operator, if applicable. 

• Write Logon procedures for operators requiring them. 

word 
other 

• Read Chapter 5 and devise backup procedures, depending on 
installation policies. 
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CHAPTER 2 
WORD PROCESSING ON THE VS 

2 .1 INTRODUCTION 

Word processing on the VS offers a variety of functions necessary for 
the daily operation of a word processing group. Word processing is used for 
document production, and enables users to perform the simplest of word 
processing applications, such as inserting and deleting words or phrases. 
Highly sophisticated processing functions, like Glossary or Decision 
Processing, are also available for automating repetitive activities and for 
performing special tasks. In addition to its text editing capabilities, VS 
word processing offers the word processing utilities and supervisory functions 
that are used to manage word processing operations. 

This chapter explains to new supervisors how to power up the VS, log on 
to the system, and initially prepare for word processing activities. The word 
processing utilities and supervisory functions are also discussed in this 
chapter. 

Supervisors who are not already familiar with Wang word 
processing should read the Wang Word Processing Training 
Package and the Word Processing Reference Manual, in order 
to gain a full understanding of all text editing features 
available with VS word processing. Read Appendix B in this 
guide for an overview of hardware. Refer to Part 2 of the 
VS System Operations Guide for explanations of the hardware 
and the Operator's Console. 

2.2 POWER-UP PROCEDURES FOR THE VS/IIS 

Before the VS can be used, it must be powered up using the correct 
procedures. The system should be powered up after it has been powered down 
for maintenance or power failure. Some installations power down their systems 
over the weekend or overnight and, therefore, require a subsequent power up. 
When a new system is installed, the Wang representative powers up the system. 
Some VS/IIS installations may assign the responsibility for powering up the 
system to a designated system operator, or other data processing personnel. 
In installations where the system is used primarily for word processing, the 

.~ word processing supervisor is usually responsible for powering up, powering 
down, and special procedures in case of a power shortage. 
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If you are powering up the system for the first time, ask 
the Wang representative or data processing personnel for 
the device address of the system disk and whether the disk 
is fixed or removable. 

To power up the system, perform the following required procedures. 

1. Power up all printers and workstations, especially the Operator's 
Console. The Operator's Console is always located at Workstation 
#0, which is adjacent to the Central Processing Unit (CPU), disk and 
tape drives, and printers. The workstation ON/OFF switch is located 
on the lower right side of the rear panel. 

2. Power up the CPU. The power supply switch is located on the lower 
left of the back panel of the VS 80 processor. For a VS-100 
processor place the mainframe circuit-breaker switch, located at the 
lower right front panel, to the ON position. Press the POWER ON 
button located on the power panel. 

3. Power up all disk drives, one at a time, by placing the ON/OFF 
switches on each drive to the ON position. The ON/OFF switches for 
the Model 2260V and 2280V disk drives are located in the rear of the 
units. To access the power switches for the 2265V disk drive, you 
must remove the back panel screw. First turn the AC POWER switch to 
the ON position, and then turn the POWER SUPPLY switch on. 

4. If the system contains tape drives, power them up by pressing the 
POWER button located on the right of the control panel. 

5. Load the read/write heads on all disk drives by pressing the START 
button on the front panel. Wait at least 5 seconds before pressing 
the START button of the next drive. Wait until the READY light of 
each drive is illuminated steadily, signifying that the read/write 
heads are loaded and the drive is operating at its proper speed, 
before going on to the next procedure. 

If the processor is a VS-100 model, you must first load the system 
microcode. Make certain that the system microcode diskette is in 
the mini-floppy drive. Then, push the Bootstrap button, which is 
the left most button on the upper right of the front-processor panel. 

The load is successful if the second light from the left on the 
indicator panel Clower right front of processor) is steadily lit. 
If that light is blinking, remove and reinsert the minidiskette that 
is located below the light indicator panel. (To get at this drive, 
you must open the processor front door.) If the light still blinks, 
call your local Wang Field Service representative. 
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6. Perform an Initial Program Load (IPL). To IPL, press the Control 
Mode button on the upper right front of the processor. Then press 
the Initialize button on the upper right front of the processor. 
Workstation 0 will display CONTROL MODE F 04 for a VS 80 processor, 
and CONTROL MODE R 00 for a VS-100 processor. The code displayed 
after the words CONTROL MODE indicates which device will be used by 
the IPL as the system volume. The letter F or R indicates whether 
the volume is fixed or removable. The hexadecimal digits indicate 
the device number. F 04 is the provided default for the VS 80, and 
R 00 is the provided default for the VS-100 processor. 

a. If the processor is a VS 80 model, either accept the default 
F 04 and press ENTER, or respecify the code. To respecify the 
code, press the BACKSPACE (or NEWLINE) key to reposition the 
cursor; type the correct number over F 04; and press ENTER. The 
device number must be less than 32. 

b. If the processor is a VS-100 model, you must indicate the Bus 
Adapter nurnber, IOP number, and Port number of the device to be 
used. To calculate this information, the following format can 
be used. 

BIII pp pp 
where: B = O for BA #1 

1 for BA #2 
III = 000 for IOP #0 

001 for IOP #1 
010 for IOP #2 
011 for IOP #3 
100 for IOP #4 
101 for !OP #5 
110 for !OP #6 
111 for IOP #7 

pppp = 0000 - 1111 for device #0-15. 

For example, device #4 on IOP #3 on BA #2 would be: 

BA2 IOP3 Port 4 
BIII pp pp 

Binary: 1011 0100 

Hex: B 4 

Thus, to indicate that the system volume to be used by IPL 
is the removable pack on BA #2, IOP #3, Device #4, enter R 
B4 and press ENTER. 

7. The system then prompts you to set the date and time. Enter this 
information. 

8. The system finally prompts you for the name of the configuration 
file to be used. Enter the configuration file information, and 
press ENTER. The system, after a temporary pause, is now up and 
running. 
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In situations where the system must be re-IPLed without 
powering down, first press the CTL mode button on the front 
of the CPU. The Operator's Console will then display the 
message, CONTROL MODE W, at the top line of the screen. 
(If there is any text on the screen at the time, it will 
not be erased.) Then complete the rest of the steps for an 
IPL, following system power-up procedures. 

Instructions for powering down the VS for standard system shutdown and 
for emergencies appear at the end of this chapter. 

2.3 LOGGING ON TO THE SYSTEM 

To use the VS/IIS, you must first log on to the system. Logon is 
performed at a workstation that currently displays the VS Logon screen (refer 
to Figure 2-1). Every user must enter an identification code (User ID) and 
password from the User List. Some installations have a VS system security 
administrator who places the word processing User IDs and passwords on the 
User List. In installations where the word processing supervisor is also in 
charge of system security, a User ID and password for initial logon should be 
obtained from the Wang representative. 

2.3.1 The User ID 

The User ID consists of up to three characters, the first of which must ~ 
be alphabetic. The second and third optional characters can be alphanumeric 
characters and include the special characters @, #, and $. Spaces are not 
accepted within a User ID. 

2.3.2 The Password 

Passwords are optional, but recommended. Once a password is issued for 
a particular user, the user must always include it to log on. User passwords 
can be one to eight characters in length. These characters can be 
alphanumeric and special characters. The VS does accept spaces within a user 
password. 
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Workst,aUon 4~0 . Ready 3:04 pm 

Hello -New User 

Please Identify Yourself by Supplying the Foll9wiog :Ihf-()tm.~J()fl 

Your USERID 0 = ••• 
Your' PASSWORD = 

Figure 2-1. The Wang VS Logon Screen 

2.3.3 Logging On 

To log on to the VS/IIS, follow these instructions. 

1. Type the User ID in the three high! ighted blocks, or pseudoblanks, 
provided for it. Notice the blinking cursor, resembling an 
underscore, that moves to the next available character position as 
characters are typed. After a three-character User ID is entered, 
the cursor automatically moves to the empty space designated for the 
password. If the User ID is less than three characters, press TAB 
once to move the cursor to the space for the password. 

2. If the User ID has a password, type it in. Note that the characters 
do not appear on the screen as they are being typed, to ensure 
system security. 

3. After typing the password, press the RETURN/ENTER key. If the User 
ID and password have been incorrectly entered, a blinking error 
message appears at the top of the screen, and prompts, SORRY-INVALID 
USER ID OR PASSWORD. PLEASE TRY AGAIN. If the User ID and password 
are correct, the supervisor is then given access to the VS/IIS. 
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A User ID can be logged on to only one workstation at a 
time. For example, if a person logs on to Workstation 40 
with the User ID, CAT, the user cannot log on to 
Workstation 41 with the same User ID before logging off 
from Workstation 40. The prompt, "SORRY - User CAT Already 
Logged On At Workstation 40 ," appears whenever a user 
attempts to log on with a User ID that is already logged on 
to another workstation. 

2.4 ACCESSING THE WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE 

The VS Conunand Processor is now displayed on the workstation screen. 
This screen is the main menu of the VS Computer System, and is described in 
more detail in Chapter 3. At this point, the workstation is performing data 
processing functions. All dual labelled keys perform the bottom function that 
appears on their keyfaces. 

To access VS word processing, you should run the Program WP, which is 
the word processing software package. Press PF 9, Enter Word Processing, from 
the Command Processor. 

The WP software can only be run on 2246C, 2256C, 2266C, 
2276C, and 2866C Workstations that have not been designated 
as device #0 (the Operator's Console). 

After word processing has been run, the screen momentarily displays a 
message that the Integrated Information System Initialization is in progress, 
and also indicates the release number of the word processing software and the 
type of workstation being used. The system then displays the VS Word 
Processing main menu, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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WANG VS WORE> f?,RClCE:$SING· SY.STEM 

, Pi ease· se1ect nex.t ac~.i..vi·tY: 

~ Edit .Old Doc.ument 
• Create N·ew. DoqumEmf 

P'rtnt D.oeument 
. Special: Pr.int Functions 
. Document :tnd·ex 
• Document 'Fi 1 i ng 
. Terminate wnrd Processing 
• Uti1Hi·eS 
. Glossary Func:tlons 

Crea Uori Library. is ,A 

l 0/04179 at l5: 38 

Figure 2-2. VS Word Processing Main Menu 

While running the word processing software, the combined workstation 
keyboard has the following distinguishing characteristics. 

• All special keys perform their word processing functions. 

• Dual labelled keys perform the operations of the top label. 

• The HELP and HOME keys are dysfunctional, but the Glossary key (GL) 
and the numeric keypad are functional. 

• Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to convey information to the system. 

• Press RETURN/ENTER or the Space Bar, depending upon the particular 
field, to move the cursor from the first position of one field to 
the first position of the next field. 

Nine options are available through the Word Processing menu, as pictured 
in Figure 2-2. Most of these options are used for creating and editing 
docwnents and glossaries. However, some of the options are useful for file 
management and administrative purposes. 
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2.5 THE WORD PROCESSING UTILITIES AND SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS 

The Word Processing Utilities provide the functions that are the basis 
of the word processing group operations. To access these functions, select 
Utilities from the WP menu and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The workstation then 
displays the Utilities and Supervisory Functions main menu, as it appears on 
2256C, 2266C, and 2276C workstations. The functions, Compare Documents, Super 
Global Replace, Index Generator, and Recover Damaged Document, do not appear 
on 2246C workstations. 

. Word .Processing U.tiHti~s 

1-&~:~f i!~!~g ~d Co.nversion 
I·---= . - -
j: ....,.:Llbtary: .. (;,ata 109 

'I· ,.~ .. J~alcµ1ator 

I -~od:i 1f¥ .Fc;>nriat t tnes.. 
[ ·--M~ke Pa'ragY,.aph. Fi 1 e 

I __,.So.rt· Document 
· · ~ppmp·are. DQ~uments 
1--~u:p_~r Gl:Qbal R~pU1.C~ 

I _.Index- G.erlerator l . .....,,P~raQraph Numbering .and. 
1 ·t1l'.b1.·e· ;·o'f ·Contents Ge~erator 

_MAILWAY F.a~ilit1.es 

+-. - -

Backup I Rec()~err f·unctfons · 

I _J~acku~ / Restore ) I . ·. ~o.c.ument~ iind f:11es I 
·1 · _Dµbli:t~t~ D..tsk:et~e· - I 

- . I· I ~clear In Use Condi{ton 

·. ~~cl)y~r Atc~i·\'.!!' Q'tske~te I 
:1

1

..,.._ ------~R,"""'ec_o""'". v_-e_r ..... ~o_am_-·'_·a.,...9e __ Jf_. ·..,...Q_()c_·u_· m ..... e_nt_. --1

1

. 

. ·:sup~rvis9ry Functions . 

·1 _o.re~t~, L,}braty ._ ..• I 
. """""""Cti~ng~· :Document Pas·swor.d I I _S'et. Workstiltfon .Defaults 
,........ __ ................. ___ --= ______ ....._. __________ -t. 

~RCm-.~fc:>gr~rir or. Procedure 

Figure 2-3. Utilities and Supervisory Functions Menu 

The functions appearing on the menu enable you to create libraries, 
administer information stored on the system, perform operations related to 
diskettes, run certain data processing programs, and perform various other 
tasks. For more information about each utility, position the Acceptance Block 
next to the utility and press the HELP key. After reading the displayed 
information, press any key to return to the Word Processing and Supervisory 
Functions menu. 

The following functions are Qiscussed in this chapter. 

• Library Catalog 

• Clear In Use Condition 

• Create Library 

• Recover Damaged Document 

• Change Doctunent Password 

• Recover Archive Diskette 

• Set Workstation Defaults 

• Run Program or Procedure 

• Duplicate Diskette 
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The remaining functions, namely, Backup/Restore Documents and Files, 
Document Filing and Conversion (COPYWP), and Document Index (LISTWP) are 
discussed in Chapter 5. Other functions, including Calculator, Modify Format 
Lines, Make Paragraph File, Sort Doctunent, Compare Doctunents, Super Global 
Replace, Index Generator, and Automatic Paragraph Numbering and Table of 
Contents Generator are discussed in the VS/IIS Advanced Functions Reference 
Guide. For installations with MAILWAY facilities, please refer to MAILWAY 
Level III Administrator's Manual and accompanying MAILWAY user manuals. 

To leave the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu, press the 
CANCEL/RESET key. The workstation now displays the Word Processing menu. 

2.6 LIBRARY CATALOG 

When you prepare to use word processing on the VS/IIS, the first step 
after logging on to the system is the creation of libraries. Before documents 
can be created, the word processing libraries in which the documents are to 
reside must be created. 

To become familiar with the method in which word processing libraries 
are organized on the VS/IIS, you should first view the library catalog. The 
library catalog is a list of all possible word processing libraries on the 
system and appears on the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. The 
library catalog is intended to help you in establishing a filing structure for 
documents, and in organizing the manner in which they are stored on the 
disks. You can observe the organization of libraries, but you cannot perform 
any operations on them from the library catalog screen. 

From the Word Processing menu, press the Space Bar to move the 
Acceptance Block to Utilities, and then press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The Utilities 
and Supervisory Functions menu appears on the screen, as illustrated in Figure 
2-3. 

The third entry on the menu is the Library Catalog utility. Move the 
Acceptance Block to this function by pressing the letter L or the Space Bar. 
Then press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to display the first screen of the library 
catalog, as illustrated in Figure 2-4. 
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Li.brary·· ~atal9s. 
Retea;se~T2:.,2 .·· 

P:p~~~· ·~~q~t;~~;~'~ ;.d·i:~pla;y prot.QtY..P,~ 
·Qf se:lect:eiji l:tbJ:!ar~ 

L 1b. Vol. L 1b. Vol. Lib. 

AA ~N ,,_a 
~B WP ;......O WP _b 
_J: VOLS:55 _p ~c 
_:o WP _,Q VOL SSS _d 
_E _R WP _e 
~F vats·~·~. _s WP _.;.r 
.....;.G _T VOL555 ~g 
_K WP _u wp··· ..._h 
_I VOL5SS _v _'i 
~~· WP _w WP _j 
_:K VOL55-5 _x VOL555 _k 
_L WP _y WP _, 
~M _z WP _m 

Vol. Lib. 

___;,n 
_o 

VOLS SS. ,__p 
WP _q 
VOL555 __..r 
WP ;......S 
VOL~~S _t 
WP __..u 
WP .-....;.,V 

_w 
WP _x 
WP __ :;; 
W,P ·--.·2 

Figure 2-4. Library Catalog -- First Screen 

Vol. 

WP 
WP 

Wlf 
WP 
WP 
WP 

WP 

VOL555 

The Create Library function creates and assigns word processing 
libraries to volumes. As creation occurs, the system automatically generates 
a prototype document that is used for setting up format standards for the 
library. The system also updates the library catalog and places the name of 
the assigned volume on the library list, next to its associated library. All 
possible library letters are displayed, regardless of whether they actually 
have been assigned to a voltUne. 

Move the Acceptance Block to any library letter by pressing the Space 
Bar or the letter of the library to be viewed. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to view 
the second screen of the Library Catalog utility shown in Figure 2-5. Always 
check the second screen to see if the library in question has a prototype 
doctUnent or other documents in existence. 

The first coltUnn of the second screen describes the library, its 
assigned voltUne, and whether a prototype and other documents exist in the 
library. If there is a prototype for the library, a second column appears 
containing the identification information typed in the Document Summary of the 
prototype document. It is possible to discern from the second screen whether 
the prototype for the library has been deleted; if so the secondary screen 
indicates that there are doctUnents in the library, but no prototype exists. 
As it is impossible to create word processing documents in a library without a 
prototype, you must recreate the prototype. 
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L ·t~-t~fy; ,,C~t~i:~~· 
· -R~~',e~s;fi;·:'~F~:z::. ·: 

Press CANCEL to return to catalog ·'lr$t·, 

L 1 brary : r· 

Volume name: VOL5:5.S 

'.Pto.totyp'lg' Y~e~: 

Prototype pame.: Pl1]~~ype 

· Au.thor: Tech ·Pubs, 

-~·''\Operator: R.fta: Mei: 

Document( s1 : 'ies · Corrments : Tf:!c.hrfi·C:~t 'Manua.ls 

Figure 2-5. Library Catalog -- Second Screen 

!""',, To leave the second screen, press CANCEL/RESET and return to the main 
Library Catalog. From the Library Catalog, press CANCEL/RESET to return to 
the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 

2.7 VS FILE ORGANIZATION 

Before creating libraries, you should understand the concept of VS file 
organization. Information recorded by the VS on disks and tapes is organized 
on three levels: volumes, libraries, and files. This organization is 
illustrated in the following pyramid structure. 

LIBRARY 
FILE FILE 

VOLUME 
LIBRARY 

FILE FILE 

• A file is the smallest group in which information is stored. The 
VS/IIS supports four types of files. Each word processing document 
is a separate file·. Other types of files include program files, 
data files, and print files. 
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• A library is a group of files organized together for the purpose of 
identification and easy access by the computer. Libraries can 
contain one or more files. Files that are related, such as the 
files belonging to one department or files created by one author, 
can be assigned to the same library. 

Each VS/IIS can have a maximurn of 53 word processing libraries: 26 
uppercase and 26 lowercase letters, plus the space library for 
storage of glossary docwnents. Ideally, the system you set up 
designates certain library letters to particular departments, 
individuals, or types of work. As examples, Library A is designated 
for Accounting Department docurnents; Library R is designated for 
all docwnents typed by Robert Brown; and Library w is designated 
for all proposals typed by the word processing group. 

• A volurne is the largest group into which data is organized and can 
contain one or more libraries. A volume is a unit of storage 
media. For example, each diskette or reel of tape is an individual 
volwne. Each fixed disk or removable disk cartridge is also a 
volwne. Disk packs containing more than one large disk platter 
collectively compose a single volwne. 

Every volume on the VS/IIS is assigned a unique name when it is 
initialized. (The disk initialization utility, DISKINIT, is 
discussed in Chapter 5.) Volwne names can be up to six alphanumeric 
characters in length. Disks are always referenced by their volume 
names. Before beginning library creation, you should know the names 
of all volwnes currently mounted on the system. This information 
can be obtained from the installation's data processing personnel or 
the Wang representative, if the system is newly installed. 

2.8 CREATE LIBRARY 

Before creating libraries, you should consider the types of documents to 
be created, and the departments to be serviced by the word processing group. 
With this information in mind, you should now determine the type of documents 
to be assigned to each library letter. 

To create a library, use the Create Library function. To access Create 
Library from the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu, select Create 
Library. Then press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to display the first screen of Create 
Libraries (refer to Figure 2-6). 
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.C :11 E.:.it'J. £. L I S R.·A,R Y U T I L _I--l Y 
Rer~s:e- ~i.,6 

$.~l'ec-t,~l:'~!~~r:~r;;y tJ~:. 
Pr.es~.)~~-~CCI[.<-£; ' '' --_- ;':' · __ 

- ~ . ~-

Libr~r.¥ -IP- Letter!_ 

Figure 2-6. Create Library Function -- First Screen 

The fields to be filled in on the first screen are defined as follows. 

• The Library ID Letter field is the new library letter, specified in 
the first display, that the system automatically inserts and 
highlights. 

• The Next Document field ID is the ID number the system uses to begin 
the document numbering sequence for the new library. The document 
numbering sequence can begin at any point between 0001 and 9999. 
The default for this field is 0001. However, you can change the 
default to begin renumbering docwnents or to use the IDs of 
documents that have been deleted or filed off the system. For 
example, if you choose the next document to be 2000, the following 
documents will be numbered 2001, 2002, etc. When document 
renumbering occurs, the IDs of existing documents are ignored. 

• The Next Archive ID field contains the number at which numbering of 
new archive diskettes should start. 

• The Volume Name field can be the name of any disk volume currently 
attached to the VS/IIS. The default volume for this field is the 
system volume, which the system automatically fills in. When 
designating a library to a volume, you must consider the capacity of 
the volume (refer to the VS System Operations Guide, Part 2) and the 
number and size of the expected documents in the library. 
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Although the Volume Name field has eight spaces, a volume 
name on the VS/IIS can only be up to six characters in 
length. Be careful not to specify a voltune name of seven 
or eight characters. 

• The Delete Library ID and Prototype field is used when you delete a 
library letter and prototype document from a volume. The field does 
not allow you to delete any documents from the library. "No" is the 
default when a library is being created. 

When all pertinent information has been entered in these fields, press 
EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The system automatically generates the prototype document, 
which is given the Document ID 0000 plus the library letter. The prototype 
document is used to establish formatting conventions for the new library. The 
format line, nwnber of lines per page, and the Print Document fields of all 
documents in a library can be standardized through the respective prototype 
documents. 

The prototype document should not contain any text. 
prototype for a document, perform the following steps. 

To create a 

1. From the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu, select the Create 
Library function and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to view the first 
display of the function. 

2. Enter the library letter of the document to be created in the 
Creation Library field, and then press RETURN/ENTER. 

3. When the second screen of Create Library (refer to Figure 2-7) is 
displayed, accept the defaults for Library ID and Next Document ID. 
Move the cursor to Volume Name, and type in the name of the volume 
to be used (if it is not the system volume). Make sure the volume 
name is typed in uppercase letters only. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 
The prototype is now created. 

4. To create another library, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE, enter the new 
library letter in its appropriate field and follow the instructions 
in Step 3. Otherwise, leave the second screen of Create Library by 
pressing CANCEL/RESET; the workstation now displays the Utilities 
and Supervisory Functions menu. 
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Figure 2-7. Create Library Function -- Second Screen 

~ 2.8.1 Setting Up Standards for the Prototype Document 

After the new library and its prototype have been created, the next step 
is to enter the prototype document and set up its standards. 

1. From the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu, press the 
CANCEL/RESET key. 

2. The Word Processing menu is now displayed. The Acceptance Block is 
positioned at Edit Old Document, the next function to be used. 

3. At the bottom of the menu is a field that prompts "Creation library 
is". This field enables the user to access the library in which the 
document to be edited resides. The system prompts "Please enter 
Document Id:" at the bottom of the menu and presents a highlighted 
document ID. Type in 0000 and the new library letter to access the 
prototype document. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The system 
automatically displays the Document Swrunary (refer to Figure 2-8). 
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Figure 2-8. Document Summary Screen 

4. Every document created by the system contains a Document Summary to ~ 
provide the word processing group with identification and 
statistical information about the document. (Refer to the Word 
Processing Reference Manual for more information.) 

For identification purposes, type "Prototype" as the document name 
for the particular department, person, or type of document. Your 
name should be typed in the Operator and/or Author fields. The 
Comments field is optional, but you may want to type pertinent 
information about the library in this field. Press EXECUTE/NEW 
LINE. The workstation then displays the first page of the prototype 
document (refer to Figure 2-9). 
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Figure 2-9. First Page of Prototype Document 

5. The format line of the prototype should be set in the standard 
format to be used by all documents in the library. For example, 
assume that all documents in Library P are proposals with tabs at 
Positions 5, 10, and 15,as well as a right-hand margin of 65. You 
would create a format to reflect these specifications. 

6. Press COMMAND and PAGE to designate the default number of lines per 
page for all documents in the library. The system prompts, "Page 
length." Type in the appropriate page length and press EXECUTE/NEW 
LINE. When the operator- accesses the Print Document menu of any 
document in the library, the lines per page default designated in 
the prototype document appears as the default in the LINES PER PAGE 
field. 

7. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE and CANCEL/RESET to end format creation. The 
system prompts, "End of Edit?" Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to terminate 
the editing function. The Word Processing Menu should now be on the 
screen. 
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The defaults established in a prototype document can be 
overridden, if a different format is required for a new 
document. When the prototype is changed, all document 
formats created by the old prototype remain the same. Only 
new documents reflect the revised prototype document. 

At this point, you should also set up print standards for every document 
in the library through the prototype Print Document menu. To do this, perform 
the following steps. 

1. From the Word Processing menu, move the Acceptance Block to Print 
Document and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE twice. The system displays the 
Print Document menu, as illustrated in Figure 2-10. 

2. Notice that many of the fields have been filled in with defaults. 
Whether or not the fields need to be modified depends upon the type 
of document to be stored in the 1 ibrary. Move the cursor to the 
Paper Length field by pressing RETURN/ENTER. The default 66 
represents the number of single typed lines on an 8 1/2 x 11 paper. 
If the documents in the library are to be printed on shorter or 
longer paper, change this field by typing in the proper line 
length. Otherwise, move to the Character Set field by pressing 
RETURN/ENTER. 

3. Type in the character set number for the character set used on the 
default printer. Move the cursor to the Printer Number field. ~ 

4. Type in the printer number of a printer configured for word 
processing. If more than one printer is designated for word 
processing, type the number of the printer that is most commonly 
used for printing the documents in this particular library. 

Both the character set and printer numbers must always be 
specified when you print a word processing document. To 
avoid the possibility of an operator forgetting to fill in 
these fields, be sure to specify them in the prototype 
Print Document menu. Make sure that the character set 
specified is a valid one for the printer specified. You 
can check the validity of the character set number by 
accessing the VS/IIS Peripheral utility. Refer to Appendix 
C for a full explanation of this utility. 
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Figure 2-10. Print Document Menu 

5. Use RETURN/ENTER to move to the next field, Left Margin. If you 
want to change the left margin, type the new left margin length. 

6. Use the RETURN/ENTER key to move to Pitch. There are four options: 
10-, 12- and 15-pitch, plus Proportional Spacing. Move the 
Acceptance Block within this field by pressing the Space Bar, until 
the Acceptance Block is positioned next to the appropriate pitch for 
the printer designated. 

7. Use RETURN/ENTER to move to the Format field, and position the 
Acceptance Block next to the type of format desired. 

8. The Forms, Style, Swnmary, and Delete fields can be modified in the 
same manner as the other fields, to reflect the standards being set 
up for the prototype document. 

9. The docwnent is printed at 6 or 8 lines per inch, vertically spaced, 
when the appropriate selection from the Lines Per Inch field is 
made. This option is only available for the daisy printers. 

10. When all fields have been modified to reflect standards for the 
library, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to return to the Word Processing 
menu. The printer specified in the Printer Number field then prints 
out a Document Swnmary (if specified on the Print Document menu) and 
a blank sheet of paper, representing the prototype document. 
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2.8.2 Creating a New Prototype Document 

Create Library is also used for purposes other than library creation. 
For example, the prototype document for a library may be accidentally deleted ,~ 
or damaged. If this problem occurs, new docwnents cannot be created and old 
documents cannot be edited in the library until a new prototype is created. 
To create a new prototype, access the Create Library display (refer to Figures 
2-6 and 2-7). Enter the specifications for the new prototype, following the 
same instructions for creating the original prototype. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE 
and the system creates the replacement prototype for the library. 

2.8.3 Changing the Numbering Sequence of an Existing Library 

The numbering sequence of a library can be changed through the Create 
Library function. For example, asswne the nwnbering sequence for Library B 
begins with OOOlB, 0002B, 0003B, etc. You can change the nwnbering sequence 
to begin with 2000B and create new standards for the prototype document. You 
enter the specifications on the Create Library display, following the same 
instructions for creating an original library. When you press EXECUTE/NEW 
LINE, the system changes the numbering system and preserves the original 
prototype, thereby giving you the option of keeping the original prototype or 
changing the format. 

By returning the Next Document ID field of an existing library to 0001, 
you can reuse document IDs of old documents that have been deleted from the 
library. For example, suppose 400 documents have been created in Library c, 
and the next available document ID is 040lc. Next, assume 10 documents have 
been deleted from the library, including ID numbers 0030 through 0040. Using 
the Create Library function, the supervisor specifies the Next Document ID as ~ 
0001. The system then bypasses the IDs of documents that still exist in the 
library and begins numbering new documents at 0030c. When the document ID 
0040c is used, the system once again bypasses all existing document IDs and 
continues numbering new documents beginning at 0401c. 

2.8.4 Moving a Library to Another Volume 

Occasionally, the contents of a library increases to the point where 
more storage space is required than is available on the present volume. You 
can move the library to another volume with more available storage space 
through the Create Library utility. 

To move a library to another volume, perform the following three steps. 

1. Move the library's prototype docwnent to the new volume. Using the 
Create Library display, leave all fields as they are except for the 
Volume Name field. Type the new volume name in this field and press 
EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The .system moves the prototype to the new volume, 
preserving its original format line, document ID numbering sequence, 
and Print Document menu. The system updates the library catalog to 
include the new volume name. At this point, all new docwnents 
created in the library reside on the new volume; the old documents 
in the library remain on the volume on which they were created. 
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2. To move existing documents from the old volume to the new volume, 
use the Copy Library functions of the Document Filing and Conversion 
(COPYWP) utility (refer to Chapter 5). This utility copies the 
documents. 

3. After copying is completed, the Delete Library function of the 
Document Filing and Conversion utility CCOPYWP) should be used to 
delete the originals on the old volume. 

2.8.5 Deleting a Library from a Volume 

To delete a library from a volume, use the Delete Library function in 
the Document Filing and Conversion utility. Refer to Chapter 5. 

Press Cancel to leave the Create Library utility. Press EXECUTE/NEW 
LINE to return to the Word Processing menu. 

2.9 CHANGE DOCUMENT PASSWORD 

The Change Document Password function enables you to change document 
passwords. Changing document passwords is a form of security available 
through word processing only. Every document can be individually password 
protected through the system security feature of all Wang Word Processing 
Systems. This feature of security is discussed completely in the Word 
Processor System Security Option Operator's Instructions. The Change Document 
Password function enables you to change or remove the passwords for a single 
document, a range of documents in the same library, or all documents in a 
given library. Select Change Document Password from the Utilities and 
Supervisory Functions menu and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The workstation then 
displays the Change Document Password main menu, as pictured in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11. Change Document Password Main Menu 
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2.9.1 Single Document Modification 

To change or remove the password of a single document, move the 
Acceptance Block to Single Document and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. When the ~ 
Single Document function is selected, a second screen, illustrated in Figure · ·' 
2-12, prompts for the document specifications. 

C H A N G E 

Enter Parameters and 
Press EXECUTE 

D 0 C U M E N. T 
Reiease i!l 

~oeument, ID~ __ ~ _ 

Library Name:~ 

New Password:..;..._'""" __ _ 

PASSWORD 

Figure 2-12. Single Document Specifications Screen 

Enter the document ID and library name of the document to be modified in 
the appropriate fields. The last field requests the new password. A maximum 
of six alphanumeric characters can be entered for the new password. (Special 
characters are not accepted in the password.) If the password is to be 
removed, this field should be left blank. After the specifications have been 
entered, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The password is changed or removed, and the 
workstation returns to the Single Document Specifications screen. 

You can also change or remove the password of a single document while 
editing it. Press COMMAND and the And (&) key during doctunent editing; this 
action causes the system to prompt, "Enter password." You can either enter 
the new password at this time, and then press EXECUTE/NEW LINE, or you can 
respond to the prompt simply by pressing EXECUTE/NEW LINE, thereby removing 
any password from the document. 

From the Word Processing menu, you can add the same password to all 
documents created on the workstation by pressing COMMAND and the Asterisk (*) 
key. In response to the system prompt, you type in the desired password and 
press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The system then prompts, "Password protected." To 
cancel a password attached to the workstation, you press COMMAND and the 
Asterisk (*) key from the Word Processing menu, and then EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 
The system then prompts, "Password removed." 
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2.9.2 Modifying the Password for a Range of Documents 

To change or remove the passwo_rd f ram a range of documents, select Range 
of Documents from the Change Document Password menu. The workstation then 
requests the specifications for the range of documents. (Refer to Figure 
2-13 for an illustration.) 

C~AN~E DOCU~£~T PASSWORD 
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Enter Parameters and 
Press EXEGUT.~ . 

Document ID Range: ____ "" ___ _ 

Li brarY: "1~rne: _ 
New. ,Pas:swot-d : _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Figure 2-13. Range of Documents Specifications Screen 

The first field on this screen should contain two valid document IDs 
between 0000 and 9999, representing the range of documents whose passwords are 
to be changed. For example, you might specify that documents 0055 to 0073 
comprise the range of documents. The second field requests the library letter 
of these documents. Only one library can be entered at a time. The third 
field, New Password, allows the supervisor to enter a maximum of six 
alphanumeric characters for the new password. Leave the field blank if the 
password is to be deleted. 

After the specifications are entered into the display, press EXECUTE/NEW 
LINE. As the passwords are changed or removed, the system displays a message 
containing the ID of the document whose password is currently being changed. 
This process can be terminated at any time by pressing CANCEL/RESET and 
returning to the Range of Documents Specifications screen. 

2.9.3 Modifying the Password for a Library 

To change or remove the password from all the documents in a library, 
select the All Documents in a Library option from the Change Document Password 

~ menu. The resultant screen requests the library's specifications. 
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Two fields appear on the Library Specifications screen pictured in 
Figure 2-14. The first field requests the letter of the library to be 
modified. Only one library can be modified at a time. The second field, New 
Password, requires a new password of up to six alphanumeric characters. To 11"8'\., 
remove the password, leave this field blank. 
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Figure 2-14. Change Library Specification Screen 

When all the specifications are complete, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. As 
each document in the library is modified, the system displays the respective 
document ID. As in Range of Documents, it is possible to terminate the Change 
Library procedure and return to the All Documents in Library menu by pressing 
CANCEL/RESET. 

2.10 SET WORKSTATION DEFAULTS 

The Set Workstation Defaults function automatically establishes a word 
processing running environment for each combined workstation. Access Set 
Workstation Defaults from the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. The 
workstation displays the screen illustrated in Figure 2-15. 
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Figure 2-15. Set Workstation Defaults Screen 

The fields on the Set Workstation Defaults screen can be defined as 
follows. 

• The Workstation Unit Number field always defaults to the unit, or 
device, number of the workstation you are using. This number cannot 
be changed. 

• The Default Library field allows you to specify a default word 
processing library for the particular workstation. Whenever word 
processing is selected from this workstation, the "Creation Library 
is" field on the Word Processing menu automatically displays the 
library letter of the specified default library. If you leave the 
Default Library field blank, the "Creation Library is" field for the 
particular workstation defaults to library A. 

• The Default Glossary ID field should contain the ID of the glossary 
document, if any, to be automatically attached whenever word 
processing is accessed by the workstation. 
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Word processing workstation defaults must be set individually, from the 
workstation to which they will pertain. These defaults remain from one 
workstation session to another unless you change them. From Set Workstation 
Defaults, press CANCEL/RESET to return to the Utilities and Supervisory ~ 
Functions Main menu. 

2.11 BACKUP/RECOVERY FUNCTIONS 

The Backup/Recovery functions include Duplicate Diskette, Clear In Use 
Condition, Recover Damaged Document, and Recover Archive Diskette. The 
Duplicate Diskette utility copies all information on an archive diskette and 
duplicates the information on one or more additional diskettes. The Clear In 
Use utility clears erroneous In Use conditions from the system. The Recover 
Damaged Document utility recovers damaged documents on the system. The 
Recover Archive Diskette utility recovers documents from damaged archive 
diskettes. These Backup/Recovery functions are described in the following 
sections. 

In addition, the Backup/Recovery functions include Backup/Restore 
Documents and Files, which is described in Chapter 5. 

2.12 DUPLICATE DISKETTE 

The Duplicate Diskette utility copies all information on an archive 
diskette and duplicates the information on one or more additional diskettes. 
To use the central archive drive for this operation, access Duplicate Diskette 
from a 2246C, 2256C, or 2866C workstation. To use the local archiver, access .~ 

Duplicate Diskette from the archiving workstation associated with the archive 
drive. 

Before using Duplicate Diskette, be sure to mount the diskette in the 
drive, following proper mount procedures. (Two methods can be used for 
mounting diskettes. The first method involves mounting a diskette through 
word processing and is described in the Word Processing Reference Manual. The 
second method, which allows you to mount a diskette through the Command 
Processor, is discussed in Subsection 3.8.2.) Select Utilities from the Word 
Processing menu and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. From the Utilities and 
Supervisory Functions menu, press D to move the cursor to Duplicate Diskette. 
Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to display the Duplicate Diskette screen, illustrated 
in Figure 2-16. 
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Figure 2-16. Duplicate Diskette Screen 

To execute the duplicate diskette function, perform the following steps. 

1. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to begin the duplication procedure. 

2. The system prompts "Reading original diskette" in the upper portion 
of the screen. The following message appears on the lower portion 
of the screen: 

Reading Track :XX 

As part of the duplication procedure, the system reads the 
information written on the diskette on a track-by-track basis, 
displaying the number of each track as it is read. The system holds 
the information in memory until duplication is completed. 

3. When the reading process is complete, the system prompts "Replace 
original with another diskette. Press EXECUTE to make copy, CANCEL 
to copy another diskette." On the bottom of the screen "This is 
copy 001" appears. 

4. Place the diskette on which the information is to be copied, in the 
drive, and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The system prompts, "Writing 
copy diskette (Copy 001) ", in the upper portion of the screen. The 
system writes the information copied from the first diskette onto 
the new diskette and displays the following message: 

Writing Track XX 
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5. When duplication is complete and all copies have been made, the 
system prompts, "Duplication complete. Press EXECUTE to make 
another copy, CANCEL to copy another diskette." If another copy is 
needed, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to restart the copy process. If no 
more copies are needed or if you wish to copy another diskette, 
press CANCEL/RESET. The system prompts, "Place original diskette in 
drive. Press EXECUTE to begin, CANCEL to terminate utility." 

6. Remove the diskette, following the appropriate dismount procedures 
for the central archive drive. Press CANCEL/RESET to return to the 
Utilities menu. 

2.13 CLEAR IN USE CONDITION 

If an operator tries to access another document currently being printed, 
filed, or used by another operator, the prompt, "In Use", ordinarily appears 
at the bottom of the workstation screen. Sometimes, however, "In Use" appears 
when an operator tries to access a document known to be idle. For example, if 
the system has started to print a document when a power failure occurs, 
attempts to access these documents once the system is working again may result 
in the In Use condition. An erroneous In Use condition may also occur when 
the system is re-IPLed while an operator is currently working on a document. 
After the IPL is complete, attempts to re-access the document may cause the 
prompt, "In Use", to appear on the workstation screen, although this document 
is no longer really in use. 

The Clear In Use Condition function clears erroneous In Use conditions 
from the system. Select Clear In Use Condition from the Utilities and 
Supervisory Functions menu, and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The Clear In Use 
Condition display appears on the screen (Figure 2-17). 

Perform the following actions to clear the erroneous In Use condition. 

1. Enter the ID of the document erroneously placed in use. Press 
EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 
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Figure 2-17. Clear In Use Condition Screen 

2. The system prompts, "WARNING: This document may be a secondary 
document queued to print or may be queued to Telecommunications." 
Since word processing telecommunications are not supported through 
the Word Processing menu, the latter condition cannot be true. The 
former condition may exist, however. If you are uncertain about the 
print status of the document in question, you should press 
CANCEL/RESET to leave the Clear In Use Condition screen and access 
the Word Processing menu. You should then check the print queue 
available through the Document Index to make sure the document is 
not queued to print. 

3. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to clear the In Use condition. Now operators 
can once again access the document. 

The Clear In Use Condition utility should not be used for 
documents that are legi tirnately in use. If the In Use 
prompt is valid and the supervisor clears the In Use 
condition for a print job, the print job will be cancelled. 

The Clear In Use function does not clear In Use conditions 
for primary documents that are queued to print, or 
glossaries that are attached to workstations. 
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2.14 RECOVER DAMAGED DCX!UMENT 

The VS/IIS has a built-in ability to automatically recover damaged word 
processing doctUnents. If the system malfunctions, or if a workstation is 
powered down while a user is editing or creating a doctUnent, damage may be 
done to the doctUnent. The operator or supervisor can quickly and easily 
recover the doctUnent through the recovery procedures described in this section. 

To recover a damaged doctUnent, select Edit Old DoctUnent from the Word 
Processing menu and enter the ID of the damaged doctUnent. The Recover Damaged 
DoctUnent utility automatically recovers the doctUnent. The system notifies the 
user that a recovery operation is in progress by displaying the message, 
"Recovering". Once the recovery is complete, the message, "Recovered", tells 
the user that the doctUnent is now recognized as a valid doctUnent that can be 
used in word processing operations. If the docwnent still appears damaged, 
select the Recover Damaged DoctUnent utility directly. 

Access Recover Damaged Document from the Backup/Recovery Functions 
menu. The Document Recovery menu containing three functions, as illustrated 
in Figure 2-18, appears. The Document and Baddoc functions are user 
functions; the third function is for Wang restricted use. 
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Figure 2-18. Document Recovery Screen 
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2.14.1 Document Function 

When directed to the Doctunent function by an error message, position the 
cursor next to "Doctunent" and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. Then fol low the system 
prompts by entering the document ID and pressing EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

During recovery, the utility displays the message "Recovering" in the 
upper right corner of the screen; when recovery is complete, the utility 
erases the message. You can now return to the Word Processing menu and access 
the doctunent. 

In some cases the system may respond with the message, "First Recovery 
successful. Press Execute for Additional Recovery Procedure." This recovery 
is a two part process. The first part of the recovery process produces a 
usable document: that is, the doctunent can be edited and printed but may be 
missing text. The second part of the recovery process ensures that the 
doctunent will be recovered as completely as possible. 

2.14.2 Baddoc Function 

When you are directed to the Baddoc function by an error message, 
position the cursor next to Baddoc and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. Then follow 
the system prompts by entering the doctunent ID and pressing EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

If the system cannot recover the doctunent, the doctunent remains 
inaccessible; you must then go through the Conunand Processor and delete any 
Baddoc library entries. In order to delete Baddoc entries, you must be able 
to recognize a Baddoc library within the Manage Files and Libraries listing. 
Baddoc libraries have the format of Baddocxx where xx represents the 
doctunent's library letter: xx represents lowercase and x represents uppercase. 

2.14.3 After Recovery 

After a Document and Baddoc recovery, the recovered document might 
contain text that was not part of the original document. After recovery, you 
should edit the doctunent, using word processing, and delete the unwanted text. 

Depending on how badly damaged the document was prior to recovery, the 
document pages may or may not be in proper order. If text is missing from the 
document you can look in the document's Work Page (press GO-TO-PAGE W). 
Document Recovery stores text without page references in the Work Page. 

Documents cannot contain more than 120 pages of text, excluding special 
pages, such as header and footer pages. If Document Recovery locates more 
than 120 pages in an unrecovered document, it appends all pages to the 120th 
page. If the message, "More than 120 pages in document", appears after 
recovery, you should look in the last page of the document (Page 120) for any 
pages that are missing. 
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The following table lists the error messages, the suggested recovery 
function, and, where appropriate, the condition of the document. 

Table 2-1. Document Recovery Error Messages Table 

MESSAGE FUNCTION CONDITION 

May be damaged Document Usable document, possible 
internal inconsistencies. 

Use document recovery Document Usable document with 
internal inconsistencies. 

--~ 

Unknown document Baddoc Routed to Baddoc Library 
associated with document's 
library, or does not exist. 

·----

Damaged Beyond Recovery Baddoc Routed to Baddoc library 
associated with document's library. 

2.15 RECOVER ARCHIVE DISKETTE 

Damage to archive diskettes, caused by a scratch on the inner disk or 
even by normal wear, makes the information on the damaged diskette impossible 
to retrieve through normal document filing procedures. Documents on these 
damaged diskettes can be retrieved by using the Recover Archive Diskette r-"\, 
utility. 

Before accessing the Recover Archive Diskette utility, mount the damaged 
archive diskette. Then select Utilities from the Word Processing menu. From 
the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu, select Recover Archive 
Diskette. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The next screen is the Recover Archive 
Diskette menu, pictured in Figure 2-19. 

Diskette recovery is performed using the central archive or local 
archive drives. To use the local archive drive, first access Recover Archive 
Diskette from the Archiving Workstation. Workstations 2246C, 2256C, and 2866C 
can always access the central archive drive. 
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Figure 2-19. Recover Archive Diskette Menu 

2.15.1 Single Document Recovery 

Use the following steps to retrieve a single docwnent from a damaged 
diskette. 

1. Select the drive to be used. 

2. Press RETURN/ENTER to move the cursor to Single Docwnent and press 
EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

3. The following prompts appear if information has been incorrectly 
specified. 

a. The prompt, "Terminal is not a Local Archiving Workstation", 
appears if you select the Local Archiver option from a 2246C, 
2256C, or 2866C workstation. 

b. The prompt, "Archive in Use", occurs if you specify the Central 
Drive from an archiving workstation. 

c. The prompt, "Drive Not Available", occurs if you forget to mount 
the diskette before beginning diskette recovery procedures. 

4. If inf orrnation has been properly specified, the system prompts, 
"Please Put Archive Disk in Drive. Press EXECUTE to Mount Disk." 
Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to continue with recovery operations. 
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5. The system then prompts, "Please Enter Document ID", and highlights 
the ID of the first docwnent found in the Volwne Table of Contents 
(VTQC) of the archive diskette. (The VTOC is a list of all files on ~ 
a disk.) The message, "Archive ID: XXXXX", appears in the upper f ' 
right portion of the screen. "XXXXX" represents the archive 
diskette ID. 

6. To specify the docwnent to be recovered, type over the given 
document ID, or press P SCR or N SCR, to search through the document 
IDs on the diskette. Pressing N SCR/ERASE displays the ID of the 
next document on the VTOC. Likewise, pressing P SCR/B TAB displays 
the previous document on the VTOC. 

7. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The system then tries to recover the 
document and displays the message, "Retrieving document XXXXX", with 
XXXXX representing the ID of the document specified for recovery. 

8. When document recovery is complete, the message, "Document XXXXX 
successfully retrieved, Needs recovery", appears on the screen. 
Press CANCEL/RESET to leave diskette recovery and to display the 
Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 

9. Recover the document by accessing the Word Processing menu and by 
selecting Edit Old Document. The system will then recover the 
document,using the procedures described in Section 2.13. 

2.15.2 Multiple Document Recovery 

Recover Archive Diskette is also used for recovering a group or all ~ 
documents on an archive diskette. To specify multiple document recovery, 
first access Recover Archive Diskette from the Utilities and Supervisory 
Functions menu. Then, follow these instructions. 

1. Select the appropriate drive 
RETURN/ENTER and the Space Bar 
Document. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

for the workstation. 
to move the cursor to 

Press 
Multiple 

2. The system prompts, "Please Put Archive Disk in Drive. Press 
EXECUTE to Mount Disk." Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE in response. (Refer 
to the previous subsection, Single Document Recovery, for a list of 
possible error messages.) 

3. The workstation displays the Archive Disk Recovery screen with the 
list of documents on the diskette, as illustrated in Figure 2-20. 
The message, "The following documents have been found on the disk. 
Press EXECUTE to search for additional documents.", appears at the 
top of the screen. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE if all the documents on 
the diskette do not appear on this screen. The message, "Rebuilding 
VTOC", appears at the bottom of the screen. If the VTOC is damaged 
on the diskette, the system tries to fix it at this time. 
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Figure 2-20. Archive Disk Recovery Screen 

4. The next screen shows a complete list of documents on the diskette. 
Select the documents to be retrieved by pressing the Space Bar, to 
move the cursor to the appropriate document ID. 

5. Press INSERT to place an Acceptance Block beside the ID of each 
document to be retrieved. If you make a mistake and select the 
wrong document, return to the incorrect document and press DELETE to 
remove the Acceptance Block. 

6. When all documents are selected, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to begin 
document recovery. The system prompts, "Retrieving document XXXXX", 
for each document it tries to retrieve. 

7. Should an error occur during document retrieval and more documents 
need to be retrieved, press EXECUTE/NEW LINE to go on to the next 
document, or press CANCEL/RESET to terminate recovery. 

8. When document retrieval is complete, the system displays the 
message, "Document XXXXX (the ID of the last document to be 
retrieved) successfully retrieved. Needs recovery." Press 
CANCEL/RESET. The first screen of the Recover Archive Diskette 
Utility is displayed. Two additional options, Mount Current Disk 
and Change Disk, appear on the screen at this time. You have the 
choice of rerunning the utility using one of these new options or 
terminating the utility. 
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9. Press CANCEL/RESET to leave the Recover Archive Diskette utility and 
to return to the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 

10. Remember to recover each docwnent from the damaged diskette, using r-"i 
the procedures described in Subsection 2.11.3. 

Remember that al though the docwnents have been recovered, the diskette 
on which they were stored still remains damaged. The damaged diskette should 
be discarded at this time. Note also that the docwnents retrieved from the 
diskette may still be damaged after recovery. 

2.15.3 Rename Disk 

The Rename Disk option allows you to change the ID number of the archive 
diskette. 

1. Press both RETURN/ENTER and the Space Bar to position the Acceptance 
Block next to the Rename Disk option. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

2. The system prompts, "Please Enter New Archive Disk ID. Press 
EXECUTE to Rename Disk." The message, "Archive ID: XXXXX", appears 
in the middle of the screen, with XXXXX representing the ID of the 
archive diskette. 

3. Type the new archive ID over the given ID and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

4. The message, "Rename complete", appears at the bottom of the 
screen. Press CANCEL/RESET to return to the first menu. 

5. Press CANCEL/RESET to leave the Recover Archive Diskette utility and 
return to the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 

2.16 RUN PROGRAM OR PROCEDURE 

The Run Program or Procedure function allows you to run a VS program or 
procedure that is not otherwise available from the menu. From the Utilities 
and Supervisory Functions menu, press R or the Space Bar to move the 
Acceptance Block next to Run Program or Procedure. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 
The workstation displays the screen illustrated in Figure 2-21. 
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Figure 2-21. Run Program or Procedure Screen 

The specification of library and volume names is optional. If you do 
not specify the library and volume, the system program library is assumed. 

2.17 EXITING FROM THE WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM 

To leave the word processing program, perform the following steps. 

1. Return to the Word Processing menu and select Terminate Word 
Processing. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

2. The system automatically terminates the word processing software, 
and the workstation displays the VS Command Processor. 

From the Command Processor, you can perform a number of data processing 
functions, or log off the system entirely. Chapter 3 explains the various 
data processing functions, including Logoff, available through the Command 
Processor. The Logoff function explains how to terminate a workstation 
session. 
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2.18 POWER-DOWN PRCX!EDURES FOR THE VS/IIS 

The frequency of regular powering down of the VS/IIS will vary from 
installation to installation. Some systems will be powered down nightly, 
others over the weekend, and still others only on long holiday weekends. The 
following procedures should be followed completely to power down the system. 

1. Inhibit further logons through PF 6 (INTERACTIVE Tasks) on the 
Operator's Console menu. Notify all users to logoff the system. 
Use PF 6 on the Operator's Console to verify that they have done so. 

2. Press the Control Mode button on the upper right corner of the 
processor. Make sure that workstation 0 displays XXXXXXXX 
87XXXXXX. (The Xs are of no consequence for this procedure.) 

3. Press the LOAD button on the front of the CPU. 

4. Press the START/STOP button on each disk drive. The read/write 
heads are unloaded when the READY light on each disk drive goes out. 

5. Unload any tape drives on the system by pressing the ONLINE button, 
and then the REWIND button. After the tape has reached the load 
point, press REWIND again. 

6. Power down the 2260V and 2280V disk drives, using their respective 
ON/OFF switches. To power down the 2265V disk drive, first place 
the POWER SUPPLY switch in the OFF position, and then place the AC 
POWER switch in the OFF position. 

7. Power down any tape drives by pressing the POWER button. 

8. Power down the CPU by placing the CPU POWER SUPPLY switch on the 
rear panel in the OFF position. 

9. Power down all workstations and printers. 

The following is a summary of general rules that must be followed when 
powering a system up or down. 

1. Always power on the processor before powering on the disk and tape 
drives; conversely, always power off the processor after powering 
off the disk and tape drives. 

2. Do not power the processor on or off while the disk Read/Write heads 
are loaded. Always unload the disk Read/Write heads before powering 
any part of the system off. 

3. When loading disk Read/Write heads, wait at least 5 seconds before 
pressing the START button on the next drive. 

4. Do not press the START button on a disk drive while a file on that 
drive is open. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MANAGING WORD PROCESSING OPERATIONS ON THE VS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In addition to the word processing functions explained in the last 
chapter, you can use a ntunber of data processing functions, depending on the 
particular VS/IIS installation. In this chapter, all VS Conunand Processor 
functions that are particularly helpful to your duties are discussed. These 
functions are used for running programs, various disk and tape operations, 
handling of the data processing print queue, and observing equipment usage. 
Other functions of the Conunand Processor that do not directly apply to your 
usual duties are covered in Appendix A. 

3.2 THE COMMAND PROCESSOR 

The VS Conunand Processor is the main menu of the VS Computer System, and 
is illustrated in Figure 3-1. If you are currently using the word processing 
program, you should return to the Word Processing menu and select Terminate 
Processing. Then when you press EXECUTE/NEW LINE, the workstation displays 
the Conunand Processor. If the workstation is currently logged off, you need 
only log on to access the Conunand Processor. 

Because numerous complex data processing activities can be performed 
from the Conunand Processor, you may want to restrict usage of the Conunand 
Processor to yourself and an assistant. This restriction is accomplished by 
assigning a Logon procedure to every operator restricted from using the 
Command Processor. Logon procedures are discussed fully in Chapter 4. 

When you are performing data processing activities, the top row of keys 
on the workstation keyboard operate as Program Function (PF) keys; they are 
referenced by the numbers on the plastic strip beneath them. The various 
functions of the Conunand Processor are numbered according to the PF key that 
must be pressed to access each function. 

You can move the cursor several ways when using data processing 
functions. The four directional Cursor Control keys move the cursor as 
indicated on the keyface: north, east, south, or west. Also, the Cursor 
Control keys move the cursor to any position on the screen, regardless of 
whether it is blank or occupied by characters. (In a word processing 
document, the cursor cannot be moved into a blank area of the screen past the 
prompt, "(Document End)".) Characters can only be entered where highlighted 
blocks, or pseudoblanks, are provided for them. If you try to enter a 
character in an area of the screen without pseudoblanks, an alarm sounds. An 

~ exception to this rule occurs when you press an appropriate PF key, 
RETURN/ENTER, or HELP, in response to a prompt appearing on a screen. 
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Figure 3-1. The VS Conunand Processor 

Groups of pseudoblanks are called fields. You type information into a 
field as requested on the screen. For example, a screen may contain the word, ~ 

FILE, followed by a set of pseudoblanks. In this case, you would type the 
name of the file to be used in the field. Where pseudoblanks are provided, 
the cursor can be moved from the first character position of one field to the 
next by pressing the TAB key. The cursor can also be moved from the first 
position of one field to the first position of the previous field by pressing 
the P SCR/B TAB key. Finally, you can press the first position of the first 
field on the screen from anywhere on the screen by pressing HOME. 

'Any function performed and any program run on the system is generated 
through the Conunand Processor. When you press a PF key, the main menu for its 
corresponding function is displayed by the workstation. You then are guided 
through the function by screens that prompt you to press other PF keys to 
perform the necessary actions. 

Other information included on the Command Processor menu is the 
workstation number, date, time, and user name. The workstation number is the 
exclusive device number of the particular workstation assigned when the system 
is first installed. Date and time. are set whenever the system is powered up 
by an Initial Program Load (IPL). The user name is assigned whenever a new 
User ID is added to the system by the system security administrator or word 
processing supervisor. 
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The Command Processor also enables users to interrupt their running 
programs or functions by pressing the red HELP key. When you press HELP and 
processing is temporarily interrupted, the workstation leaves the function and 
displays the Modified Command Processor menu, shown in Figure 3-2. This 
action does not alter a program that is running in any way. 
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Figure 3-2. The Modified Command Processor Menu 

Five functions on the modified menu differ from the normal Command 
Processor menu; These five functions and their PF key nwnbers are: 

• CONTINUE Processing CPFl) 
• SHOW Program Status CPF3) 
• Enter DEBUG Processing (PFlO) 
• PRINT PROGRAM Screen (PF 14) 
• CANCEL Processing CPF16) 

These functions enabl~ you to examine the status of a program or procedure as 
it is running; they are described in detail in Section 3.12. 

3.3 RUN PROGRAM OR PROCEDURE 

Every system utility and user program you may need to use must first be 
run before it can be used. The first function of the Command Processor, Run 
Program or Procedure, enables you to run a system utility, user program, or 
procedure. To access the Run screen, as shown in Figure 3-3, press PF 1. 
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Figure 3-3. The VS Run Screen 

Three fields appear on the Run screen. You must enter the name of the 
program to be run in the first field. Since most of the programs you will use 
are system utilities (programs that are part of the VS System Program 
Library), the library and volume fields can be left blank. The VS 
automatically knows this information. Press RETURN/ENTER to run the program. 
If you run a program or procedure written by a programmer at your 
installation, the progranuner should supply you with both the library and 
volume names. Type the library and volume names in their appropriate fields 
and press RETURN/ENTER. The system now runs the program and displays the 
first of its associated screens. 

3.4 SET USAGE CONSTANTS 

The Set Usage Constants function enables you to specify default names 
for data processing libraries and volumes you intend to use for particular 
operations. This function also allows you to assign default file protection 
classes for data files and word processing documents. To access the Set Usage 
Constants function, press PF 2. The workstation displays the first screen 
associated with the function (refer to Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4. Set File Defaults Screen 

Set Usage Constants allows you to set up defaults to be used when data 
processing files are being created. Three menus are associated with this 
function. The first menu, Set File Defaults (refer to Figure 3-4), enables 
you to set defaults for libraries and volumes in which certain types of data 
processing files are to reside. The second menu, Set Print Mode Defaults 
(refer to Figure 3-5), provides for the specification of defaults for any data 
processing (not word processing) print file. The third menu, Set Procedure 
Submittal Defaults (Figure 3-6), is used for setting defaults for background 
procedures. 
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Because supervisors generally have a limited need to use Set Usage 
Constants, this function is not described in detail here. 'A more complete 
explanation is given in 'Appendix A. However, one particular file default, 
FILECLAS, is important to you due to its value in setting up a security 
system. The FILECLAS default is found on the Set File Defaults screen, as 
shown in Figure 3-4. 

The FILECLAS field should contain the file protection class to which all 
data and word processing files created during the current workstation session 
are to be assigned by default. The use of file protection classes provides a 
method of protecting documents from access by unauthorized users, and are 
discussed fully in Chapter 4. 'A file protection class can be 'A-Z, $, @, #, or 
blank, depending on the type of file. The selection of a default file 
protection class depends upon the way in which the installation's system 
security has been set up. 

To assign a file protection class to a workstation session, type the 
appropriate letter in the FILECLAS field of the Set File Defaults screen. 
Then press RETURN/ENTER to have the system accept these defaults. All files 
created from this point on, until you log off, will have the file protection 
class assigned in the FILECLAS field. You can change the file class by using 
the Manage Files and Libraries function, discussed in Section 3.7. 

You can write a Logon procedure that automatically assigns a file 
protection class for all files created by the operator for whom the procedure 
has been written. This subject is fully discussed in Chapter 4. You should 
not set file protection classes for yourself for workstation sessions during 
which you are creating files that word processing operators may need to access. 

3.5 SHOW PROGRAM COMPLETION REPORT 

The Show Program Completion Report function is generally outside the 
scope of activities of the typical word processing supervisor. Refer to 
Appendix A for more information about this function. 

3.6 MANAGE PRINT/PROCEDURE QUEUES 

The Manage Print/Procedure Queues function enables you to view a list of 
all data files queued to print and to perform certain operations on these 
files. The print queue available through this function includes data 
processing files only. (The word processing print queue can be observed by 
pressing PF 9 to enter Word Processing, and viewing the Document Index 
function of the Word Processing menu.) Manage Print/Procedure Queues also 
display a list of background procedures awaiting processing. 

3.6.1 Printing Data Processing Files 

When you request the printing of a data processing file, the output file 
can be handled in one of three ways. 
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• The file can be temporarily stored on disk and controlled for 
printing by the VS automatic print spooling system. 

• The file can be indefinitely stored on a disk specified by the user . 

• The file can be sent directly to the printer. 

Any print output sent to a disk is stored in a print file. The VS 
automatic print spooling system assumes control of the print files, thereby 
freeing both the user and the workstation to perform other activities. Data 
processing print files are placed in a list of files known as the print 
queue. The print queue is accessible to all users and is also displayed on 
the Operator's Console. From the print queue screen, you can view the 
characteristics of a print file and manipulate the file, within certain 
limitations. (Remember, this queue does not include any word processing files 
waiting to be printed.) 

Some printer models can be used for printing both word processing 
documents and data processing files. The status of data processing print 
files can be changed through the Manage Print/Procedure Queues function. 
Usually, the data processing print file status is Hold. On the other hand, 
printing of word processing files occurs automatically, with documents 
assigned to the printer on a first come, first served basis. If a word 
processing document and a data processing file are queued to the same printer 
at the same time, the word processing file is given first priority. 

Through the associated displays of Manage Print/Procedure Queues, you 
can either release a print file for printing or run a background job. (Refer 
to Appendix A for information about setting defaults for print files, and an ~ 
explanation of background procedures.) 

To access the Manage Print/Procedure Queues function, press PF 4 from 
the Command Processor. The first screen to be viewed is the Display 
Print/Procedure Queues menu (Figure 3-7). Two functions are available through 
this menu: Print Queue and Procedure Queue. Since you are concerned mostly 
with the Print Queue, examine this screen first by pressing PF 2. 
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l*"i, 
u:iic D'\Ji!lla.Y Prjnt/Pro,cedur~ Queues 0 • 

s:47 pm Thursda:Y Februar:y s, f981 

( 2-) PRINT Quel,Je 

(i) PROCEDURE Queue 

Pre~$ tH,ELP) ~t MY Time to Rfi!turn- to the Corlmand ·.Processor 

Figure 3-7. Print/Procedure Queues Menu 

~ 3.6.2 Print Queue Control 

The Print Queue screen (Figure 3-8) presents various information 
relevant to each print file in the queue, and enables you to manipulate these 
files. At the top of the screen, the present date and time is given. The 
current number of entries in the queue appears to the left above the table. 
Each column in the table supplies the following information. 

• Position of the file in the print queue 

• File name, library, and volume 

• User ID of the file originator 

• Print class by which the system determines the priority of print 
files 

• Print form number to be used in printing (varies from installation 
to installation and is used as a message to the console operator) 

• Number of copies to be printed (between 1 and 32767) 

• Number of lines to be printed 

• Post-printing disposition (Blank, Save, or Requeue) 

• Status (Blank, Hold, Conflict, or Printing) 
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In addition, the lower portion of the screen offers the user five choices of 
operations to perform on the print files. You can also use the PF keys to 
move from one screen of the print queue to the next, if the queue is more than ~, 
one page long. r ~ 

s.:48 pm 
Print Ou.eue Dl$plray. 1'-~,-~ 

Thursday Februar:y .5 • 1981 

9Entrtes in Print Queue 

1 Cl)'GO:O.trll · #1)PLPRT 
2 LOGObo"tl6 #KRTPRT 

. 3 LO.GO·o:troJ. #AdD'PRT 
4 l.OGo0-00.9 #RATPRT 
s L.P~Q.OQlQ · #RATPRJ 
6 LOG0000-5 #MCWPRT 
7 MA\tbooai #JMTPRT 
~, toPY:pQQ 1 Jt.lfMTPRI 
9 L_QGOQO.Q~: ftMl:WPRT 

Voh1me_ User Cfass 
NE+l$YS QP~ 'A 
NEWSYS KRT A 
NEWSYS AJD A 
NEWSYS RAT A 
NEWSYS RAT A 
NEWSYS MCW A 
NEWSYS JMT A 
NEWSYS JMT ·A 
N~YS MCW :A 

000 .. - . ~· ·3: 

0.0'(1 1 
oo:O '5. 
1oti 2 
000 1 
zs-4 ·1 
DPci 1 
OOJ 7 
·oo·o . T 

Llnes. .. Dfsnos1Uon Status,. 
-·- 36 

's·e 
7 

J-4 
909 

-nos 
43 

5 
2·3 

:Sf1ve 

Requeu.e 

Pr1nteo 
Rold 
ttolCI 
Hot~,. 
Hqld 
Hold·· .. 
ttota 
Ho1"_ct: 

POs}t_i prtEutsor .. to_ IQdj:cate ... Ej lf!($) 'atjp R~$}~::. P'f;tse;'i'>tD~ cPCntf?® M,ti:O'tJ ;, 

V1l H_Q1.:d.£ReJie'~$'~·'' -('1;0::);1¢1'.l.ah~~· ~-"(''~•3'-): .ChM.li.e1 ;Q.;f,sJ>o,sttl.<ioi: 
lB') Scta~eh' . rJ·t;~tl-~~m~vi~~ _· , ·· · .. ·. . -·.· ... -

Figure 3-8. Print Queue Screen 

The two final columns of the screen, Disposition and Status, determine 
the print status of the file before and after printing. The Disposition 
column indicates the action the system is to take upon the file after it is 
printed. A blank area in the Disposition column indicates that the file is to 
be deleted after printing. Save means the file is to be saved in the user's 
print file, but is to be removed from the queue. Requeue means the file is to 
be saved and retained in the queue. 

Status determines whether or not the file is printed when it becomes 
first in the queue. A blank space in the Status column causes the file to be 
printed as soon as a printer becomes available. Hold causes the file to be 
held until released by the owner of record or a system operator. Printing 
indicates that the file is being printed. 

The five different operati~ns that can be performed upon print files are 
discussed in the following sections. 

Hold/Release Print Queue Function 

The Hold/Release Print Queue function changes the print status of a 
file. To use Hold/Release, move the cursor to the queue position of the file 
to be altered, and then press PF 7. If the file has a Release status, 
pressing PF 7 causes its status to be changed to Hold. The file remains in ~ 
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the print queue until its status is altered by another function. 

If the file has a Hold status, pressing PF 7 changes its status to 
Release. Thus, the file is released for printing when a printer becomes 
available, unless it is changed beforehand by another function. 

Perform the following steps to release the file. 

1. Move the cursor to the queue position of the appropriate file and 
press PF 7. The caption, "Release", replaces "Hold" in the Status 
column. 

2. The nwnber of the printer being used replaces the caption, 
"Release", in the Status colwnn when the file is actually being 
printed. 

Error messages: 

• If the user does not have access rights to the file and tries to 
change its status, the system prompts, REFUSED USER HAS 
INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS. 

• If the user tries to change the status of a file currently being 
printed to Hold, the system prompts, REFUSED-FILE IS PRINTING. It 
is possible to change the status of a file being printed to Hold, 
through the Operator's Console. 

Scratch Print Queue Function 

The Scratch Print Queue function deletes a print file from the print 
queue, depending on its file protection status. You can scratch a file only 
if the retention date of the file has expired, and you have access rights to 
the file. 

To scratch a print file, perform the following steps. 

1. Locate the cursor to the queue position of the file, and then press 
PF 8. 

2. The system causes the file name to blink. Press RETURN/ENTER to 
scratch the file. 

Error messages: 

• If the user does not have access rights to the file, the system 
gives the message, REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, 
and terminates the operation. 

• If the assigned retention period is not over, the system displays 
the message, REFUSED - RETENTION PERIOD HAS NOT EXPIRED. 

• If an attempt is made to scratch a file that is being printed, the 
system prompts, REFUSED - FILE IS PRINTING. You must use the 
Operator's Console to scratch a file while it is being printed. 
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Change Print Queue Function 

The Change Print Queue subfunction enables only system operators and 
owners of record to change the state of the print file in several ways. These 
changes include: 

• Moving the print file in the print queue. System operators can move 
the print file up or down in the queue; owners of record can only 
move a print file down. 

• Respecifying the print class of the file (print priority). 

• Changing the print form number. 

• Changing the number of copies to be printed. 

To use Change Print Queue, move the cursor to the file to be changed and 
press PF 10. The Print Queue screen is altered, as illustrated in Figure 3-9. 

0 * Print Queu~: o·;splay **"' 
s:s2 pm Thursday February s, 1~s1 

15 Entries in Print Queue 

File Libraty Volume User Class Form Copies Lines 
11 LOG00014 #OPLPRT- NEWSYS DPL M 2.00 2 42 
12 LOGO.OOJ.2 ·#IDPLPRT NEWSYS OPL A ooo· 1 36 
U LOGOOOl~ #$SM·P~T NEWSYS SSM A 
14 LOGOoo:.oa #SSMPRT NEWSYS SSM B 

**15 JMTL0037 lfJMTPRT NEWSYS JMT A 

1:20 5 39 
000 11 125 
000 *** 111 1 36 

Disposition Status 

Hold 
Hold 

Requeue Hold 
Hold 

Press. (ENTER) to Effect Changes t or :Pres.s, (l> to. Return to Display 

Figure 3-9. Print Queue Screen - Change Status 

The system inserts pseudoblanks or highlights characters in the columns 
that can be changed. The first field enables you to enter a lower queue 
position for the file. The next column, Print Class, is highlighted and can 
be changed to any class CA-Z). The Form column is highlighted and can be 
typed over, to change the form. The last modifiable column, Copies, enables 
you to change the number of copies to be printed. After these columns are 
modified, press RETURN/ENTER to effect the changes. 
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Error messages: 

• If you try to change the print class to anything other than A-Z, the 
system prompts, ERROR - CLASS MUST BE A-Z. 

• If you try to change the form to a number higher than that accepted 
by the VS/IIS, the system prompts, ERROR - FORM MUST BE 0-254. 

• If you try to change the number of copies to one that is higher than 
that accepted by the VS/IIS, the system prompts, ERROR - COPIES MUST 
BE 1-32767. 

• If you do not have access rights, the system prompts, REFUSED -
INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS. 

Remove Print Queue Function 

When you select the Remove Print Queue function, the file entry is 
removed from the print queue and the file status is changed to Keep. The file 
itself remains on its designated disk, but the copy in the print queue is 
removed. 

To remove a print file from the queue, perform the following steps. 

1. Move the cursor to the file to be removed. Press PF 12. The system 
causes the file name to blink. 

2. Press RETURN/ENTER. The file is removed from the print queue and 
the remaining files on the queue are repositioned. 

Error message: 

• If you do not have access rights to the file, any attempts to remove 
the file cause the system to display the message, REFUSED - USER HAS 
INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS. 

Change Disposition of Queue Function 

When the Change Disposition of Queue function is selected, you can 
change the disposition of the file. Depending on the PF key pressed, a file 
can be saved, requeued, or scratched. 

From the Print Queue display, move the cursor to the appropriate file 
name and press PF 13. The file name blinks and the system prompts you with 
the available options. 

If the disposition is blank, meaning that the file is to be deleted 
after printing, you can choose PF 5 to requeue the file or PF 8 to save it. 
The system places whatever choice you make in the Disposition column, after 
you press the PF key. 

If the disposition is Save, the options are Requeue and Scratch. 
Likewise, if Requeue is the present disposition, the options are Save and 
Scratch. 
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Error messages: 

• If the file retention date has not expired, attempts to change its 
disposition to Scratch result in the message, REFUSED - RETENTION 
PERIOD HAS NOT EXPIRED. 

• If you do not have access rights, the system prompts, REFUSED - USER 
HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS. 

To exit the Print Queue screen, press HELP to return to the Command 
Processor. 

3.6.3 Procedure Queue Control 

The Procedure Queue Control function provides you with the status of 
background procedures, in addition to print jobs waiting to be run by the 
system. Since word processing supervisors do not usually need to access the 
procedure queue, this function is described in Appendix A, rather than in this 
chapter. 

The Manage Print/Procedure Queues function is only 
available through user workstations. Workstations that 
have been designated to use Operator mode (including, of 
course, the Operator's Console) offer Enter Operator mode 
as the option available through PF 11 on the Command 
Processor. Enter Operator mode presents the information 
available through the Manage Print/Procedure Queues 
function, and allows the user to perform certain 
supervisory operations. A complete description of this 
function can be found in the VS System Operations Guide. 

3.7 MANAGE FILES/LIBRARIES 

The Manage Files/Libraries function presents a list of all disk volumes 
attached to the system, the libraries on these volumes, and all files in each 
library. Both word processing and data processing files are included in the 
list, enabling you to easily view all information currently stored on any disk 
on the system. 

In addition, you can use Manage Files/Libraries to rename, delete, and 
protect libraries and files. This function is especially important when you 
are setting up or modifying syst~m security. From Manage Files and Libraries, 
you can also view the amount of empty space available on each volume for 
recording information. 

To access the Manage Files/Libraries function screen, press PF 5 from 
the Command Processor. 
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3.7.1 Volumes Screen 

The first screen of the Manage Files/Libraries Function presents a list 
of all currently mounted disk volumes, which are the largest organized units 
of information. The Volumes screen also offers you a variety of options. You 
can view all libraries on a selected volume and the free extents on the 
volume, print the contents of the screen, or return to the Command Processor 
by pressing HELP. 

Two methods can be used to view all libraries on a particular volume. 
The first method involves typing the requested information in the highlighted 
pseudoblanks. To briefly view the Libraries screen, fill in the field for 
Volume with the name of one of the volumes listed on the screen. Leave the 
Library and File fields blank. Press RETURN/ENTER. The first page of the 
Library screen appears on the screen. All libraries on the volume are listed 
in alphabetical order. Return to the Volumes screen (Figure 3-10) by pressing 
PF 1. 

~*' Manage Fil~s/Lfbraries 

Use Direct Entry To Manage a Particular ~ile or Library: 

VOLUME = 00* 111 LIBRARY = ll!U~*"'""' FILENAME = lll~JtU'IUllll 

Or Sele-ct a Volume from the L ;·st of Currently Mountea· Volumes 
by Positioning the .Cursor at tile associated Tabstop: 

* NEWSY$ 
• TClVOL 
"' VOL.555 
* ZENITH 

Then Select: CENTER) To Display Libraries on the Volume 
(12) Free Extents on the Volume 
(15) Print Screen 

(HELP) Return to Conmand Menu 

Figure 3-10. Volumes Screen 

If you supply both a volume name and a library name before 
pressing RETURN/ENTER, the first entry in the Library 
screen is the requested library name, followed by the 
remaining libraries, in alphabetical order. If you supply 
not only volwne and library names, but also a file name, 
before pressing RETURN/ENTER, the Filenames screen appears, 
with the requested file as the first entry. 
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The second method of viewing the libraries in a volume is performed as 
follows. 

1. From the Volumes screen, use the TAB key to move the cursor until it ~ 
is beneath the Acceptance Block beside the volume to be viewed. 

2. Press RETURN/ENTER. The Libraries screen is presented on the 
screen, with the libraries listed in alphabetical order. 

To obtain a printout of the contents of a screen, you 
can press PF 15 from any display in the Manage Files 
and Libraries function. You can leave this function 
at any point by pressing HELP to return to the Command 
Processor. 

3.7.2 Libraries Screen 

The Libraries screen (Figure 3-11) lists all libraries on the designated 
volume, and includes the number of files in each library. You may find it 
useful to access this screen when copying libraries from one disk to another, 
deleting outdated libraries from the system, or generally viewing the usage of 
a particular volume. 

At the top of the display is a caption containing the total number of r-'\ 
files and libraries on the volume. Since the library list may include more 
than one screenload of information, you can move to other screenloads by 
pressing the appropriate PF key. PF 5 displays the next screenload, PF 4 the 
previous screenload, PF 3 the last screenload, and PF 2 the first screenload 
of the Libraries display. The prompt area at the bottom of the screen 
contains this PF key information, plus which PF keys to press for performing 
various operations, such as Rename, Scratch, or Protect. 
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Figure 3-11. Libraries Screen 

LIBRARY # FILES 

• FMSDIR 
w FMSMTRX· 
* FMSPROG 
w FMSRPT. 
* f MSSRcE 
* FM.SSJ~UC_ 
* FMSTEMP 
" FMSTEXT 
" GAMES 
* HRMSOATA 
* HRHSLOAD . 
• HRMSPROt-

~ Both word processing and data processing libraries appear on the 
Libraries screen, providing the volume ·being viewed actually contains word 
processing documents. Remember, word processing libraries can only be created 
while you are running Word Processing, as described in Chapter 2. However, 
standard word processing libraries can easily be recognized on the Libraries 
screen. 

As the word processing library is created, the system automatically 
gives the library a name by which it can be accessed and manipulated during 
data processing activities. This name consists of the prefix OCX::MNT, followed 
by the character or characters representing the library letter assigned when 
the library was created. For example, to observe the Z library on the 
Libraries screen of Manage Files and Libraries, you would look for DCX::MNTZ. 
If the library letter assigned during library creation is lowercase b, this 
library letter appears as two uppercase letters, DCX::MNTBB, in the Libraries 
screen. When a Glossary library is created through Glossary functions on the 
Word Processing menu, this glossary library is represented as DCX::MNTO (zero) 
in the Libraries screen. 

The prefix, DOCMNT, should never be assigned to any 
libraries you create while using data processing functions. 
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Data processing libraries can have identifying names created by the 
user, and be up to eight characters in length. Often, the name of a data 
processing library identifies the types of information it contains. For 
example, the library, @SYSTEM@, could contain system programs, or the library, ~ 
CATPROG, could contain all programs created by the person with the User ID, 
CAT. 

To view the file content of a particular library, move the cursor 
beneath the Acceptance Block preceding the library name. Press RETURN/ENTER. 
The Filenames screen then appears. 

3.7.3 Filenames Screen 

The Filenames screen C ref er to Figure 3-12) presents the names of all 
files in a selected library, and has various uses. The Filenames screen can 
be used as a reference when copying files from one volume to another, in 
determining which files in a library are obsolete, or, in the case of a word 
processing library, discovering whether a prototype document exists for that 
library. The caption at the top of the Filenames screen gives the total 
number of files in the library. As in the Libraries screen, you can press the 
appropriate PF key to view another screenload of file names, if there is more 
than one screenload. It is also possible to perform limited operations, such 
as Rename, Scratch, or Protect, on the files from this screen. (Refer to the 
prompt area at the bottom of the screen.) 

•-• Filenames 1111
-

Library DOCMNTBB on Volume. NEWSYS Contains 

Filename 
11 0000 
11 0001 
11 0002 
11: 0003 
* OOQ4 

Filename 

5 Files. 

Fi 1ename 

Position Cursor and Press (ENTER> to Display File Attributes Q[ Select: 

(1) Return to Library Display (7J Rename 
(8) Scratch 
(9) Protect 
c10) Print 

( 15) Print Screen 

Figure 3-12. Filenames Screen 
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Figure 3-12 illustrates the files in the word processing library 
DOCMNTBB. Each file name is composed of a four digit number, corresponding to 
the ID assigned when the document (word processing file) is created. For 
example, you can access the file 0002 in the illustration by the document ID 
0002b, while you are performing word processing functions. Data processing 
files can have alphanumeric names up to eight characters long. 

3.7.4 File Attributes Screen 

Notice how the screens discussed in this section have progressed f ram 
the largest unit of storage, the volume, to the libraries on the volume, and 
then to the files of a specified library. Stored information can also be 
broken down in the category of file attributes. To access the File Attributes 
screen, shown in Figure 3-13, move the cursor until it is beneath the 
Acceptance Block of the file to be examined on the Filenames screen. Press 
RETURN/ENTER. 

Most of the information provided by the File Attributes screen is not 
crucial for word processing operations. However, the File Attributes screen 
(Figure 3-13) contains descriptions that may be helpful in identifying file 
types and characteristics. 

Filename is 
library is 
Volume is 

0001 
DOCMNTJ 
NEWSYS 

*" 111 file Attributes 1110 

Organization is WORD PROCESSING 
Record Length is FIXED 
Records are NOT COMPRESSED 

Fi le W.as created on 
· Was Last Modified 

Expiration is 
Protect Class is 
Consists of 

l/22/81 byJMT 
1/30/81 
1/22/Sl -

BLANK 
8 Records, of Length 256, in 1 Extents -
1 Blocks C 1 Blocks Allocated) 

Press PFkey to Perform Action: 

< 1) Return :to <:filename Display US) PrintSCreen 

Figure 3-13. File Attributes Screen 

At the top of the screen, the file name, library, and volume of the file 
being described are presented. The next i tern, Organization, refers to the 
type of file under examination. There are four types of files on the VS/IIS: 
data processing program files, identified by Program; word processing 
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documents, identified by WP; print files, identified by Print; and data 
files, identified by Data. Program files, print files, and data files are 
considered data processing files. 

Files often are divided into smaller sections called records. For data 
processing files, the user can decide whether all records in the file should 
occupy the same amount of storage space (fixed length), or occupy varying 
amounts of space (variable length). The Record Length portion of the File 
Attributes screen indicates whether the records in the examined file are fixed 
length or variable. In the case of a word processing file, the system 
automatically assigns a fixed record length to each document created. 

The next item on the File Attributes screen, Records are (not) 
·compressed, refers to the way a file is recorded into the space allocated to 
it. Compression is a method of compacting recorded data into a smaller area 
of space on a volume. Programmers can elect to compress the records composing 
a data file; the system automatically selects the Records are (not) 
Compressed option for word processing files. Because both the Record Length 
and Records are (not) Compressed options are totally transparent to anyone 
using the word processing software, they are not normally a concern of the 
word processing supervisor. 

The creation dates, last modification date, and expiration date of files 
are shown, along with the User ID of the creator. Then, the protection class 
of the file is given. Finally, the File Attributes screen presents the number 
of records in the file, the length of the individual records represented in 
bytes, the number of extents, and the number of blocks of storage the file 
takes up. 

Word processing documents are automatically divided into 
records by the system. A record cannot contain more than 
one page of a document; however, a page may consist of more 
than one record. Information on extents, bytes, and blocks 
is discussed in the next subsection. 

To return to the Filenames screen, press PF 1. From this point, you can 
either perform one of the operations offered, namely, you can return to the 
Libraries screen by pressing PF 1 and then return to the Volwnes screen by 
pressing PF 1 again, or you can exit from the Manage Files and Libraries 
function by pressing HELP. 

3.7.5 Free Extents Screen 

To access the Free Extents screen (refer to Figure 3-14), perform this 
procedure. First return to the Volumes screen, next move the cursor by 
pressing TAB until it is beneath the Acceptance Block of the volwne to be 
viewed, and then press PF 12. 
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l41l9 
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22345 
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10839 
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10765 
10006 
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:1444>1 
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~§·t~~· 
. 10928' 

89:76 
"10836 
J00$7 
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( l) _Retµr.n to \loltime Display ( 15) Print Screen 

Figure 3-14. Free Extents Screen 

The Free Extents screen enables you to determine how much storage space 
is available on the requested volume. You should also ref er to this screen 
when backing up a volume. 

A free extent is a portion of unused space on a volume, measured in 
terms of blocks. Blocks are sections of space on a disk or tape into which 
information can be recorded. Each block holds 2048 bytes of information. A 
byte is a unit of storage representing one alphanumeric character. In word 
processing terms, 2048 characters can be recorded into one block of space on a 
volume. If a free extent contains 20 blocks, this means it can store up to 
40,960 characters of information (20 x 2048). 

At the top of the Free Extents screen, a caption gives the name of the 
volume under consideration, the number of free extents available, and the 
total number of blocks in each extent. Below the caption a table provides 
information about the 20 largest free extents and the blocks that compose them. 

You should not allow the number of Free Extents on a disk to get too 
high. Reorganization of the disk should be performed using the Backup utility. 

To leave the Free Extents screen, press HELP to return to the Command 
Processor, or press PF 1 to return to the Volumes screen. 
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3.7.6 Rename Library 

In addition to viewing storage contents, the Manage Files and Libraries 
function allows you to perform a number of limited operations upon libraries ~ 
and files. Three types of operations can be performed: Scratch, Rename, and 
Protect. Rename should be performed only on data processing files and 
libraries. Similar rename operations on word processing libraries and files 
are performed using the functions provided through WP. 

The Rename Library function is accessed through the Libraries screen 
(Figure 3-15). This operation is used whenever you need to change the name of 
a data processing library. 

'Jflll!lll Rename Library llt'k:it 

Volume NEWSY.Sc:Cont~ins 2527 Files in 216 Libraries. 

btbran tJ. fj l es b j brar:~ ··· .ft. Elles b-jbU[c¥ ti EHes 

* MCWPROG llt11Cl1Cll<Jl!W'Jfllll • OFF 1 * QT400 3 
* MEGLIB 2 • OLDMAC4@ 113 * RATLIB 1 
• MJDl 1 w OLDMAC@ 19 - RELATIN 1 
"' MJDCTL 1 "' OLDMJSl.;I .- 5 111 RMSLIB 1 
·
111 MJSOBJ 1 ·Ill PAULA 1 w RODLIB 33 
w MLHCOND 2 111 PJADATA 2 111 SAMPLE 2 
• MLHLIB l] * PJJPLIB 1 * SELASMBL 1 
* MLHOBJ 2 * PJJPOBJ 1 11e SFKCTL 3 
* MSLIB 1 "' PNMSRCE 1 * SFKOATA 1 
llC MSOBJ l w PRTSCRE 1 * SFKPROC 8 
* OBJ 10 * PUTILITY 2 iir SMBJUNK 1 

Press ( EtU~Rl tQ BEti8M~ Qr Sglekt: 

Figure 3-15. Rename Library Screen 

To rename a data processing library, you must first access the Libraries 
screen, and then perform the following steps. 

1. Position the cursor key beneath the Acceptance Block of the library 
to be renamed either by using the TAB key to move the cursor within 
a screen, or by using the PF keys 2, 3, 4, and 5 to display another 
screen. 

2. Press PF 7. A field containing eight pseudoblanks appears to the 
right of the current library name. Type the new name in the field, 
and then press RETURN/ENTER. The newly renamed library is now 
entered into the Libraries screen in alphabetical order. 
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Possible errors: 

• If the library has been given a retention date that has not yet 
expired, the message, REFUSED - RETENTION PERIOD HAS NOT EXPIRED, 
appears in the upper right-hand corner of the screen. 

• If the library has been protected by its current owner and you are 
not the owner of record, the message, REFUSED USER HAS 
INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, is displayed. 

• If there are currently any open files in the library, the message, 
REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, is displayed. 

3.7.7 Scratch Library 

The Scratch Library function can be used to delete an entire library, 
thus eliminating the need to delete files one by one. To scratch a library, 
you should perform the following steps. 

1. From the Libraries screen, move the cursor to the appropriate 
library name either by using TAB or the PF keys 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

2. When the cursor is properly positioned, press PF 8. 
name is highlighted, and it blinks. 

The library 

3. Press RETURN/ENTER. The library is automatically deleted from the 
list, and the system is able to use disk space once allocated to the 
old library for the storage of new information. 

Possible error: 

• If any of the files on the library are protected, unexpired, or in 
use, the system flashes this message at the top of the screen: 
WARNING - PROTECTED, UNEXPIRED, AND IN USE FILES HA VE NOT BEEN 
SCRATCHED. 

Scratch can be used for both data processing and word 
processing libraries. However, when scratching a word 
processing library, you should first run the word 
processing software and delete the library's prototype. 
Refer to Section 5.2.8 for complete information on deleting 
a word processing library. 

3.7.8 Protect Library 

The Protect Library function enables you to change the protection status 
of a library. Library security is discussed in full in Chapter 4. 
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When a library is given a protection class, all files contained in it 
are protected. Only one file protection class should be assigned to each word 
processing library. New files created after the file protection class is 
assigned are not protected unless the person creating them either has a ,r4""\ 
default protection class assigned to his or her Logon procedure, or a default 
has been specified in the FILECLAS field, available through Set Usage 
Constants. If the library is to have a single owner, specify the owner's User 
ID in the Owner of Record field. 

To access the Protect Library screen from the Libraries screen, move the 
cursor beneath the Acceptance Block of the library to be protected, and press 
PF 9. Figure 3-16 illustrates the Protect Library screen. This screen gives 
both the library and volume names, and offers you three categories of 
modification: Protection Class, Owner of Record, and Expiration Date. 

steps. 

li'brar)' is .GAMES 
!'icnume is NEWSYS 

""* Protect L i'brai--y. *11f* 

frQ~,~ct.t)l)JT ·.ci:4~$'.;1 *' · 

Own~t ·¢f Rec.on<M ·~:~iii -

Exptr::a,ti (:»n· oat~.; 
Month ·iii~. 
Pai"-~~ 
Year ,;r•· 

,press,. :pfkey to perfotm .. J;cttonL 
"fl~, ·Retµrn;-~o -L ibr~rY: ;pl',~pm~y· ···· 
t21l :Mqdffy; Rr:p'.tec.~to-n ,Cla$s · 

- ,:(~~)'. : .. ~P#,i:fy: qwrn~r ·o-_f··Ji~¢._o.-.. td {lSl P'ri'nt Sereen 
t4¥ Mod tr~ Exp·fratto1t ,o_at·e '' t ' , · · : · ·· .i • · ,: , ... : · 

Figure 3-16. Protect Library Screen 

To modify the protection class of the library, perform the following 

1. Type the new, one-character, protection class in the appropriate 
field. 

2. Press PF 2, MODIFY PROTECTION CLASS. At the top right-hand corner 
of the screen, the message, PROTECTION CLASS SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED 
appears. 
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Possible error: 

• If the library is protected by another User ID or any files are in 
use, the message, WARNING - OPEN OR PROTECTED FILES BYPASSED, 
appears at the top of the screen, preventing you from changing the 
protection class. 

To change the owner of record: 

1. Type in the User ID of the new owner in the appropriate field. 
Press PF 3, MODIFY OWNER OF RECORD. 

2. If the library is unprotected, the system changes the owner of 
record to the User ID typed in the field when PF 3 is pressed. The 
message, OWNER OF RECORD SUCCESSFULLY CHANGED, is then displayed at 
the top of the screen. 

Possible error: 

• If the library has been protected and you are not the owner of 
record, the message, WARNING - OPEN OR PROTECTED FILES BYPASSED, 
appears at the top of the screen, and the operation is terminated. 

To modify the expiration date of the library: 

1. Type in the month, date, and year to indicate precisely when the 
library can be deleted. Press PF 4, MODIFY EXPIRATION DATE. 

2. If the library is unprotected, the system changes the expiration 
date and displays the message, EXPIRATION DATE SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED, 
in the top right-hand corner of the screen. 

Possible error: 

• If the library is protected, the message, WARNING OPEN OR 
PROTECTED FILES BYPASSED, appears in the top right-hand corner of 
the screen. 

3.7.9 Rename File 

The Filenames screen allows you to perform three different operations on 
files, as well as to observe the names of all files on a particular volume. 
These operations -- Rename, Scratch, and Protect -- are similar in nature to 
the same operations on libraries. Rename should be used for data processing 
files only. 

To rename a file, perform the following operations. 

1. From the Filenames screen, position the cursor beside the file to be 
renamed, and press PF 7. The Rename File screen appears (refer to 
Figure 3-17). 

2. Type the new file name in the appropriate field, and then press 
RETURN/ENTER. If the file is not protected by its owner, the system 
automatically changes the file name. 
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"'"'"' Rename FUe "'"'* 

Library JMTPROG on Volume NEWSYS Contains 

Filename 

* COPY37WP 
"' DEBUGIT 
"' DISMOUNT 
"' EDIT 
* FILEOlSP 
111 GAMES 
"' HACK 
"' JMTLOGON 
111 . MENU. 
"' PHONE 
"' SCRNS2WP 

Filename 

"' TIMECALC 
*WHO 
* wow 
"' WPLIST 

16 Files. 

Press CENTER) to RENAME or Select: 

Filename 

( 1) Return to Filename Display ( 15) Print Screen 

Figure 3-17. Rename File Screen 

Possible errors: 

• If the retention period of the file has not expired, the system 
displays the message, REFUSED - RETENTION PERIOD HAS NOT EXPIRED, at 
the top right-hand corner of the screen. 

• If the file is protected and you are not the owner of record, the 
message, REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, appears on 
the screen. 

3.7.10 Scratch File 

The Scratch File function enables you to delete a file from the library 
in which it resides. The steps listed below explain how the Scratch operation 
is performed. 

1. From the Filenames screen, position the cursor at the file to be 
scratched. Press PF 8. 

2. The system highlights and blinks the file name, while prompting you 
to press ENTER to scratch it. Press RETURN/ENTER. The file is 
deleted from the Filenames screen. 

Possible errors: 

• If the file has been protected and you are not the owner of record, 
the system displays the message, REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT 
ACCESS RIGHTS, and terminates the operation. 
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• If the retention date of the file has not yet been reached, the 
system displays the message, REFUSED - RETENTION PERIOD HAS NOT 
EXPIRED. 

3.7.11 Protect File 

The Protect File function enables you to protect a file. Word 
processing documents should not be assigned individual file protection 
classes; they are protected by the protection class assigned to the library in 
which they reside. However, Protect File can be used for protecting data 
files you create using the COPYWP utility. The three forms of protection 
offered by the Protect File screen are Protection Class, Owner of Record, and 
Expiration Date, as shown in the Protect Library screen. (Refer to Figure 
3-18. ) 

To access the Protect File screen, press PF 9 from the Filenames screen, 
after positioning the cursor beneath the .Acceptance Block of the file to be 
protected. In the top right-hand corner, the names of the file, library, and 
volume appear. Type the appropriate information into the pseudoblanks 
provided. 

Filename is WOW 
Library is JMTPROG 
Volume is NEWSYS 

Prote~tton Class! @ . 

Owner of RecQrd: JMT 

Expiration Date: 
Month 07 · 
Day 04 
Year Bl 

press CENTER> to MODIFY Protection Attributes. or Select: 
C 1) Return to Filename Display · 

(15) Pr;nt Screen 

Figure 3-18. Protect File Screen 

To change the protection class of a file: 

1. Type the desired one-character protection class into the field. 
Press RETURN/ENTER. The protection class is automatically changed, 
and the workstation displays the Filenames screen . 
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Possible error: 

• If the file has been protected and you are not the owner of record, 
any attempt to change the protection class causes the system to 
display the message, REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, 
and to terminate the operation. 

To change the owner of record: 

1. Type the User ID of the new owner in the appropriate field. Press 
RETURN/ENTER. 

2. If the file has not been protected by the owner of record or is 
being modified by the current owner of record, the system accepts 
the change and returns the workstation to the Filenames screen. 

Possible error: 

• If the file is protected and a user other than the owner of record 
tries to change the Owner of Record category, the message, REFUSED -
USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS RIGHTS, is displayed and the operation 
is terminated. 

To change the expiration date of a file: 

1. Type in the new date in the appropriate field for month, day, and 
year. Press RETURN/ENTER. 

2. If you are the owner of record, the system changes the expiration 
date and returns the workstation to the Filenames screen. 

Possible error: 

• If the file is protected and you are not the owner of record, the 
system presents the message, REFUSED - USER HAS INSUFFICIENT ACCESS 
RIGHTS, and terminates the operation. 

Press HELP to leave Manage Files and Libraries and return to the Command 
Processor, or continue examining the function by pressing the PF keys, as 
prompted at the bottom of the screen. 

3.8 MANAGE DEVICES 

The Manage Devices function provides information concerning the status 
of all currently mounted volumes and peripheral devices attached to the 
system. For example, whenever you need to know the device number of a printer 
or disk drive, Manage Devices can provide this information. Manage Devices 
can assist you in managing daily equipment availability, determining who is on 
the system at back up time, and powering off the system. Manage Devices 
allows you to perform system operations, such as mounting disks and activating 
telecommunications devices. To access this function, press PF 6 from the 
Command Processor screen. 
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The first menu displayed is the Display Devices menu (refer to Figure 
3-19). This menu gives you the option of displaying the status of one of five 
device types. Each of these devices is discussed in the following subsections. 

cHsplay devices *** 
11 :27 am fr·i day F~9ru(ilry 6 .• . l9:S:1 

f2) PRINTERS 

(3) DI$1(S 

(4) TAPES 

(SJ TELEGOMMUNICATION$::c 

(6) WORJ('.STAJIONs 

l • 

p·ress (tiELP} at Any Jim~ to r<·etu.rh•to :the Conlllarld ;Processor 

Figure 3-19. Display Devices Menu 

3.8.1 Managing Printers 

The Display Printers screen (refer to Figure 3-20) presents the status 
of all printers attached to the system. This screen can be accessed by 
pressing PF 2 from the Display Devices menu. 
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Unit pevjce 
26 5571 -
45 6581-WC 
47 5548Z. 

( 1) Menu 

11:28 am 

Fann Tvpe 
Chain 
Daisy 
Typesetter 

Display Printers u* 
Friday February 61 1981 

Status 
Pri.nting COPY000.1 in #JTPRT on NEWSYS for JT 
Waiting for Print File 
Det~che4 

posjtjoo Cursor To Indimite DeyjCe caOd Select; 

(7) Display Scheduling 

Figure 3-20. Display Printers Screen 

The different categories in the Display Printers screen can be defined ~ 
as follows. 

• Unit -- Contains the pre-assigned number of the drive. Note that a 
VS may contain more than one printer of the same model. These 
printers are distinguished from one another by their unit numbers. 

• Device -- Gives the model number of each printer on the system. 

• Form -- Gives the number of the type of paper or forms mounted on 
the printer. 

• ~ -- Describes the printer (for example, matrix, chain, band, 
daisy, or typesetter). 

• Status 
printing. 

Tells whether the particular printer is available for 

Display Printers gives you an overall view of the activities of each 
printer attached to the system. Printer unit numbers must be specified on the 
Print Document menu used for printing word processing documents. If you do 
not know the number of a particular printer, it can be found on the Display 
Printers screen. 
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At the bottom of the Display Printers screen, you have the option to 
display scheduling information by pressing PF 7. For more information on 
scheduling, please refer to the VS System Operation Guide. 

Press PF 1 to return to the Display Devices menu. 

3.8.2 Managing Disks 

The Control Disks screen gives the current status of all disk drives 
currently attached to the system. To access the Control Disks screen (refer 
to Figure 3-21), press PF 3 from the Display Devices menu. 

11 :28 am 

Unjt pevice £aoacity Tyoe 
4 226SV~1 75 Mb Rem 
5 226SV-l 75 Mb Rem 
8 2260V .5. 0 Mb Rem 

· S •. o Mb Fixed 
11 227DV 3·1 s Kb Dsket 

Control Disks ••w 
Friday February 6, 1981 

Volume Restrictions Ooen Files 
NEWSYS 30 
ZENITH 36 
TClVOL 0 
VOb555 0 
A.~C~IV Exel usive o 

POsitjon Cursor To Indjcate Oevjce and Select: 

Status 

Cl) Menu 
(6) Mount 
( 7) Di.smount 

<lo> Change Restrtcttons 
< 11 > Owner Inf ormatto{f 

Figure 3-21. Control Disks Screen 

The different columns in this screen can be defined as follows. 

• Unit -- Contains the pre-assigned number of the drive. Note that a 
VS can contain more that one disk drive of the same model. These 
drives are distinguished from one another by their unit numbers. 

• Device 
system. 

Contains the model numbers of each disk drive on the 

• Capacity -- Indicates the maximum amount of information the disk can 
contain. For example, a disk with a capacity of 75 Mb can hold 75 
megabytes of data. 

• ~ -- Indicates the type of disk mounted. For example, "Rem" is a 
removable disk. "Dsket" indicates a small floppy disk. 
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• Volume -- Gives the volume name of the disk mounted at each drive. 

• Restrictions Displays one of four possible restrictions 
designated for a particular volume: Shared, Exclusive, Protected, 
or Removal. Restrictions can be changed or entered by pressing PF 
10. 

• Open Files -- Lists the number of files currently in use on each 
mounted volume. 

• Status -- Gives the status of the particular disk. 

Mount Disks 

The Mount Disk function enables you to logically mount a disk or 
diskette on the system. A logical mount informs the system that a volt.Une is 
about to be placed on a drive. The physical mount, which must always 
accompany the logical mount, is the physical process of mounting a volume on a 
drive. 

When the volume is logically and physically mounted on the appropriate 
device, the system reads the contents of the volume, searching for its label. 
The label is an area on the disk containing the volume name and special 
formatting information. The system then adds the volume name to the various 
volume lists available through the Conunand Processor, thereby enabling you to 
view the volume contents, use the volume for on-line storage purposes, and 
access already existing information. 

Previously initialized volumes are the only types of volumes that can be r-'\ 
mounted using the Mount function. New volumes are logically mounted when they 
are initialized through the DISKINIT utility. Volumes used for backup can be 
automatically mounted through the Backup utility. (Refer to Chapter 5 for 
more information.) 

To mount a volume, you must first access the Mount Disk function. From 
the Control Disks menu, position the cursor next to the unit number where the 
disk is to be mounted, and press PF 6. The workstation then displays the 
Mount Disk screen, as illustrated in Figure 3-22. 
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"'·**' · :MtnJttt os.sk ""'"'')'-- F,riday;~·- .. · -F.'ebryary 6, 

oevfce 11 
:R~mc>v..a~J e e1a.tter 

·kABEL :: SL 

MOOE, = SH 

CSL = Standard:, N~ = No Labell 

'CSH ~ Shared, RR = Restdcted~ Removal), 
-tPR = Protected, EX = Exclusly:~:) 

Allow work Files? 

eress __ tEtffERl to f:iou~t. pt iP,ress , t ll. to Return to Dlscfl~ay 

Figure 3-22. Mount Disk Screen 

The Mount Disk screen displays the device number and type in the upper 
left corner. You must enter information into several fields on the screen. 
Defaults appear for some of the fields. These fields and their options can be 
defined as follows. 

• VOLUME The volume name given to the disk when it was initialized 
should be typed into this field. 

• LABEL -- This field requests the type of label and format area 
contained on the volume (information determined when the volume is 
initialized). The two label types are: 

NL -- No label 
Volumes described as NL have no identifying label. NL is 
normally used for a volume that is used on another system. 
For example, diskettes used for word processing purposes on 
the system are unlabelled since they are most often used for 
transferring documents to and f rorn the VS/IIS to a WPS or an 
ors. 

SL Standard Disk Label 
SL volumes are disks containing a standard Wang label. SL 
is the default type automatically filled in by the Mount 
Disk function. 
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• MODE -- This field enables you to set usage restrictions for the 
volwne, thereby protecting it from unauthorized attempts to read, 
write, or dismount it. To read a volume means to look at its 
contents by means of the workstation. To write to a volume means to 
store new information or edit information that already exists on the 
volwne. Four different types of usage restrictions can be assigned 
to a volume. 

SH -- Shared Use 
The Shared Use classification allows all users to read, 
write, or dismount a disk volume. Since most volumes on the 
system are shared by all users, SH is the default for Mode. 

RR -- Restricted Removal 
The Restricted Removal classification allows all users to 
read and write to the volume. However, the dismount 
function is restricted to the workstation that originally 
mounted the volwne. 

PR -- Protected Use 
The Protected Use classification allows all users to read 
information contained on the disk; however, only the person 
who mounted the disk can write to the volume or dismount it. 

EX -- Exclusive Use 
The Exclusive Use classification reserves a disk volume 
solely for the use of the person who originally mounted it. 
All other users are prevented from accessing information or 
dismounting the volwne. 

• WORK -- The "Allow Work Files?" field enables you to indicate 
whether work files can be stored on this volwne. The default is NO. 

• SPOOL -- The "Allow Spool Files?" field enables the user to indicate 
whether spool files can be stored on this volume. The default is NO. 

After all information is entered, press RETURN/ENTER. The Mount 
Assistance Required screen (refer to Figure 3-23) appears, requesting 
assistance at the particular device. If a volume needs to be removed from the 
device, the system prompts you to perform this action. Otherwise, the system 
prompts you to mount the particular volume on the device specified. The HELP 
key of the workstation performing the mount is disabled until the physical 
mount operation is completed. 

At this point, perform the physical mount. 
mounting a vol tune differ for each type of device, 
Operations Guide before mounting ·disks onto the system. 
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MESSAGE 0-001 BY.- MOUNT 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRE.O 
AT DEVICE NUM~E:R- ll 

PLEASE MOUNT DISK. VOLUME X ON UNIT 11. 
WAIT FOR THE UNIT TO BE READY 

(HELP) WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.BEFORE MOUNT COMPLETION 

Figure 3-23. Mount Assistance Required Screen 

Because the models 2260V and 2280V disk drives do not operate without a 
removable cartridge, the currently mounted cartridge cannot be logically 
removed until you logically mount another cartridge. This activity is called 
a dismount within a mount C refer to Figure 3-24). It is unnecessary to 
logically dismount the old volume because this action is handled through the 
logical mount process. The system fully prompts you through this process. 
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RQ"rttOv,ab~;ec. ;p1 atter 

LABEL ·: NL 

MODE = SH 

(SL = Standard, NL = No Label) 

(SH = Shared, -RR = Restrtcted Removal-} 
CPR = Prot~cted. EX = Exclusive) · 

Allow Work Files? WORK = NQ1f 

A 11 ow Spool Fi 1 es? SPOOL = NO" 

Press c ENTER> to Mount. or Press c ll to Ret'lirn to Di$D1 aY 

Figure 3-24. Dismount Within a Mount Screen 

When the physical mount is completed, the workstation returns to the ~ 
Command Processor, if the mount is successful. If problems occur, the system 
prompts you with an error message that describes the situation. 

There are several occasions when the system refuses to logically 
dismount a volume during the dismount within a mount process. These occasions 
are: 

1. When the volume mode is EX (exclusive use), PR (protected use), or 
RR (restricted removal), and the user performing the mount is not 
the one who originally mounted the old volume. 

2. When the volume to be dismounted is in use, meaning that one or more 
files on the volume are being used. A volume cannot be dismounted 
until all of its files are inactive. 

Dismount Disk 

When the system is informed of a logical dismount, the CPU curtails any 
operations involving the volume and prepares it for a physical dismount. 
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Any attempts to physically dismount the volume before a 
logical dismount may result in damage to both the volume 
and any data being processed at the time. 

After a logical dismount, the volume name is removed from the list of 
currently mounted volumes. The volume can actually sit in its drive, but 
cannot be accessed by users because the system thinks the volume is no longer 
there. 

In order to perform a logical and physical dismount, you must access the 
Dismount function by positioning the cursor next to the appropriate device and 
pressing PF 7 from the Control Disks screen. This causes the device 
description to blink. Press RETURN/ENTER. The Dismount Assistance Required 
screen (refer to Figure 3-25) appears, and prompts for the physical dismount. 

••~ MESSAGE 0000 BY WV41 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED 
AT DISK 11 

REMOVE DISK VOLUME SIDEMO MOUNTED ON UNIT 11 
BY USER JMT AT WORKSTATION 16 

THEN 

PRESS (ENTER) TO RETURN TO YOUR.PROGRAM 
(Hf:l.P) WILL NOT BE PR.OCEsSED AT THIS TIME 

Figure 3-25. Dismount Assistance Required Screen 

At this point, physically dismount the volume if it does not have 
restricted usage rights, and press RETURN/ENTER. If errors occur during the 
physical dismount, they appear on the workstation screen. Otherwise, the 
system returns to the Control Disks screen after a successful dismount. 
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Change Restrictions 

The Change Restrictions conunand modifies the restrictions attached to 
the volwne when it was mounted. To change these restrictions, position the ~ 
cursor next to the appropriate device and press PF 10 from the Control Disks 
screen. The system highlights the Restrictions column, allowing the user to 
enter a new restriction. The four possible values for this field are: 
Shared, Removal (restricted removal), Protected, and Exclusive. If the field 
is left blank, the system inserts the default value (Shared). Press 
RETURN/ENTER to make the change. 

Owner Information 

Press PF 11 to receive information about the volume owners. A voltUDe 
owner is the person who mounted the volume. The Owner Information screen 
(refer to Figure 3-26) replaces the Restrictions, Open Files, and Status 
columns on the Control Disks screen (Figure 3-21) with the following columns 
of information. 

• User -- Displays the volume owner's User ID. This column is blank 
if the voltUDe has not been initialized, or is an unlabelled (NL) 
volume. 

• Proc-ID -- May display the name of the procedure used to mount the 
volume. 

• Spool -- Indicates whether or not spool files are allowed on this 
volume. 

• Work -- Indicates whether or not work files are allowed on this 
volume. 
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75- Mb Rem NEWSYS SYSTEM YES YES 
75 Mb Rem ZENITH SYSTEM NO NO 

5.0 Mb Rem TClVOL NO NO 
5.0 Mb Fixed VOLS SS NO NO 
315 Kb Dsket ARCH IV JMT NO NO 

Position Cursor To Indicate Device and Select: 

(6) Mount 
(7) Dismount 

(10) Change Restrictions 
(11) Owner Information 

Figure 3-26. Owner Information Screen 

In addition to Mount and Dismount, the two additional conunands available 
from the Owner Information screen are Change and Status Information. 

Change 

The Change command allows you to modify the Spool and Work fields. To 
change these fields, position the cursor next to the appropriate device and 
press PF 10 from the Owner Information screen. Type YES or NO in the 
appropriate field(s), and press RETURN/ENTER to make the change. 

Status Information 

By pressing PF 11 from the Owner Information screen, you can again view 
the Status Information screen. The Status Information screen is the original 
Control Disks screen. The right-hand columns of the screen contain the 
headings: Restrictions, Open Files, and Status. 

Press PF 1 to return to the Display Devices menu. 
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3.8.3 Managing Tapes 

The Control Tapes screen displays the status of all tape drives attached 
and tape volumes mounted on the system. To access this screen, press PF 4 
from the Display Devices menu. 

The different columns on this screen (refer to Figure 3-27) contain the 
following information. 

• Unit -- Presents the pre-assigned unit number of each tape drive 

• Device -- Contains the model of each tape drive currently attached 
to the system. For example, 2209V is the model number for a 
nine-track magnetic tape drive. 

• ~ -- Gives the device type, for example, a 9-track or 7-track 
drive. 

• Volume -- Shows the volume name assigned to the tape reel when it 
was initialized. 

• Label -- Shows the label type assigned to the tape when it was 
initialized. AL indicates an ANSI label; IL indicates an IBM label, 
and NL indicates the tape is not labelled. 

• Density -- Gives the density of the tape mounted in the tape drive. 
For example, 1600 BPI is a tape with a recording density of 1600 
bits per inch. 

• Status -- Gives the status of a particular tape. 

Unit Device 
28 2209V-2 
29 2209V-2 
30 2209V•3 

(1) Menu 

Control Tapes ""·** 
1:56 pm Monday February 9. 1981 

Tyoe Volume Label 
9-Track-DD 
9-Track-DD 
7-Track 

Posj ti on Cursor To Ind i cat~ Dextce· and Select; 

.status 

(6) Mount 
(7) Dismount (.1 l) Owner information 

Figure 3-27. Control Tapes Screen 
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When a VS/IIS installation does not include a tape drive, 
the Tape option is not included on the Display Devices menu. 

Control Tapes should be used as a reference whenever you perform 
operations involving tape, such as mounting and dismounting tapes, and backing 
up files where tape is the storage medium. 

Mount Tapes 

The Mount Tape function enables you to logically mount a tape on the 
system. A logical mount informs the system that a volume is about to be 
placed on a drive. The physical mount, which must always accompany the 
logical mount, is the physical process of mounting a volwne on a drive. 

When the volume is logically and physically mounted on the appropriate 
device, the system reads the contents of the volume, searching for its label. 
The label is an area on the tape containing the volume name and special 
formatting information. The volume name is then added to the various volume 
lists available through the Command Processor, thereby enabling users to view 
the volume contents, use the volume for on-line storage purposes, and access 
already existing information. 

Previously initialized volumes are the only types of volumes that can be 
mounted using the Mount function. New volumes are logically mounted when they 
are initialized through the TAPEINIT utility. Volumes used for backup can be 
automatically mounted through the BACKUP utility. (Refer to Chapter 5.) 

To mount a volume, you must first access the Mount Tape function. At 
the Control Tapes menu, position the cursor next to the unit number where the 
tape is to be mounted, and press PF 6. The workstation then displays the 
Mount Tape screen as illustrated in Figure 3-28. 
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Device 28 

1 :56. pm 
*-* Mount Tape 

Monday 

VOLUME = •it•"'*u 

* ''"" 
February 9, 

LABEL = AL 

MODE = EX 

(AL= ANSI, NL= No label, IL= IBM) 

(EX = Exclusive, SH = Shared) 

Press CENTER) to Moynt. or Press Cl) to Return to Display 

Figure 3-28. Mount Tape Screen 

The Mount Tape screen displays the device number and type in the upper 
left corner. You must enter information into several fields on the screen. 
Defaults appear for some of the fields. These fields and their options can be 
defined as follows. 

• VOLUME -- The volume name given to the tape when it was initialized 
is typed into this field. 

• LABEL -- This field requests the type of label and format area 
contained on the volume (information determined when the volume is 
initialized). There are three label types used for tape volumes on 
the VS Computer System. 

AL -- ANSI Tape Label 
AL tapes have a label in the format designated by the 
American National Standards Institute. 

NL -- No label 
Volumes described as NL have no identifying label. NL is 
normally used for a volume that will be used on another 
system. 

IL -- IBM Tape Label 
IL volumes are tapes with a label in the format used by IBM 
systems. These are tapes set up to conform to the standards 
of another computer system. 
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• MODE -- This field enables you to set usage restrictions for the 
volume, and to protect it from unauthorized attempts to read, write, 
or dismount it. To read a volume means to look at its contents by 
means of the workstation. To write to a volume means to store new 
information or edit information that already exists on the volume. 
Two different types of usage restrictions can be assigned to a 
volume. 

SH -- Shared Use 
The Shared Use classification allows all users to read, 
write, or dismount a tape volume. Unlike disk volumes, 
however, only one user can access a tape volume at one 
time. Since most volumes on the system are shared by all 
users, SH is the default for Mode. 

EX -- Exclusive Use 
The Exclusive Use classification reserves a tape volume 
solely for the use of the person who originally mounted it. 
All other users are prevented from accessing information or 
dismounting the volume. 

After all information is entered, press RETURN/ENTER. The Mount 
Assistance Required screen (refer to Figure 3-29) appears, requesting 
assistance at the particular device. If a volume needs to be removed from the 
device, the system prompts for this action. Otherwise, the system prompts you 
to mount the particular volume on the device specified. The HELP key of the 
workstation performing the mount is disabled until the physical mount 
operation is completed. 

At this point, perform the physical mount. 
mounting a volume di ff er for each type of device, 
Operations Guide before mounting tapes onto the system. 
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MESSAGE 0001 BY MOUNT 

ASSISTANCE REQUIRED 
AT DEVICE NUMBER 30 

PLEASE MOUNT TAPE VOLUME TAPED 1 ON UNIT 30, 
. WAIT FOR ·rHE UNIT TO BE READY 

(HELP) WILL NOT BE PROCESSED BEFORE MOUNT COMPLETIQN 

Figure 3-29. Mount Assistance Required Screen 

If you wish to mount a tape on a drive that is in use, it is unnecessary 
to dismount the original tape. This type of mount is called a dismount within ,~ 
a mount (refer to Figure 3-30). The system logically dismounts the old volume 
through the logical mount process. The system fully prompts you through this 
operation. 
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0 * Mount Tape; *** 
1 : 56 pm Monday February. 9, 1981 

VOLUME :: TAPEOl 

LAB.EL • · = . AL 

MODE = EX 

(AJ~"=. ANSI·, N4 .. ~·No Label ... :.~L:·=. :IBM~). 

!~X c= Exclusive, . ·sH, = SharEtcn 

Figure 3-30. Dismount Within a Mount Screen 

~ When the physical mount is completed, the workstation returns to the 
Command Processor screen, if the mount is successful. If problems occur, the 
system prompts you with an error message describing the situation. 

There are two occasions when the system refuses to logically dismount a 
volume during the dismount within a mount process. These occasions are: 

• When the volume mode is EX (exclusive use), and the user performing 
the mount is not the one who originally mounted the old volume. 

• When the volume to be dismounted is in use, that is to say when one 
or more files on the volume are being used. A volume cannot be 
dismounted until all of its files are inactive. 

Dismount Tape 

When the system is informed of a logical dismount, the CPU curtails any 
operations involving the volume, and prepares it for a physical dismount. 

Any attempts to physically dismount the volume before a 
logical dismount may result in damage to both the volume 
and any data being processed at the time. 
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After a logical dismount, the volume name is removed from the list of 
currently mounted volumes. The volume can actually sit in its drive, but 
cannot be accessed by users because the system thinks the volume is no longer ~ 
there. r -i 

In order to perform a logical and physical dismount, you must access the 
Dismount function by positioning the cursor next to the appropriate device, 
and then pressing PF 7 from the Control Tapes screen. This procedure causes 
the device description to blink. Press RETURN/ENTER. The Dismount Assistance 
Required screen (refer to Figure 3-31) appears, and prompts you for the 
physical dismount. 

)Ir*~· MESSAGE OOOQ ·B~ WV41 

ASSISTA~J:E REQUIRED 
. AT -fAi>E 3:-0 - -

~~ESS (.ENTER). 10 REIU~!I( TO YO.UR PWGRAM 
(HELP) WILL NOT BE-'.P-ROtESS!D AT TJit~S TIME 

Figure 3-31. Dismount Assistance Required Screen 

At this point, physically dismount the volume if it does not have 
exclusive usage rights, and press RETURN/ENTER. If errors occur during the 
physical dismount, they appear on the workstation screen. Otherwise, the 
system returns to the Control Tapes screen after a successful dismount. 

Owner Information 

Press PF 11 to receive inf·ormation about the volume owners. A volume 
owner is the person who mounted the volume. The Owner Information screen 
(refer to Figure 3-32) replaces the Label, Density, and Status columns on ~he 
Control Tapes screen (Figure 3-27) with the following columns of information. 

• Restriction -- Displays the restriction attached to the volume when 
it was mounted. The possible values are Shared and Exclusive. 
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• 

• 

User -- Displays the voltune owner's User ID. This column is blank 
if the volume has not been initialized or is an unlabelled (NL) 
volume. 

Proc-ID -- May display the name of the procedure used to mount the 
volume. 

. Urllt oe:y1ce 
· 28 .. -~t2.09V-2 
:,z~: zio:9v~2 
;{o~ . ·2_209V~l 

(1.) Menu 

••* Control f:a:-Pes *'°" 
1 :57 pm _Monday ·:;February 9, ,198'1 

Tyoe Volume .. ReSttiiH"iiogs 
94rack-DD 'TAPEO·l Exq;l ~slve ' 
9~Track-.OD 
?-~Ttack 

(6) Mount 
< 1.) m:smoµnt.-

( 1 Dl Qh~rtg~· Res-trl~l:on 
· C: 1 J l $~~~u~'. .zy.f Ptm~t~~-Q 

Figure 3-32. Owner Information Screen 

In addition to Mount and Dismount, two additional commands are available 
from the Owner Information screen, namely, Change Restriction and Status 
Information. 

Change Restriction 

The Change Restriction conunand modifies the restriction attached to the 
volume when it was mounted. To change the restriction, position the cursor 
next to the appropriate device and press PF 10 from the Owner Information 
screen. The system highlights the Restrictions column, thereby allowing the 
user to enter a new restriction. The two possible values for this field are: 
Shared and Exclusive. If the field is left blank, the system inserts the 
default value (Shared). Press RETURN/ENTER to make the change. 

Status Information 

By pressing PF 11 from the Owner Information screen, you can again view 
the Status Information screen. The Status Information screen is the original 
Control Tapes screen. The right-hand columns of the screen contain the 
headings Label, Density, and Status. Press PF 1 to return to the Display 
Devices menu. 
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3.8.4 Managing Telecommunications Devices 

The Control Telecommunications screen provides you with information 
concerning the telecommunications devices attached to the system. The Control .~ 
Teleconununications screen can be accessed by pressing PF 5 from the Display 
Devices menu. 

1<1<W Control TelecollJnunicattons Devices "'*"' 
11 :2·~ am Frida¥ Febr~arr .6. 1981 

Uni:t IyDe line 

·64 '2·2.4,6R R~MOTE 
65· Available 
.6G; Ava-:nab1e 
·67" Ava1 l:~lne 
~6.s Avail ab1 e 
69 Available 
i,g_ {J.v·t>. ilab le 
· n . ~v-an ·able 
1/2 Av-:a.'1"1;a.h t~ 

Routing 
Address.: Statl.js 

Activat.ed works~at:i on 

~osiUort c·ur~or_ IO.· Ifutiieate o·~srf'¢e and. seJ~ct; 

($) A(:.ti:Y~~~-
{ 7l ,oe.-iA¢:(:i.vaO 

.< 1 o > Change 

Figure 3-33. Control Telecommunications Screen 

The five columns appearing on the Control Telecommunications screen can 
be defined as follows. 

• 

• 

Unit Gives the pre-assigned unit number for 
telecommunications device. 

~ 
attached. 

Mentions the type of the telecommunications 
For example, 2246R indicates a remote workstation. 

each 

device 

• Line -- Gives the name of the telecommunications line (if any). 

• Routing Address Displays the destination code for the 
teleconununications information. 

• Status Informs you if the workstation is not ready for 
processing. If a workstation is in use, the Status column contains 
the User ID of the person currently using the device. 

The Control Telecommunications screen offers you an overall picture of 
the activities of the telecommunications devices, and provides unit numbers 
for reference when they are needed. 
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Activate 

When a VS/IIS installation does 
cornrnunications, the Telecornrnunications 
included on the Display Devices menu. 

not have tele
option is not 

Before a remote workstation or printer can be used, you must activate 
the line connecting it. To activate a workstation or printer, position the 
cursor next to the appropriate device and press PF 6. The screen flashes the 
device information, and you must now press either RETURN/ENTER to activate the 
device, or PF 1 to return to the Control Telecommunications screen. Once the 
device is activated, the screen displays a message in the Status column. 

De-Activate 

The De-Activate option returns an activated workstation or printer to 
inactive status. Devices cannot be deactivated while they are still in use. 
Printers should always be deactivated before the associated workstation. To 
deactivate a device, position the cursor next to the appropriate device and 
press PF 7. The screen flashes the device information, and you must now press 
either RETURN/ENTER to deactivate the device, or PF 1 to maintain the device's 
active status. 

Change 

The Change command allows you to modify the device model numbers, line 
names, and routing addresses of inactive devices. To change this information, 
position the cursor next to the appropriate device and press PF 10. The 
screen highlights the Type, Line, and Routing Address columns. Type in the 
new information over the old entries. Press RETURN/ENTER to make the changes 
or press PF 1 to cancel the Change command. Press PF 1 to return to the 
Display Devices menu. 

3.8.5 Managing Workstations 

The Display Workstations screen informs you of the status of all 
workstations currently attached to the system. The Display Workstations 
screen, illustrated in Figure 3-34, can be accessed by pressing PF 6 from the 
Display Devices menu. 
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. 2l46P=. --
2246'1? 
it2'46"p 
2:2¢6P 
HA6P 
2;~:¢,6'P 
2~'4:6P 

<H ·M~u· 

('~·~' hst 

.~,.~-

H~'~O am' 

Name 
Customer ·EJ\g}nee_ri ng 

Xen Worth 

- S~stem-:Opel':'athr 

Stat1Js 
PP.era.tor 
Dlsconn·ected 
Qts~on.ti~cted 

,o; s.c;oonected 
Pts~onne:cted 
·ope'T:at.or 

;p-osi:-tfoo_tursor TO. Indtcate O'eviCe.and Select: 

Figure 3-34. Display Workstations Screen 

Five columns appear on the screen. They can be defined as follows. 

• Unit -- Gives the pre-assigned unit number of each workstation . 

• Device -- Presents the model number of each workstation attached to 
the system. Notice that these models include the 2246C, 2256C and 
2866C Combined Workstation; the 2246S and 2866S Serial Workstation; 
and, in some installations, the 2246P Parallel, 2246R and 2866R 
Remote Workstation, and 2266C, 2276C, 2860 and 2266S Archiving 
Workstations. 

• User -- Gives the User ID of the person currently using the 
workstation. 

• Name -- Gives the name of the person currently using the workstation. 

• Status -- Informs you if the workstation is not ready for processing. 

The Display Workstations screen offers you one way to observe who is 
currently on the system. This screen is especially helpful when backup needs 
to be performed, and when the system must be re-IPLed. For these two 
procedures, it is important to know if anyone is using the system. Press PF 1 
to return to the Display Devices screen, or press HELP to return to the 
Conunand Processor screen. 
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3.9 SUBMIT PROCEDURE 

The Submit Procedure function is used to submit a background procedure 
and to define the conditions for running the procedure. Background procedures 
are not normally within the scope of the word processing supervisor's 
responsibilities. Therefore, the Submit Procedure function is not discussed 
here, but is explained fully in Appendix A. 

3.10 PRINT COMMAND SCREEN 

The Print Cornrnand Screen function enables you to obtain a printed copy 
of the contents of any screen displayed during the execution of a system 
conunand, simply by pressing PF 15. The Command Processor screen need not be 
displayed in order to use this function. 

Only data processing screens can be printed by using the 
Print Command Screen function. This function cannot be 
used to print the word processing screens that appear on 
the screen after WP is run. 

When PF 15 is pressed during the execution of a command, the system 
irnrnediately attempts to print the current screen. An individual print file is 
created for the screen and assigned to a library on a volume that can be used 
for print files, unless on-line printing has been specified through Set Usage 
Constants. The workstation audio alarm sounds, acknowledging the print 
command. 

You can view the status of the new print file on the Print Queue screen, 
which is accessible by pressing PF 11. The Print Queue screen allows you 
either to release the print file for printing or to scratch it. 

If you are running a utility such as BACKUP or COPYWP, a printed copy of 
a screen can be obtained by accessing the Modified Command Processor. 

3 .11 LOGOFF 

The Logoff function is used to terminate a workstation session. You can 
log off through the Cornrnand Processor or through a previously written 
procedure. It is advisable to have word processing operators log off by means 
of a procedure, making it unnecessary for them to view the Command Processor. 
Since you must use the functions of the Command Processor, you can log off in 
the following manner. 

1. Press PF 16 from the Command Processor. The Logoff screen (refer to 
Figure 3-3 5) appears. If you press the Logof f key C PF 16) by 
mistake, or if you decide to continue using the workstation, press 
HELP to return to the Command Processor. 
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2. Press RETURN/ENTER. This action terminates the workstation session, 
freeing the workstation for use by another User ID. 

The. LOGOf'f Comnand is .used 'to- Tetnr\ nate 
Your current Sessi·on, w~tll; the computer 
and Attow-·Anpthe.r u:ser. i.Q=' ~oG ON, · . 

·1>rE!$S C ENTER) to . LOGOfF • 
or 

Press (HELP) to R.eturn t<> the Conmand ~nll:"' 

Figure 3-35. Logo££ Screen 

3.12 MODIFIED COMMAND PROCESSOR 

The Modified Command Processor is displayed whenever a user presses the 
HELP key (see Figure 3-36). Some of the program functions available on the 
Modified Command Processor differ from those available on the normal Command 
Processor. These functions and their PF keys include: 

• CONTINUE Processing PF(l) 
• SHOW Program Status PF(3) 
• Enter DEBUG Processing PFClO) 
• PRINT PROGRAM Screen PFC14) 
• CANCEL Processing PF(16) 
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. . . . · Programr ~~IL ·· 
Was :~Hing for W~k~ltati'on Attention 

Use:. ~o~:~f4nctton K.~1~: l9 ,-Sel.ect a Collllland :: 

~jf ·~t~:l~~~:~~ ·· 1.10) .Entll(QE~lli; Proc~Ssi.Jlg 
f~1)/-;~f:iQiit 'P.Fogt:ain: Sy~'.~M~ ( 12') SUBMIT P.rocedure 

t4J :J!{an_a~e; ·PRINf tPRa!:EDURE Queues 
(iS') fJ!lanage FI'LESJUBRAIUES ' 
t6::t)~jrt~~-~ ·ot\t~CEs: ~·. - . : . 

U 4) PRINT PROGRAM Screen 
· ( 15) PRINT COMMAND .Screen 
, ( 16) CANCEL. P'rocessi ng 
< : :. : .- • 

Figure 3-36. Modified Command Processor Screen 

3.12.1 Continue Processing 

The Continue Processing function replaces Run Program or Procedure on 
the normal Conunand Processor. After a program has been interrupted by 
pressing HELP, program execution can be resumed by pressing PF 1. The 
workstation returns to the program at its point of interruption, without 
altering or damaging the program in any way. The Modified Command Processor 
makes it impossible to run another program until the interrupted program runs 
to completion or is cancelled. 

3.12.2 Show Program Status 

The Show Program Status function, intended 
programmer/analyst, gives information about the 
procedure. 

3.12.3 Enter Debug Processing 

for use by 
interrupted 

a systems 
program or 

The Enter Debug Processing function enables a programmer to begin debug 
processing. This function allows you to view the program, its associated 
data, and status information and to manipulate the data to correct errors 
incurred while the program was running. Word processing supervisors usually 
do not have to debug a program. The VS Programmer's Introduction contains 
more information on debug processing for those who may have to use it, or who 
are curious about this aspect of data processing. 
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3.12.4 Print Program 

The Print Program function enables you to obtain a printed copy of a 
program screen by interrupting the program and using the Modi£ ied Command r-"\. 
Processor. As the program is running, press HELP while viewing the screen to 
be printed. The Modified Command Processor appears on the screen. Press PF 
14 to obtain a printed copy of the desired program screen. The audio alarm 
sounds to acknowledge the print command. You should then press PF l, CONTINUE 
PROCESSING, to return to the program at the point of interruption. If it has 
not been printed, the print file containing the program screen can be released 
through CONTROL PRINT/JOB QUEUES (PF 11) on the Command Processor. 

3.12.5 Cancel Processing 

The Cancel Processing function of the Modified Command Processor 
replaces the Logoff function of the normal Command Processor, and reflects the 
fact that a user cannot log off the system until the current program is 
terminated. Cancel Processing is used in the following manner. 

1. Press PF 16 from the Modified Command Processor. The Cancel 
Processing screen (refer to Figure 3-37) appears. From the three 
functions provided, you can either cancel processing, return to 
debug processing by pressing PF l, or return to the Modified Command 
Processor by pressing HELP. 

2. Press RETURN/ENTER to cancel processing. The normal Command 
Processor is displayed, with the message, PROGRAM XXXX CANCELLED BY 
USER. 

WARNING -
· .·" · · Cancel 1 s' .U.~E!d to ·termtn~te )tour. current .p.r.09,r~· 

and return cill resources: ·to· .. ~h~e ;system •. lt!°;wlll· 
attempt to com1fl ete any :QUt'S.tari9_i'ri.9 ft.le· :tto :M:cf 
then close· .all. fi.1 es opened: P¥~ the· ·pro~_tam. -

·SELECT: 

c ENTER> to Begin Cance 1 Pr()c'¢sstng 

< 1 ) to ~eturn to Debug J?tocessing 

lHELP.) t·o Ret.ur:n t.o the ·Gonin,and P:toc~~sor 

Figure 3-37. Cancel Processing Screen 
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CHAPTER 4 
ESTABLISHING A SECURITY SYSTEM 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The importance of establishing an efficient security system for a VS 
word processing installation cannot be stressed enough. Properly 
administered, system security for the VS ensures not only the protection of 
classified documents, but also the security of the system itself from 
unauthorized users. 

Two levels of protection are available through VS security: user level 
and file level. User restrictions are maintained through the Security 
utility. File restrictions are determined when a file is created and are 
modified through the Protect conunand accessed through the Manage Files and 
Libraries function of the Command Processor. 

When security at a VS/IIS installation is managed by a 
security administrator instead of the word processing 
supervisor, the contents of this chapter do not pertain to 
the responsibilities of the word processing supervisor. 

4.2 ESTABLISHING SECURITY ON THE USER LEVEL 

User level security actually means the protection of the system from use 
by unauthorized people. This form of security is managed through the Security 
utility. Security protects resources on three levels. 

• The system level -- Only users with User IDs and passwords currently 
existing on the User List can log on to the system. Users can also 
be restricted to or from using certain workstations. 

• The file level -- Only files belonging to the file protection 
classes to which a User ID has been granted access rights, can be 
accessed by that user. 

• The access level Only certain types of operations can be 
performed on files, depending upon the access privileges granted to 
the user. Access rights, along with file protection classes, 
determine which files can be accessed by which users. 
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The Security utility establishes these three security levels by enabling you 
to define the User ID, password, user name, security administrator 
classification, file access rights, Logon procedure, HELP processor 
classification, and workstation logon restriction for each user. ,~ 

The User List contains the User IDs, names, and access rights of all who 
are permitted to use the system. The User List is maintained and updated by 
the use of the Security utility. Security, the User List, and associated 
screens are discussed in the next section. 

4.3 ADDING NEW USERS TO THE VS/IIS THROUGH SECURITY 

The following instructions explain how to add users to a newly installed 
VS/IIS. However, with the exception of the logon using the User ID, CSG, 
these instructions can also be used for adding new users to previously 
existing systems. 

When the VS/IIS is first installed, only one valid User ID, namely, CSG, 
is resident on the User List. This User ID is the one the Wang Representative 
uses to log on to the system. In order to establish the User List, the Wang 
representative must first place a preferred ID and password on the User List. 
You can then log on to the system and proceed to add new users to the list. 

After the initial User List is generated, ask the Wang 
representative for a new User ID for future use on service 
calls. Add this new User ID to the User List, and delete 
the CSG User ID. Deleting CSG prevents unauthorized users 
from accessing the User List and other documents available 
to the CSG ID. 

The User List should be given a file protection class of # 
(signifying a private file), with a security administrator 
as the owner of record. This measure ensures that only 
security administrators can access the list. 

Before actually using the Security utility, you should compile a list of 
preferred User IDs and passwords for all word processing personnel. Often the 
User ID is the individual's initials, though this is not necessarily a safe 
practice, since the User ID is displayed as the user types it. The password, 
however, does not appear on the screen as it is typed, offering greater 
protection against access of the system by unauthorized users. 

After obtaining User IDs and passwords from all word processing 
personnel, you should log on to the system and access the Command Processor. 
From the Command Processor, press PF 1, RUN PROGRAM OR PROCEDURE. When the 
Run screen appears, type "Security" for the program name. Since Security is a 
system utility, it is unnecessary to supply library or volume names. Press 
RETURN/ENTER to run the utility. The system momentarily flashes PROGRAM 
SECURITY NOW IN PROGRESS, and then displays the Security main menu (refer to 
Figure 4-1). 
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[9j)c 

'PRESS the PflCEYCorrespondinq to the Desired Function: 

i~~\l:t~W ' {O'ptiona1 ' MODIFY 9.r :DELETE) System Access Priv·fl~ges 
· Starttng wi.th USER U.f Blank. First User is A~sumedJ. 

ADI) a N~w. User to the System·. -
' ' 

.:'REVIEW l0Pti.ona1 MQOJFY) p,ra9~aro :Specfal Access Pr'tvileges 
for· Pr.osj~a.m - :;n Li.bra.-Y·y. · on Volume 

( ru- - INSTRUCTIONS. 

(lStl ' PR-INJ' 1ll$~j'Og .9f u~.ers' 

ft6 l .END PROCESSING. 

Figure 4-1. Security Main Menu 

~ 4.3.1 Security Options 

Six options are available through the Security Main menu. PF keys l, 2, 
and 9, allow you to add and to modify privileges. PF 13 contains detailed 
explanations of the options available through the other PF keys on the menu. 
PF 15 automatically prints a current list of users (which should be kept in a 
safe spot), and PF 16 terminates the program. 

To add new users to the system, press PF 2. The Add New User screen 
(refer to Figure 4-2) appears with empty pseudoblanks highlighted. 
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USER'S FILE ACCESS PRIVILEGES l 1by· file ·cJassl 

· Sec_u·rr~Y Administrator ~·...... tl 

Logon Procedure (Pro51ram) is nuuu 

HELP .Processor: Disabled .• • • .• • • • N. 

LOGQN RESTRICTED FROM·WORK~TATIONCsl 

i'llOC llCJlr•llC 111'.Jlrlil "** lll1flil *•* Jlrlil'l'< llClt.lll *** Jlrlll'.'llf **"' l1Ut1'1 '.lflll!J- llrl11'Jlt it lite* ~o 'llll'!·lf· ltllr* 

llr!lllil 1r'llK ·**lll if•~ 'iclilltc Jllitll! Jlllll.llf lit lll ~r. ~IOI iti'OI 111111111· ·lllilcllC 1'ii111'-'llf ··*·ilc .;11(.llf.* llC1'CllC 1':1111! JI!.:*'* 
llllil 11** *** 11.Jl<lt *** **• **ilc i!1'i1'1 JllllCllC 111'1·'* litl'llll 1'1JlrllC lJl'1'11'1 •** *-* 1'1Wlll ·•ww 1i'litile 

PRESS (ENTER) TO .ADD THIS USER TO THE .. SYSTEM OR :SEl.ECT: 
Cl) RETURN to MENU. . < 1:3 ): I~$$8P,tTIONS 

Figure 4-2. Add New User Screen 

llCllCW *•• 

*** Jlrlillil 

ili)!'llll *** 

New users are added to the 
information in the fields provided. 
is described below. 

system by typing in the appropriate 
Each category on the Add New User screen 

User 

The first category, User, requests the unique User ID by which the new 
user will be accessing the system. The User ID can be up to three characters 
in length. The first character of the ID must be alphabetic; the remaining 
characters can be alphanumeric or the special symbols @, #, or $. 

When the screen first appears, the cursor is located in the field for 
the User category. Begin by typing in the User ID of an operator on the 
staff. After typing the User ID, press TAB to move to the Password field. 

Password 

Passwords are optional but recommended for maximum security. Passwords 
can be up to eight alphanumeric characters in length and include symbols and 
spaces. The password is not displayed when it is typed as part of the logon 
process. When used as part of a logon, the password should be one that the 
user can easily remember. Type in the password, if one is being used, and 
then tab over to the next field. 
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Name 

The Name field provides up to 24 alphanumeric characters, special 
symbols, and spaces for the user's name. The user's name is treated as a 
conunent and is displayed on the Conunand Processor after the word, "Hello". 
You are not required to have a user name associated with a particular logon. 
However, since the user's name does appear on the Command Processor and the 
Operator's Console, it can be useful in identifying the present user of a 
workstation. Type in the user name, if applicable, and tab over to the next 
field. 

Security Administrator 

The Security Administrator field defines whether or not the user is 
granted the access rights accorded to a security administrator. Security 
administrators alone have access to the Security utility and associated 
private files. The default for the Security Administrator field is N. Using 
the default means that the user is not a security administrator, and that 
access rights are defined by the values given in the file protection class 
fields. 

To set yourself up as a security administrator: 

1. Type Y in the security administrator category. 

2. The pseudoblanks, representing the file protection class fields, 
automatically are filled with Ws when RETURN/ENTER is pressed. (Do 
not press RETURN/ENTER at this time. ) The W means that you are 
given write access (or the ability to edit) to all files in all 
protection classes. 

3. Skip the file protection class fields and, using EXECUTE/NEW LINE, 
move the cursor to the Logon Procedure field. 

For users who are not designated as security administrators, leave the N 
default for this field and tab over to the file protection class fields. 

File Protection Classes 

The letters A through Z can be assigned as file protection classes. 
Individual installations can determine the manner in which each file 
protection class is assigned (refer to Section 4.5). Twenty-six 
installation-defined file protection classes may be established through system 
security on the VS, each class corresponding to the letters of the alphabet. 
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Within each file protection class, certain file access privileges can be 
set up for each User ID. These access rights are typed in the pseudoblank 
representing each file protection class field on the screen. For any 
installation-defined file protection class, four levels of access rights, as .~ 
listed in Table 4-1, can be defined. 

Access Right 

Blank 

E 

R 

w 

Table 4-1. File Protection Class Table 

Explanation 

No access rights. If a field for a particular file 
protection class contains a space character, the user 
has no access rights to files in this file protection 
class. A word processing operator with blank access 
rights to a particular file protection class could not 
edit any documents in that particular file protection 
class. 

Execute only access rights. This classification of 
access rights usually applies to data processing files 
only. A user with E access rights to a certain file 
protection class can run a program file in that class, 
but cannot examine or modify it. 

Read and execute access rights. R access rights are 
normally given to data processing files only. In this 
case, the user with R access rights to a particular 
file protection class may read a file and run a 
program in this class, but cannot modify any 
information. 

Write, read, and execute access rights. This access 
privilege allows the user to modify, rename, scratch, 
protect, and debug files. In word processing terms, 
the operator with W access rights to a file protection 
class can edit and print all documents in that 
particular class. 

Set up a system to define file protection classes, before you assign 
access to files to each user. You should have write access to every file 
protection class assigned to word processing libraries, so that you can alter 
any file. 

After the file access rights have been assigned, type in the appropriate 
file access rights for the User ID being created. Using the TAB key, move the 
cursor to the next field, Logon Procedure. 

Logon Procedure 

The Logon procedure enables you to determine the individual user's 
running environment, by having the system invoke a Logon procedure upon 
receipt of the User ID. The Logon procedure enables you to restrict users to 
certain areas of the system only. Logon can also set the same defaults that 
are available for the operator or supervisor, through Set Usage Constants on 
the Command Processor. 
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For word processing operators with limited access rights, the logon 
procedure should first be created and then entered in this field, along with 
the names of the library and volume wherein the procedure resides. Section 
4. 4 explains how to write a Logon procedure that restricts word processing 
operators to the word processing software. Supply the appropriate information 
and tab over to the next field. 

The procedure must be stored in a library on a mounted 
voltune, which is accessible at logon time, in order for the 
procedure to run. If the procedure is on a volume that is 
not mounted, an error message is displayed and the user 
must press HELP to return to the Command Processor. (Even 
those users whose HELP key has been disabled can use HELP 
in the event of such an error message.) 

Help Processor Disabled 

The default for the Help Processor Disabled field is N (No). Accepting 
the default allows the user to press the HELP key, as needed, to interrupt 
data processing activities. When Y (Yes) is selected for this category, the 
user cannot access the Command Processor. The HELP processor should not be 
disabled for word processing supervisors who need to access the Command 
Processor. However, operators with Logon procedures and limited access to the 
data processing functions of the system should have the HELP processor 
disabled. Alter the Help Processor Disabled field, if applicable, and tab to 
the next field. 

Logon Restricted from Workstations 

Individual users can be restricted from logging on to particular 
workstations. Sixty fields are provided for the workstations' device 
numbers. (Ref er to Show Device Status on the Command Processor for these 
device numbers.) To restrict a user from using certain workstations, enter 
the number of each restricted workstation in the pseudoblanks provided. 

You can also restrict users to certain specified workstations by 
changing the highlighted "From" to "To", and then typing the device numbers of 
the applicable workstations. This field cannot be left at "To" if a 
workstation ntunber has not been entered. You should have unlimited access to 
the use of workstations. After all information has been entered in the 
fields, press RETURN/ENTER. 
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Helpful Hints 

Supply the following information in the appropriate fields to initially 
add yourself to the User List. ~ 

• User 

• Password (if desired) 

• User name 

• Security Administrator (Y) 

• HELP Processor Disabled (N) (unless you have limited access rights 
to the system's data processing capabilities) 

All other fields should be left blank. 
system of these additions. 

Press RETURN/ENTER to inform the 

For word processing operators restricted to word processing activities 
and key operators with limited access rights, the following fields should be 
entered. 

• User 

• Password (if desired) 

• Security Administrator CN) 

• File protection 
installation) 

• Logon procedure 

classes 

• HELP Processor Disabled (Y) 

(as determined by the particular 

• Logon Restricted to/from workstation (according to the particular 
installation's needs) 

Press RETURN/ENTER. After all users are entered, press PF 1 to return 
to the main menu; then press PF 16 to end processing and return to the Conunand 
Processor. 

4.4 WRITING LOGON PR<X!EDURES 

Procedures are sets of instructions, similar to computer programs, that 
enable the system to automate certain sequences of operation. These 
procedures are normally used to invoke system functions, to automatically fill 
information into screen fields without user interaction, and to limit access 
to certain functions by certain users. For example, a procedure can be 
written that automatically establishes usage constants for a particular User 
ID, making it unnecessary to use Set Usage Constants on the Conunand Processor 
every time the user logs on. Other procedures can be written to automatically 
supply necessary program information into fields. These subjects are covered ~ 
completely in the VS Procedure Language Reference Manual. 
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In a VS word processing environment, the most commonly used procedures 
are designed to give operators inunediate access to the word processing 
software as soon as they have successfully logged on. These procedures are 
simple to write. By following the instructions in this section, you can write 
a procedure that limits word processing operators to word processing 
activities only. 

The first step in writing a procedure is to return to the Conunand 
Processor and to press PF 1, RUN PROGRAM OR PROCEDURE. On the Run screen, 
type "Edi tor" for the program name, and press RETURN/ENTER. (Edi tor is a 
system program. ) The system flashes, PROGRAM EDITOR IN PROGRESS, and then 
displays the Define Input Parameters screen (refer to Figure 4-3). 

,MESSAGE 0001 BY EDITOR 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROGRAM EDITOR 
tO 1DEFINE ,INPUT: 

ACTIVE, .SUBPROG_RAM IS WElEDIT 

0 .* wang vs Sourc~ T.~x.t_. Edi:tor - Version -5 .• 03.00 !i** 

P1e~se: specffi>: the· so~rce progfatn' langy_a~e being used: . 

L~fj~UAGE = P*1'1Ul11Uit OptJo.ns .: AS$~BLER, BASIC, COBOL. PRQC£DURE~t"-RPGII. 

If cr,eatlng a new file. leave file name blank. To edit a.n existing file\ 
ptease: specffy"! -

FILE, = nuu** in LI.BRARY =~ ~llt**0**- on VOLUME = 1'1JTc_uo 

Options-: 
- LINES (Needed _only if adding many lines to file) 

Figure 4-3. Define Input Parameters Screen 

When using the Editor, you must specify in which programming language 
the new file is to be written. Since a procedure is going to be created, you 
should type P, or PROCEDURE, in the Language field. Because this is a new 
file, the other fields are left empty. When editing an existing procedure, 
the file name, etc., should be entered. Press RETURN/ENTER. 
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The system flashes the message, PROGRAM EDITOR NOW IN PROGRESS, and 
displays the Source Text Editor main menu (refer to Figure 4-4). At the top 
of the screen, the message, "The Editor work file is being created", is 
momentarily highlighted. ~ 

WORKSTATION . 43 - USER .SMB - Steffie-I !J --- - ,y(~ wang vs source Text Edftor - Version_ s. o3 .. oo *lit* 
There ls no current input file. 
There are o 11 ne·s in the edited text. 

Pre:ss, ;on_e o:f the following program functlo_n ·k:$YS to request a destred 
funeti'on: - -
c'n nisP - Ret.t.Jrn ~o- display mode .and resvme:text edi,ting 
Cl) FIRST - Di'splay the first 20 Hnes in the . .file 
(,U ~~ST - Display the l~st s· line$ in the file 
(:4J J~REV - Move the d·i splay back -1 s. lines 
tU 'Wtxr ..i Advance the. clt$p1at i5· 1 :tnes, · 
Ol·POWN - Move. the d.tspla.y ijack 1 line 
C 7J ~-P - ~.dvance· the di-sp1 ay f ltn~ 
OJ . FIND ... Flnd the next crccurrenee of a sJre-clfied text 

. -t~l MM - ~Jlow modiftp~tion of d'.~;sp'la~ett-i;:n~~:'. o,r:i4~ lin~is H at end 
CTM, ~HA ~.·. Cb~ng~ an .o,c~utr..e.nc~~~:Q,f '.a, \ex·~- :s~rlttg 1wit~tn .al $Ptg,lfi ~~ ran:se 
f ll) g~s.. -.,. ''.Ir'.1$.~rt. a new 1 io~:,~ft"~r· ·:tb~; quns.'.gt· 1tne 
( 12:) PEL -· Qel ete a sp:~q; fi-ed, rangg: gf li'o·~~ 
( 13) MOVE - Move a sp·ecif;~d rClng~':. of Hn~s t'O tl!ft:er tbe c~rsol' lJne 
(1,4lCQPY .... ·Copy a spectfied r.an9e ,Qf Hoes t:P .after the cur,sor line 
( J:S'l COL - -.$h,ow Cursor .:¢Pl~.otn po:~]~5ilqn .. ,, · .. ; .· . . . . .... _ - ~: 
c 16'.) MENU - Act:.ivate specla1 men,~; :.CSe:t, Re:S'tar~1 .. ~reat~.,_ Rep·l~_c_e\ Renum_, 

x-CoPY , ·Run , P.ri nt , EOa:r . . _ . · . . .. · 
Press EN-l'ER fot a des·cri pti on of RP,;NGE ~ TARGE:t~ and FIND: spec-1 fi ~at'i_ons. 

Figure 4-4. Source Text Editor Main Menu 

The text editor enables you to create and modify programs in a variety 
of ways. For procedure writing purposes, you should press PF 1 CDISP) to 
allow new or old text to be entered. 

The workstation is now in Display mode (refer to Figure 4-5), enabling 
you to write the procedure. The cursor is located where the procedure is to 
start. Type the following information, ending each line with a return. 

PROCEDURE 
RUN WP 
LOOOFF 

Each time you press RETURN/ENTER after a phrase, the phrase is highlighted and 
the system replaces "Add" with a nwnber, starting at 100. 
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'~ 

MaR,e m()d1'.flcaftons.and·pres~ ENTER •. Pre-ss;:P"hsfo show··_curs.or col.·.w· ~~...==~ 
·P-ress; -P:E' l to return- t·o di splay mode ·wtthou t saving mod if' feat ions·~-~ · ·; ... ,.· · .. 2··· · 3:~ ·····4 ·· .. ··s ·· ·6 1 

. . .... J·?~~~:~.?~~g123·45<;;7a901~34?67s9o;rtM,·~-~:1a901234ss,1s~o1234~.s1:a~o1?~4:s.;~1&90·1 
000100.,PRO.cE·ouRE . .. . . . . 
000200.RUN WP' 
000·300·LOGOFF ... ·p;oo··~· ····.· 

Ao·o _. 
ADD.
ADD -
A"on~ 
ADD ... 
ADD ... 
AOD ... 
ADD -Abo·· 
-;iloo ·--
ADD ""' 
ADD ·
ADD ..;; 
:ADD ~

ADO -
Aoo· ... 

. I 

Figure 4-5. Editor Display Mode (Part 1) Screen 

The word, "Procedure", tells the system that the following program file 
is a procedure. Run WP tells the system to automatically run the program WP. 
This instruction replaces the need for manually pressing PF 9, Enter Word 
Processing, on the Command Processor. Legoff tells the system to 
automatically log the user off, when Terminate Processing is selected from the 
!IS Menu. The Logoff instruction replaces the need for manually logging off 
from the Command Processor. The Logon procedure not only restricts word 
processing operators to word processing activities, but also saves many 
keystrokes. 

After completing the procedure, press RETURN/ENTER again. The system 
de-highlights the newly created procedure, and displays the Edi tor Display 
Mode (Part 2) screen (refer to Figure 4-6). This screen is identical to the 
previous screen, except for different options. Exit from Display mode by 
pressing PF 16. The next screen viewed is the Editor Special menu (refer to 
Figure 4-7). 
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:1JP.ts1l. l2J.Ftrst. {3).Last. (4)P.rev .< ~JNe·~t. ·('6)Dowr1: ('7)Up (SlF,;t)d Pi Splav Mode 
t9JMod noitha ,(l})Ins Cl2JDe1 C:U)MQve· {J4lCopy OSlCol Cl61Menu 

000:·1 lliO PROe'ED.URE. 
o.qg~.ao ·.~tit( WP· · 
OQ.Q3~,0 i.LOGQFF 

ADD· -
ADO -
Afio -
Ano~ ~ 
ADD . .,. 
ADD -
Aon~-

.. Aon: . .,. 
ADO' -
AD1i -
APD··
ADi:>. -
ADD""' 
.ADD'~ 
ADO·..;; 
/\OD ;"'" 
AOD -

Figure 4-6. Editor Display Mode (Part 2) Screen 

w•* Wang vs Source Text Editor - version 5.03.00 •** 
There is no current inpu~ file. 
There are 3 l1nes in the edited text. 

Press one of the following program function keys to request a desired 
function: 

(1) DISPLAY 
(2) SET 
(3) MENU 
(4) RESTART 
(5) CREATE 

- Start text editing 
- Set EDITOR defaults 
- Activate the normal menu 
- Edit another fife 
- Create a new file of the edited text 

(7) RENUMBER - Generate new line numbers for the edited text 
(S-) "XCOPY - Copy a range of lines from another file to the work file 
(9) RUN - Run the procedure 

~c1s) PRINT 
(16) EOJ 

- Print the edited text 
- End EDITOR processing 

Figure 4-7. Editor Special Menu 
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The Edi tor Special menu informs you that there are three lines in the 
edited text, and that no file has been created. At this point, the procedure 
must be stored in a new file. To accomplish this, press PF 5 to display the 
Output Parameter screen (refer to Figure 4-8). 

~1F''' ritE.$SAG; os_qo eY EQITQR 

IMf.ORMATION :REQUIRE:D J:IY PROGRAM· EDITOR 
. t.o DEFINE' OUTPUT 

ACTIVE SUBRROGRAM, IS W~lEDIT 

FHl ;n··the :rnf.ornnation -below to ctf;!.at,e, a new file of the ed:t.ted text. 
:Prl!Ss· :PJt' .. to. return to the specta-1 menu . 

. Ple~s.¢ s_peclf.Y; ·· 

f~li~ ·= 'Q.$ERU}G• 1n LIBRARY = bOGQNWW\ll on VOLUME = $YSTEM 
•RETAIN . :: · •'K.* :day$ 
ftl~O~AS: = -~ · · · CFi le Protec.ttoh' Class» 

_ ~Options;: · . 

. · iCOJ{PRES~ .. :: · '(ES 
. ttQMsER : YES. 

(Enter- .YES .to create, ~ompress~d records) 
~Enter YES to tnclude· l.ine numbers in output) 

Figure 4-8. Output Parameters Screen 

To create the new file, you must enter information into the appropriate 
fields. For File, type USERLOG; for Library, type LOGON; and for Volume, type 
the name of the installation's system volume. Press RETURN/ENTER to create 
the file and to return to the Special menu. 

If the file you specify duplicates an existing file, the system prompts, 
THE FILE SPECIFIED ALREADY EXISTS. USE PF 3 IF YOU WISH TO SCRATCH THE 
EXISTING FILE AND CONTINUE. OTHERWISE, PLEASE SPECIFY ANOTHER FILE. USE PFl 
TO ?ETURN TO THE SPECIAL COMMAND MENU. 

The Editor Special menu is displayed again, with the new message, "File 
USERLOG in library LOGON on volume SYSTEM created with 3 records", displayed 
near the top of the screen. To test the newly created procedure, press PF 9, 
RUN, to display the Editor Test screen (refer to Figure 4-9). 
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*~*' -Wa,ng Vs .. Sourc_e text Edit.or - Version .S.03.00 ;iw~ 
'.:~.M~-~ f1J~- i)i Y$;;~~9G: ir:i library LOGON _ on vo1ume SYSTEM 
Th~re ~Fe: -- :~-~1tne_~: tn 'the e~}l:e.d--t~t~ 

Run conmc,lnd 

· Pi'~ss. E_~:t~R -t.Q t~m-. procec!1Jre LiSE,;R~OG 
P;r,ess_ r;r~l \~p; -r.~~yr.l')' :tp~ 1.he s.pec-ia1 ~omn~nd menu. 

Figure 4-9. Editor Test Screen 

To test the accuracy of the procedure, press RETURN/ENTER. If the ~ 
procedure has been entered correctly, the workstation flashes the message, 
PROCEDURE USERLOG IN PROGRESS, and the system runs the word processing 
software, displaying the IIS menu. From the !IS menu, move the cursor to 
Terminate Word Processing, and then press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The workstation 
returns to the Edi tor Special menu, which has the message, "Procedure USERLOO 
cancelled", displayed near the top of the screen. To end procedure creation, 
press PF 16, EOJ, to return to the Corrunand Processor. 

4.4.1 Modifying the User List 

.After the Logon procedure is created, you should assign it to the 
operators who are to be restricted to word processing on the system. In order 
to do this, you must modify the User List. 

First, run Security from the Run 
(Refer to Figure 4-1.) Option 1 allows 
user entries. If only one operator is to 
operator's User ID in the pseudoblanks. 
empty and press PF 1. 
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The workstation presents the first entry on the User List. This screen 
is similar to the Add New User screen, except that the information previously 
entered for each user now appears in the fields, instead of the empty, 
highlighted pseudoblanks. At the bottom of the screen, you are given a choice 
of operations to perform, including moving from one user to the next, 
modifying the security privileges of the user currently viewed, or deleting 
the user. Any of the fields in the entry can be modified to reflect whatever 
changes may have been made to the installation's security system. 

Users appear on the system User List in alphabetical order. Move 
through the list, pressing the appropriate PF keys, until reaching the User ID 
of the first operator to receive the logon. Press PF 9 to modify the record. 
Pseudoblanks will be displayed for every category, except User. Use the TAB 
key to move the cursor to the appropriate fields. In the field for Logan 
procedure, type the name of the procedure (USERLOG), its library (LOGON), and 
vol rune name (the installation's system disk). Press RETURN/ENTER to modify 
the record. 

4.4.2 Deleting a User 

To delete a user, access the Security Main menu and type the User ID of 
the user to be deleted, in the field for option 1. (If the User ID is 
unknown, leave the field empty.) Press PF 1 to access the User List. When 
the User ID to be deleted is found, press PF 12. The system highlights the 
User ID of the record. Press RETURN/ENTER to delete the user. 

After the system User List is created, you should use this deletion 
method to delete the User ID, CSG, from the list. However, be sure the 

~ customer engineer has been assigned another User ID to log on to the system. 

4.5 ESTABLISHING SECURITY ON THE FILE LEVEL 

File security represents the second level of security available on the 
system. Each file is assigned to a file protection class upon creation, even 
by default. Along with access rights, the file protection class determines 
which files can be accessed by which users, and whether a user can read, 
execute, or write to these files. 

4.5.1 File Protection Classes 

Two types of file protection classes exist: system defined and user 
defined. System defined file protection classes include Owner-Access, 
Read-Only, and Execute-Only, as defined in Table 4-2. These classes are 
indicated by a one-character file class code. File protection classes are 
assigned by the defaults established in Set Usage Constants, or by Manage 
Files/Libraries on the Command Processor. 
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Table 4-2. System Defined File Protection Classes 

Code File Type Definition 

I I (blank) Unprotected File Files in this class can be accessed 
by any user. If a file is not 
assigned a protection class, it is 
assigned a blank protection class. 

'#' Private File Files in this class can only be 
accessed by the person who created 
the file (or the security 
administrator) . 

'@' Execute-only Files in this class can be 
File executed by any user, but only 

security administrators and the 
owner of record can read and modify 
them. 

'$' Read-only File Files in this class can be read or 
executed by any user, but only 
security administrators and the 
owner of record can modify them. 

The person who initially created the file is recognized as the owner of 
record by the system. However, the owner of record can be changed through the ,~ 

use of Manage Files and Libraries, as noted in Chapter 3. A file can always 
be accessed by its owner of record, regardless of the file's protection class 
and the user's access privileges. 

The second type of file protection class is defined by the 
installation. An installation can have up to 26 file protection classes 
defined by the security administrator. Each file protection class is 
identified by a letter of the alphabet. File protection classes can be 
assigned according to department, type of work, or any category necessary for 
the installation. Note the following examples. 

Class "A" can be Accounting. 
Class "C" can be customer files. 
Class "B" can be all documents generated by an individual 
whose name begins with B. 

In the previous example, only users with class A privileges can have any 
kind of access to files created by the Accounting Department. Among the users 
with these privileges, there can be different types of access rights. One 
person may be able to modify the files in class A; another person may only be 
able to run a program with an A classification. 
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File protection classes should not be confused with library names that 
are assigned when word processing files are created. Though each is 
designated by a single letter of the alphabet, their respective purposes are 
entirely different. Table 4-3 shows the differences between file protection 
classes and library letters. 

Table 4-3. Comparison of File Protection Classes to Library Letters 

File Protection Classes 

Installation-defined file 
protection classes can be 
identified by the letters A-Z. 

File protection classes protect 
a file or library from 
unauthorized use, regardless of 
whether the user is performing 
data processing or word processing 
activities. 

Every docwnent in a particular 
word processing library should 
be protected by the same file 
protection class. 

WP Library Names 

Word processing libraries may be 
identified by the letters A-Z, 
a-z, or space for the glossary 
library created through the 
Glossary functions on the Word 
Processing menu. 

Library letters are used for 
identification purposes 
when using the word processing 
software only. (When using data 
processing functions, a word 
processing library is identified 
as DOCMNTX, with X representing 
the library letter.) Because a 
library is named A, this does not 
necessarily mean that only 
operators with A access rights 
can use its contents. 

A library does not necessarily 
have to have a file protection 
class that corresponds to its 
library letter. For example, 
library r could have a protection 
class of G, R, or any letter 
decided upon by the supervisor. 

Each installation should set up a security system that is best suited to 
handle the needs of its company. This security system should be fully 
documented for reference purposes. Both data and word processing security 
must be considered, and the fact that word processing files have only two 
access rights, W or No Access, should be taken into account. Setting up a 
security system from the data processing end is covered in the VS System 
Management Guide; included in this docwnent is a Security Administration 
Worksheet, useful for both data processing and word processing security needs. 
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4.5.2 Use of the Protect Conunand to Modify File Protection Classes 

When a new file is created, its creator becomes the owner of record. If 
it is a data processing file, the system prompts, FILECLAS~, allowing you to 
designate the file protection class, or leave it blank. Furthermore, you 
set up a default file protection class for all files created in 
workstation session, through Set Usage Constants on the Conunand Processor. 

can 
the 

The Protect conunand, however, is not applicable to word processing 
documents. Unless a default file protection class is previously specified, 
all newly created documents receive a blank file protection class. However, 
it is possible to assign a default file protection class for word processing 
documents at the time they are created, through Set Usage Constants. You, and 
any operators using data processing functions, can use Set Usage Constants to 
assign a file protection class to all documents created during the workstation 
session. Furthermore, you can assign a default file protection class to an 
operator using word processing only, as part of the operator's Logon procedure 
(refer to Subsection 4.5.3). 

Previously created file protection classes can be examined and modified, 
using the Protect command, which is available through Manage Files and 
Libraries on the Command Processor. (Refer to Section 3. 7 for a review of 
this function.) It is not recommended that individual word processing 
documents be protected through the Protect File command. However, the Protect 
File command can be used to protect any data files you may have to create. 
Enter Manage Files and Libraries from the Command Processor; access the 
Filenames screen; move the cursor to the file to be protected; and then press 
PF 9 to view the Protect screen. The Protection Class, Owner of Record, and 
Expiration Date can be modified by pressing RETURN/ENTER. These three ~ 
categories can be defined as follows. 

• File Protection Class -- Reserved for the file protection class of 
the file. It can only be changed by the owner of record or a 
security administrator (possibly the word processing supervisor). 

• Current Owner of Record -- The User ID of the person who created the 
file, which can only be modified by this User ID or a security 
administrator. The owner of recor:d always has access to the file. 

• Expiration Date -- Sets up the retention date for a file, and should 
only be filled in if you have a clear idea of the time period during 
which the file will be active. When an expiration date is 
specified, the file cannot be scratched or renamed by means of the 
Command Processor until the expiration date has passed. 
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Suppose you have given a data file, containing accounting tables, the 
file protection class A. After completing modifications, you should run 
Security and modify the system User List. Modification is done by typing a W 
in file protection class A for those User IDs allowed access to the data file, 
and a space for those denied access. Thus, only qualified users would be able 
to edit the accounting tables. 

Entire libraries can also be protected by using the protect command, 
which is the method recommended for protecting word processing documents. 
Access the Library screen in Manage Files and Libraries; move the cursor to 
the library to be protected; and press PF 9 to view the Protect screen. As in 
the Protect screen for files, the categories, Protection Class, Owner of 
Record, and Expiration Date, appear on the Library screen. These categories 
have the same meaning as in Protect for files. To protect the library, type 
in the file protection class and press PF 2. If the owner of record and 
expiration date of the file are being modified, press PF 3 and PF 4 to make 
these changes. You then run Security and access the User List, giving the 
persons allowed access to the library a W in the library's file protection 
class, and giving all others a space in that protection class. 

The following restrictions should be 
protecting word processing libraries. 

observed for 

• If you are going to be creating libraries, a default 
file protection class should not be used, since it 
excludes operators from accessing the libraries you 
have created. 

• Word processing documents in a particular library 
should always have the same file protection class. 

4.5.3 Automatically Assigned Protection Classes for Word Processing Operators 

File protection classes can be automatically assigned to word processing 
operators through their Logon procedures. In this way, every document an 
operator creates is automatically assigned a previously determined file 
protection class. 

As an example, suppose you want to assign a file protection class of B 
to every document created by operators in the Bids and Proposals Department. 
You would perform the following steps. 

1. Run the Editor program, and follow the steps outlined in Section 4.4 
to create a Logon procedure. 
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2. When the workstation screen is in Display mode, type the following 
procedure. 

PROCEDURE 
SET FILECLAS =B 
RUN WP 
LOGO FF 

The only difference between this procedure and the one created in 
Section 4.4 is the phrase, SET FILECLAS =B. This phrase tells the 
system to automatically access the Set Usage Constants function, and 
then to enter B in the File Class field. Then the system runs the 
WP software and automatically logs off the user, when Terminate Word 
Processing is selected from the IIS menu. 

3. Return to the instructions in Section 4.4 to create the new 
procedure. Give the new procedure the filename, AUTOLOG, and assign 
it to the library, LOGON, on the installation's system disk. 

4. After leaving Editor, run Security and assign the AUTOLOG procedure 
to all operators in the Bids and Proposals Department. 

As a result of the preceding steps, all documents created by operators 
in the Bids and Proposals Department are automatically assigned file 
protection class B, upon creation. Operators in other departments, who are 
allowed to access bids and proposals docwnents, should be given W access to 
file protection class B by means of the User List. 

Password Protection 

A third method of document protection, namely, password protection, is 
available for word processing docwnents only. Password protection is a 
feature of word processing docwnent security that is completely different from 
the VS logon password, and is managed entirely through the word processing 
software. Refer to Chapter 2 for more information on password protected 
documents. 
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CHAPTER 5 
VS UTILITIES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Utilities are programs that perform commonly used functions for purposes 
of system maintenance and program development. Four system utilities, 
Document Filing and Conversion CCOPYWP), Document Index (LISTWP), DISKINIT, 
and BACKUP are described in detail in this chapter. 

COPYWP converts VS word processing documents to VS files and converts VS 
files to VS word processing documents. In addition, COPYWP performs filing 
functions for VS word processing documents. 

LISTWP generates document management reports. These reports provide 
both detailed and swrunary information about the documents on the system, 
including: title, author, operator, comments, page count, work time, 
keystrokes, and disk space allocation and use. 

DISKINIT initializes a disk or diskette so that it can be used for 
storing data on the VS. This utility also performs read and write 
verification, reformatting, relabelling, and bad block replacement. 

BACKUP creates 
protection in case 
restoration. 

backup copies 
the originals 

of a file, library, or volume, as 
are destroyed. BACKUP also performs 

These utilities enable you to maintain on-line and off-line storage of 
documents in an efficient manner. Other utilities ace used during program 
development oc data entry. For information on the entire range of VS System 
utilities, consult the VS System Utilities Reference Manual. 

5.2 THE DOCUMENT FILING AND CONVERSION UTILITY (COPYWP) 

The Document Filing and Conversion utility CCOPYWP) allows you to 
perform the following document management functions. 

• Copy, delete, rename, and reorganize word processing documents 
and/or libraries 

• Convert VS files to word processing documents 

• Convert word processing documents to VS files 

• Merge information from two word processing documents into a third 
word processing document 
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To use Document Filing and Conversion, position the Acceptance Block 
next to Document Filing and Conversion from the Word Processing Utilities 
menu, and press EXECUTE. The Document Filing and Conversion (COPYWP) main 
menu is displayed, as shown in Figure 5-1. ~ 

**• MESSAGE 0001 BY COPYWP 

RESPONSE REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
TO SELECT FUNCTION 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS COPYWP 

JlllU Wang vs COPYWP Ut11 ity Program - Version 2.in. 01 ... 

press PFKey CorresoondinqTo Desjred Fyn¢t1on 

( 1 ) Copy Sing 1 e Document 
l3) Copy Document Library 

f4) De.1ete Single Document 
(6) Del.ete Docunumt Library 

(7.) Rename Single Document 
(9) Rename Document Library 

(lOJ R~organtze Single oocµment. 
c.12-> Reorgant:ze Qoc.~t- lf~rafy 

ClJ.) Convert Docuinent_toVS File 
< 14 > Convert VS nte to Document 
< 1 s > oo.euinent Merge· · · 

fl6) Terminate Pro.c;esstng 

Figure 5-1. Document Filing and Conversion Main Menu 

Except during the actual copying process, you can cancel 
all Document Filing and Conversion functions by pressing 
PF 1. To return to the Word Processing Utilities menu, 
press PF 16 from the Document Filing and Conversion main 
menu. 

5.2.1 Password Protected Documents 

To access a password protected input document when using the word 
processing utilities, perform the following steps. 

1. Enter the document ID and press EXECUTE. The system displays the 
message, "Document is password protected. Please enter 
password " 

2. Enter the document's password. The cursor moves as the password is 
entered; however, the password is not displayed on the screen. Press 
EXECUTE and continue performing the selected word processing utility. ~ 
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MESSAGE 0010 BY COPYWP 

.INFORMATION ~EQOIRED.BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
TO DEFlNE PASS.WORD .... 

ACTIVE ·p~eGRAM IS tOPYWP 

proyJde Password F~q_r. l)ocument oosow on Volume: ~n;J$YS 

PASSWORD = 0 "'*"* 

Press ENTER To ·Contln~e Or PFl To Tetmlnate Operauon 

Figure 5-2. COPYWP Password Specification Screen 

~ 5. 2. 2 Copy Single Document C PF 1) 

The Copy Single Document function copies a word processing document to 
another document in the same library, or to a document in another library. 
You can use this option to copy any document, including prototype documents. 
All information in the document is copied, including format lines. To copy a 
single document, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 1 (Copy Single Document) from the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The system displays the Input Definition 
screen, illustrated in Figure 5-3, and requests information about 
the document to be copied. 

2. Type in the ID of the document to be copied. The library letter is 
preset at the workstation's default. To copy a document from 
another library, simply type over the letter. Press the TAB key. 
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~)!!'ii( !MESSAGE 0003: .BY . CQPYWP 

XN;rORMAnON J~gou+~EC(BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
TO DEFINE INPUT 

DOCUMENT ·= "*'*"W 

AC'fI,VE :P~G~At-1 ,I~ COPYWP 

Jdenti:fy Document To Be Copied 

I VOLUME = ~if.>k*:** ] 
.[ ·Optfonal - Volume otber Than Document ] 
l Libr~ry' s $tand~td. Volvme l 

P-ress, :f:~T~R "n> C.of\Unue :or P:Fl to· Terminate Copy Operatic:m 

Figure 5-3. Input Definition Screen 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the document library resides, ~ 
unless the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press 
ENTER. The Output Definition screen appears, requesting information 
about the new document to be created. Refer to Figure 5-4. 

4. Type in the ID of the output document to be created. To use the 
next available document ID, type in the word "Next" and the 1 ibrary 
letter. Press the TAB key. 

5. Type in the name of the volume where the output document library 
resides, unless the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. 
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· :·INFeRM.~T!QN,. Reoo~kEo.·::sv· ·PRO.ctou~t· ;nfirl;;OGOtt 
L. .. . . . · · ·. ··· . . .. T() ·oE'F!Nt· OiJ'r'PUT< . . . . . . , 

ACIJ.:V~ .f>RQ$R.A~ l-S.:gOPyWP· . 
;_ -~ ~ 

fnp.tif ~ocuJ!lknt :,;i..'o:()~ow'<>n YQ1.J.1me ,~~~~v~s:_;_ 

ldE!ritjfy -Docum~n(to .. Be.· Created 

[ VOl..UME .. <>f·•'1!W1c1c < · ... ~ •. , ... · .... · .... · '.J' 
~I·. · Opt:io[ia1 ·:~ ·Vq.lume:qth~r JJl~!J tlci~µm~·nJ. ··. 1 · -, 
·T ·· :.· , ... , ·;.ti·~r.a:rit-.s :Stantt~rd'NoJume·.l) . 

. . 

Figure 5-4. Output Definition Screen 

6. Press ENTER. A message flashes briefly on the screen stating that 
the document is being copied. When the process is completed, the 
system returns to the COPYWP main menu, and displays a message 
stating that the input document has been copied to the output 
document (refer to Figure 5-5). 
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M~S.SAGE 0003 B.Y COPYWP 

RESPONSE REQUIRED BY PROCE:OURE JMTLOGON 
TO SELECT F!JNC'f $ON: . . 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS COPYWP 

Document oosow on Volume NEWSYS Copied Tn Do~umen~ ·0002J on v.olume NEWSYS 

0
" Wang VS COPYWP Utility Program - Version .2.0l.01 u* 

Press_ PFKev CorresooQdj ng Tn D(:$1:red EYncti ort. 

H> Copy Slrigle Di;J~um~nt 
U > Copy. QO:cument- Ubr~ry 

(.4J Qele;te Single Document 
C:6 > O'elete Pocument L i·brary 

p) ~f!name, Single Docum~nt 
t9'), Ren• Document L i·brar.y 

( 110) Reorg.a,nhe S.tngte Document. 
llZ) Rgor9~1z~, :oocwnen~ li'orary 

< n> Convert Document 'to vs n le. 
(14) Convert vs File to· Document 
< 1.5 > il_q~umeri~ Mett~ 

( 16¥ T:enntnate Processing~ 

Figure 5-5. COPYWP Completion Screen 

5.2.3 Copy Document Library (PF 3) 

Copy Document Library allows you to make a duplicate copy of an entire 
word processing library. The system copies everything in the library, 
including passwords. To copy a library, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 3 (Copy Document Library) from the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears, 
requesting information about the library to be copied. (Refer to 
Figure 5-3.) 

2. In the Library field, type in the name of the library to be copied. 
The field is preset at the workstation's default library. To copy a 
different library, simply type over the letter. Press the TAB key. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the library resides,unless the 
volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press ENTER. 

4. The Output Document Library Definition screen that appears requests 
information about the output library. (Refer to Figure 5-6.) Type 
in the letter of the library to be created, or the library in which 
the duplicate information is to be merged. Press TAB. 
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.. I_nptit Li btary t$ .!',: gn_· :MO-Tume NEWSYS 

ldentlfy.- Lt brat.y Tcr Be •Created . Or Merged .Into 

[ VOLUME . = 'Jl!;{)lciji *;..,.' ] 
r oPtJonal ·'.""·· fe>t QOHW.t. tC1.vcnL1me qther l 
[ Than :L iibrary·1 s Standard. Volume ] 

YES To 'Reseguen¢~ A1\ ogcument ,ws. Within 
t·~~e: .lfijtar~·._S,:t:~rtir(9 •·with OQCUHE~:r = · OQ01 

·Far DgcwtiEmt .·Nffin~ ··¢pnfHcts 

PROMPT ·TO M~ndte· .~t:)Ci:tments On An I.ndtv fdu~1 . B~~i $'. 

NQ¢O~Y·: 11;<.t ~~JP,~"~QP'iH•~- ot 'Al'1 ... S99h p6~~~hts . 
O:E~E'fE.-TQ .•Oe.J~i~-~1·MJ Sue.ti .Docµfu~ri.ts.: .-

Figure 5-6. Output Document Library Definition Screen 

5. Type in the name of the volume where the library resides, unless the 
volume is the one listed in the· library catalog. Press TAB. 

6. The Renumber field gives you the option of resequencing the 
documents in the output library. Enter "No" (the default) if the 
document IDs are to remain the same in the new libJ:"ary; enter "Yes" 
to renumber the new documents. Press TAB. 

7. Type in the document ID number you wish to assign to the first 
document. The Document field is preset at 0001. Press TAB. 

8. The Dupfiles field gives you the following three options. Select 
one of these options, if the system discovers duplicate files when 
it copies documents from one library to another existing library. 

PROMPT -- This is the default option for the field. The system 
prompts you each time it discovers duplicate files. 

NOCOPY -- When you select this option, the system does not copy 
the document from the original library if it finds duplicate 
IDs. The duplicate ID in the output document library remains 
unchanged. 

DELETE -- When you select this option, the system deletes the 
duplicate ID in the output library, and copies the document from 
the input library. No warning message appears on the screen. 
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9. When you have filled in all fields, press ENTER to begin the copy 
operation. Progress messages appear on the screen, indicating the 
status of the libraries. 

10. If you entered the word, "Prompt", in the Dupfiles field, the 
workstation displays the Document Conflict Resolution screen, shown 
in Figure 5-7, each time the system encounters a duplicate ID 
number. To resolve this conflict, you can choose from the following 
four options. 

N Do not copy the original document. 

D Delete the document in the receiving library. 

R Rename the document in the receiving library. 

c Copy the document in the original library, using a new 
document ID. 

*** MES.SAGE 1038 BY COPYWP.· 

INFORMAtION REQUIRED BY PROCEDUR"E JMTLOGON 
- to DEF-INE. S·AMEFilE 

ACTf\ft · PRO.GRAM IS COPYWP 

SORRY - Document 0000 alreai:ly exi.~ts in Docume·nt L ibr:ary .J on Volume NEWSYS 

·s-pef·i.fv ;Fh~ 'flptjoo Des1_red 

OPTION .:· N 

N - No copy will ~ke ·place for this do.cument 
D - Qelete- the ~xisUng doeument before .copying 
R. - Rename- the e*t'stiri9. docLlllt~nt 
c - top~ ·the iJ9c;~n~ !1$.tn~ a_ r-e.w Dqc·~ent. ~-d 

Spec.j.h The, .ooc-tjt Jq .. t~ Option 11e11 • :Or ·"C"- ls' SeJeclgd 

NEW.DOClP : w:1"* ~· 

Figure 5-7 Document Conflict Resolution Screen 

11. If you select option R or C, fill in the new document ID in the 
NEWDOCID field, and press ENTER. 

12. When copying is complete, a message appears on the screen indicating 
the number of documents copied to the new library, as well as the 
number of documents not copied. 
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5.2.4 Delete Single Document CPF 4) 

Delete Single Document allows you to delete a word processing document 
whose expiration date has passed. This function frees the disk space occupied 
by the document. To delete a single document, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 4 (Delete Single Document) from the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. (Refer 
to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type the ID of the document to be deleted in the Document field. 
The library letter is preset at the workstation's default. To 
delete a document in another library, simply type over the letter. 
Press TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the document resides, unless the 
volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press TAB. 

4. Type "Yes" to use Security Erase on this document. The Security 
Erase feature overwrites the text of the document to be deleted in 
order to ensure confidentiality. Because Security Erase takes more 
time than ordinary document deletion, the default is "No". 

5. When you have completed all fiBlds, press ENTER to start the 
deletion process. When the document has been deleted, the system 
returns to the Document Filing and Conversion main menu, and 
displays a message indicating that the document has been deleted . 

. ~ 5. 2. 5 Delete Document Library (PF 6) 

The Delete Document Library function deletes an entire document library 
from a volume, if the expiration dates of the documents have all passed. To 
delete a library, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 6 (Delete Document Library) f ram the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. (Refer 
to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type the letter of the library to be deleted in the Library field. 
Type a space to delete the Glossary library. The library letter is 
preset at the workstation's default. To delete a different library, 
simply type over the letter. Press TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the library resides, unless the 
volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press TAB. 

4. Type "Yes" to use Security Erase on this library. The Security 
Erase feature overwrites the text of the documents in the library to 
be deleted in order to ensure confidentiality. Because Security 
Erase takes more time than ordinary library deletion, the default is 
"No". 
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5. When you have completed all fields, press ENTER to start the 
deletion process. When the library has been deleted, the system 
returns to the Document Filing and Conversion main menu. A message 
is displayed on the screen indicating the number of documents 
deleted from the library, as well as any documents that were not 
deleted. 

5.2.6 Rename Single Document (PF 7) 

The Rename Single Document function allows you to assign a new document 
ID to a word processing document. You can also assign the renamed document to 
a new library. To rename a document, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 7 (Rename Single Docwnent) from the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. (Refer 
to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type the ID of the document to be renamed in the Document field. 
The library letter is preset at the workstation's default. To 
rename a document in another library, simply type over the letter. 
Press TAB. 

3. Type the name of the volume where the document resides, unless the 
volume listed is the one in the library catalog. Press ENTER. The 
Output Definition screen appears. (Refer to Figure 5-4.) 

4. Type the new document ID and library indicator in the Document 
field. Press TAB. 

5. Type the name of the volume where the renamed document is to reside, 
unless the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press 
ENTER. The screen flashes a message stating that the document is 
being renamed. 

6. When the renaming process is complete, the system returns to the 
Document Filing and Conversion main menu. A message is displayed on 
the screen indicating the original document ID and volwne, as well 
as the new doctunent ID and volume. 

5.2.7 Rename Docwnent Library (PF 9) 

The Rename Document Library function allows you to change all document 
IDs in a library. This function also gives you the option of resequencing the 
IDs in the new library. To rename a library, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 9 (Rename Document Library) from the Document Filing and 
Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. (Refer 
to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type in the letter of the library to be renamed. This field is 
preset at the workstation's default library. To rename a different 
library, simply type over the letter. To rename the Glossary 
library, type a space. Press TAB. 
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3. Type in the name of the volume where the library resides, unless the 
volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press ENTER. The 
Output Definition screen appears. (Refer to Figure 5-4.) 

4. Type the new library letter in the Library field,. Press TAB. Type 
in the volume name for the output library, unless the volume is the 
one listed in the Library Catalog. Press TAB. 

5. To renumber the 1 ibrary, type "Yes" in the Renumber field. Press 
TAB. 

6. In the Doctunent field, type the first document ID number that should 
appear in the renamed library. Press TAB. 

7. If the new library ID duplicates an existing one, the Dupfiles field 
provides the options, Prompt, Nocopy, and Delete. Refer to the 
explanation of this field in section 5.2.3. 

8. When all the fields have been completed, press ENTER to begin the 
renaming process. When renaming is complete, the system returns to 
the Document Filing and Conversion main menu, and displays a message 
indicating that the library has been renamed. 

5.2.8 Reorganize Single Document CPF 10) 

The Reorganize Single Document function allows you to eliminate unused 
space that accumulates in a document after it has been edited. To reorganize 
a document, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 10 (Reorganize Single Document) from the Document Filing 
and Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. 
(Refer to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type the ID of the document to be reorganized in the Document 
field. The library letter is preset at the workstation's default. 
To reorganize a document in another library, simply type over the 
letter. Press TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the document 
the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. 

resides, unless 
Press ENTER. 

4. The screen flashes a message stating that the document is being 
reorganized. When the process is complete, the system returns to 
the Document Filing and Conversion main menu, and displays a message 
that the document has been reorganized. 
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5.2.9 Reorganize Document Library (PF 12) 

The Reorganize Docwnent Library function eliminates unused disk space 
within all documents in a library. This function also allows you to ~ 
resequence the document IDs within the library. To reorganize a library, 
perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 12 (Reorganize Document Library) from the Document Filing 
and Conversion main menu. The Input Specification screen appears. 
(Refer to Figure 5-3.) 

2. In the Library field, type the letter of the library to be 
reorganized. The Library field is preset to the workstation's 
default library. To reorganize a different library, simply type 
over the letter. Press TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the library resides, unless the 
volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press TAB. 

4. If the documents in the library are to be renumbered, type "Yes" in 
the Renumber field. Press TAB. 

5. In the Document field, type in the document ID you wish to assign to 
the first document in the library. This field is preset at 0001. 

6. When you have completed all fields, press ENTER to begin 
reorganizing the library. The screen displays a message stating 
that the library is being reorganized. 

7. When the reorganization is complete, the system returns to the 
Document Filing and Conversion main menu. A message is displayed on 
the screen indicating the number of documents that were reorganized, 
as well as the number of documents that were not reorganized. 

5.2.10 Convert Document to VS File (PF 13). 

This function allows you to convert a word processing docwnent into a VS 
data processing file, which can be referenced, sorted, calculated, and 
manipulated by the VS File Management utilities. To convert a word processing 
document to a VS file, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 13 (Convert Document to VS File) from the Document Filing 
and Conversion main menu. The Input Definition screen appears. 
(Refer to Figure 5-3.) 

2. In the Document field, type the ID of the document to be converted. 

3. 

The library letter ~s preset at the workstation's default. To 
convert a document from another library, simply type over the 
letter. Press TAB. 

In the Volume field, type the name of the volume where the document 
resides, unless the volume is the one listed in the library 
catalog. Press ENTER. The Convert Document to vs File Output 
Definition screen appears, as shown in Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5.8. Convert Document to VS File Output Definition Screen 

4. In the File field, type the name of the new data file to be 
converted from the document. Press TAB. 

5. In the Library field, type the name of the VS library where the file 
will be stored. Press TAB. 

6. In the Volume field, type the name of the volume where the library 
resides. Press TAB. 

7. The Conversion Type field requests the type of file to which the 
document is to be converted. The following options are provided for 
this field. 

DATA -- This file type can be accessed by a BASIC, COBOL, or 
Assembler program. 

PRINT -- This is a VS print file containing a line-formatted 
version of the original document. This file can be manipulated 
through Manage Print/Procedure Queues and/or Manage 
Files/Libraries on the Command Processor. Note that if your 
default Print Mode is K, the converted file is not automatically 
queued to print. 
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SOURCE -- This is a VS program source file that can be accessed 
by the VS Editor and language compilers. 

TC -- This is a data file suitable for 2780 telecommunications. 
(Teleconununications on the VS are discussed in the Data 
Conununications User's Guide.) 

Choose an option and press ENTER. The Convert Document to VS File 
Print Options screen appears. (Refer to Figure 5-9.) 

8. The Print File Options screen closely resembles the Word Processing 
Print Document menu. (Refer to the Word Processing Reference 
Manual.) Press ENTER when you have completed the fields, to start 
the conversion process. 

MESSAGE 0004 BY COPYWP 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE JHTLOGON. 
TO DEFINE PRINT 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS COPYWP 

Specjfy Print Ootjons for Document oosow on Volume NEWSYS 

Print from Page START = 001 
= 0002 
= 002 
= 010 

Prtnt thru Page FINISH 
Starting as :page NUMBER 
First Footer Page FOOTER 
Left Marg; n MARGIN 

FORMAT = JUSTIFIED•• 

First Header Page HEADER 
Footer Starting Line LINE 

JUSTIFIED for Justified output 
UNJUSTIFIED for Unjustified output 
NOTES for output With Notes 

.STYLE = FINAL FINAL Style 
DRAFT Style 

SUMMARY = PRINT PRINT Sunmary 
OMIT Sumnary 

Press ENTER To Continue Or Pfl To Terminate Operation 

= 001 
= 002 
= so 

Figure 5.9. Convert Doctunent to VS File Print File Options Screen 

9. When the conversion is complete the system returns to the Document 
Filing and Conversion main menu, and displays a message indicating 
the ID of the doctunent and its new VS file name. 

5.2.11 Convert VS File to Document (PF 14) 

The Convert VS File to Document function allows you to convert certain 
types of VS data files to word processing documents. To convert a VS file to 
a document, perform the following steps. 
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1. Press PF 14 (Convert VS File to Document) from the Document Filing 
and Conversion main menu. The Input Definitions screen appears. 
(Refer to Figure 5-3.) 

2. Type the name of the file to be converted in the File field. Press 
TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the library where the VS file is stored. Press 
TAB. 

4. Type in the name of the volwne where the VS library is stored, 
unless it is the system volume. Press ENTER. The Convert VS File 
to Document Output Definition screen appears. (Refer to Figure 
5-10.) 

.~ESSAGE OQQ~. ~y COPYWP 

. INFORMATION ·REQUIR,EO BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
TO DEf'INE.OUT#OT 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS COPYWP . 

Itll;IUt .File ts COPY37WP ,1n Library ·JMTPROG on Volume NEWSYS 

Identify Document To Be Created 

( VOLUME = wuwo ] 

[ a·pt1on.a1 .., Vo 1 ume Other Than Document ] 
[ Library's Standard-Volume ] 

TITLE :: 111•*•.* 111* 111 **************** 111 OPERATOR = •••111111 ********* 111 ** 111** 
COMMENTS = **~•111~u1••x•irr•*1'*•**·* AUTHQR =· 1tW1'Cllfl'tlt_lltll11rlltlll**ll!******• 

Converston TYPE = SOURCE 

For SOURCE- ·Conversi. on: 

SOURCE - vs Source Program Fne 
IMAGE - Data File 

Autqmatic Insertion of TAfSS = YES 
Lines per PAGE = 055 ( 2!5 maximum) 

Figure 5.10. Convert VS File to Docwnent Output Definition Screen 

5. Type the ·ID of the document to be created in the Document field. 
Press TAB. 

6. Type in the name of the volwne where the library is stored, unless 
the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press TAB. 

7. The next four fields define the information that appears on the 
Document Summary page of the new word processing document. Fill in 
these fields, pressing the TAB key to move from one field to another. 
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8. Press TAB. The TABS field is preset at Yes. If the document should 
not contain any tabs at all, change the value to"No." 

This field does not appear on the screen when the system is 
converting a TC file to a document. To convert a VS Source or Image 
file, fill in the Type field. When converting a Source file, type 
in the number of lines that should appear on each page of the new 
document. When converting an Image file, skip the Tabs and Lines 
Per Page fields. 

9. Press ENTER. The screen flashes a message indicating that the file 
is being converted. When the process is complete, the system 
returns to the Document Filing and Conversion main menu and displays 
a message indicating the file name and the new document ID. 

5.2.12 Document Merge (PF 15) 

The Document Merge function allows you to merge a primary document with 
a secondary document, producing a final output document that can be edited and 
printed. The primary document consists of permanent information, and the 
secondary document contains variable information. Document Merge is useful 
for letters with variable information, such as names and addresses. 

steps. 
To format the primary and secondary documents, perform the following 

1. Prepare the primary document by entering one MERGE symbol ( 1) for 
each variable entry. 

2. In the primary document, enter punctuation marks, spaces, and 
RETURNs that precede or follow the variable information. 

3. In the primary document, enter all the formatting instructions and 
necessary page breaks for the final output document. 

4. Prepare the secondary document by entering a MERGE symbol after each 
variable entry. Each variable entry contains only the punctuation 
marks, spaces, and RETURNS that are needed within the entry. There 
should be no punctuation or spacing between a variable entry and a 
MERGE symbol, since these characters should be contained in the 
primary document. 

5. Between sets of variables, enter a Don't Merge symbol Cl> by holding 
down SHIFT and pressing MERGE. 

6. -Press CANCEL and EXECUTE, after you have typed the last MERGE 
symbol. The last line should not end with a RETURN. 

To merge primary and secondary documents, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 15 (Document Merge) from the Document Filing and Conversion 
main menu. The Define Primary Document screen appears (Refer to 
Figure 5-11). 
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*-~ * --~eSSAG~ OO_Ol- ~y GOP..YW!~ 

"iN'~QRMAt~_Ott ~EOlJlRE_Ll $.Y._
1 PROCEDURE JMTlOGON 

' . - _ ._ !~('l)~·r~.N~ ___ P~~M~RV' 
- :ACT~VE:-:f?RQ.GR'AM :rs COPYWP 

"!gent.ffy: er;mapr--Dogyment to be Merged 

[ VOUJME- = " 11 "'1'1 111
,,. ] 

[ :opt::tona1 - Volume Other Than Do.cument_ l 
[ -Library's Standard -Volume. ] 

P.Pess: :~NTE.R to contlni;ae 'tlr PFl To Terminate Copy Operat.1on 

Figure 5-11. Define Primary Document Screen 

2. Type the ID of the primary document in the Document field. The 
library letter is preset at the workstation's default. To merge a 
document from another library, simply type over the letter. Press 
TAB. 

3. Type in the name of the volume where the document resides, unless 
the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press ENTER. 
The Define Secondary Document screen appears (Refer to Figure 5-10). 

4. Type the ID of the secondary document in the Document field. The 
library letter is preset at the workstation's default. To merge a 
document from another library, simply type over the letter. Press 
TAB. 
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MESSAGE 0003 BY COPYWP 

INFORMATION ·REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON. 
TO DEFINE SECONDARY 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS·COPYWP 

Primary Document is 0069W on Volume NEWSYS· 

DOCUMENT = ••••w 
Ident1fv Secondarv Docum~nt to_b1f Merqjld 

[ VOLUME = uu.u l 
[ Ol)ttonal - Vol1;1rne Other Than Document ] 
[ Library's Standard Vo1uine l 

Press ENTER To Continue Or PFl To Terminate -Copy OperaUc>n 

Figure 5-12. Define Secondary Document Screen 

5. Type in the name of the volume where the document resides, unless ~ 
the volume is the one listed in the library catalog. Press ENTER. 
The Define Output Document screen appears. (Refer to Figure 5-4.) 

6. Type in the ID of the document that is to contain the merged 
information, or enter the word "Next" and the library letter, to use 
the next available document ID in the specified library. Press TAB. 

7. Type in the name of the volume where the output document will 
reside, unless the volwne is the one listed in the library catalog. 

8. Press ENTER. The screen flashes a message stating that the 
documents are being merged. When the process is complete, the 
system returns to the Document Filing and Conversion main menu and 
displays a list indicating the primary, secondary, and output 
document IDs. The output document can now be edited, filed, and 
printed through Word Processing. 
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5.3 THE DOCUMENT INDEX UTILITY (LISTWP) 

The Document Index utility CLISTWP) generates document management 
reports. These reports provide both detailed and summary information about 
the documents on the system, including: title, author, operator, conunents, 
page count, work time, keystrokes, and disk space allocation. You can 
customize these reports to provide information about operator productivity, 
disk space utilization, storage management, work time statistics, and job 
accounting. 

5.3.l Running Document Index 

To use the Document Index utility, select Document Index from the Word 
Processing Utilities menu and press EXECUTE. The Document Index main menu 
appears on the screen as shown in Figure 5-13. 

*i1t11r MESSAGE 0001 BY LISTWP 

INF.ORMATION. REQU.IRE.P B)'; :PR()CEPURt .Jr+tlOGC)N. 
. . TCJ: ··oEf'lttE. FUNCTION . 

ACTIVE PROGeAft rs LlSTWP 

ll!U Wang vs Document l ibra:r:y! Sunm~ry '.'." versiQJ,l t •. ttp_o';O~ }*~. 

This .uti1 ity produces a sumnar)' re,portr·of the ~ocum~nts selected 'below •. 
Documents may be .sorteJ or selected· by any of the ·'f'ie.lds in .tt;t:~'· .r~·p9rt.: 

·press the Pfkey corresponding __ tp •-the :desired, qpcaratiQD{. 

(1) All Docum~nt LJbrarj:es' 
(2) All Ltbrart.e$ on a Volvme 

(3) Selected Libraries 

(4l $.i.iJg'l~> L:i,brat:k 
(SJ S:i 11gle, ·no~.ument 

< 16 > Terml!la~e. ·ProP.e$S:lrt9 

Figure 5-13. Document Index Main Menu 

Except during the actual report generation, all Document 
Index functions can be cancelled by pressing PF 1. To 
return to the Word Processing Utilities menu from the 
Document Index main menu, press PF 16. 
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The Document Index utility gives you the following options, shown on the 
Define Options Screen in Figure 5-14, for producing reports. 

•M~$$~$E- OPTS: BY LISTWP 

"IN FORMAJIQN. ~EQijl~;o. BX :_eRQ~;,qu_R.~:-,,J~ff~LQ-GO'N 
TO •. DEFI:NE.OPT!ON~o.: . ·.... . . 

ACTIVE PROGRJ(M. :i:s·· ~LISfWP' 

.Please rnodffy> the reo9rt ,~nti<H1$ ;as ~e$;it•ed}:. 

Do you Wish~ to select spec;ffj c j'nppf.., :dri.cµments:?· SEL~Ct ::: ){O~ n~es f<MtH 
If- not,• aJ-1 .docume·nt'S 1 n th~ ·sele~-~ea l fobnari:es>-
wi 1 l be lfJChi.ded i fl the SIJmna,ry: ·ret).()tt .• 

Do you wish to sort _the :-sunm.ar;y ··rJ!port? 
lf f)~t, tbe :rej)Of~,. lg, sort·eci by Do:cu111ent. Id •. 

:JI.ow manY. 'lin~s· p~t- J><jge -ih :tfie~ ~Lll11!i~f;Y )7~p:~tt:~.~ -.. ',l.J~-~" .: >.P..~5:: fIG' . .:. Zss:) 

-~~p~rt .de:sl~ed?' '.C.eR!EF t ''DEIAlt,'. '°:t :S~ttMARYit . ' - ·.: ' <?~E~QRT 
:SUMMARY :·sryo~s ~nly1 the __ -L.1'b~aw .~nd'YDfl;ome;.'.bQ~a.t~·· :> ,, ·• ~.'. : 
.BRIEF ish·ows. ~the. Document:· ?d',,. zT:i~tTe~'" "·~uhlio:rr"i.· inct,~:eotfuteats~ 1• '.•• .- ;1 :···-·. _, •. ··,h', .· ~-·.·.·<··· ' ... ·.'.~ '.' _--. ' ... ·;..:...-• .<'·--·~.t·.'.··.'.<I~"~_..-~"::'.·;:• ,:~'-_._·•::-'!;· .. · .. - -~::~--~~,..~--~--~=-::-'·•·_ .. ,-·"':"" .. ,:·~- • 

--

Figure 5-14. Define Options Screen 

SELECT -- Asks you to decide whether to print information about all 
the docwnents in the selected libraries, or to print information 
only about selected documents. If you enter "Yes" in the Select 
field, the Select Criteria Screen appears, as illustrated in Figure 
5-15, asking you to enter specific selection criteria. 

SORT -- Allows you to specify fields on which the doctunent summary 
information should be sorted. If you select "Yes", a screen appears 
requesting specific sort criteria. (Refer to Figure 5-16.) 
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MESSAGE SELl BY LIStwP 
j 

INFORMATION REQUIRED .,.BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
. TO DEFINE SELECT 

ACTIVE PROG~AM 'is LISTWP 

Ple~se ·specify the criteria 'bY whioh.yquwish tos:elE!ct input do_cuments. 
Press P:Fl to ret.urn to the previous scr~en, or PF13 for more information. 

pocumeot Adminjstrative Information Creatjon Rev ts mo 

[1] Library 
[ 2J Document 
[3] Name 

[4] Autho.r [8] .Date 
[5] Operator [9J. Time 
[6] Comnents . . I10] Work"t_ime 
[7] Total pages [11 l Keystrokes 

[18] Date-' 
Cl91 Time 
[ 201 work time : 

: 1211 · Ke:Y$tn..:okes 

Sel•ction Criteria~ 1 .file Information Last Printed 

SELECT = llllll (1 - 25) [12] Creation date [22] Date 
RELATION = ii }II C=, 0 t < s > I < =' > =) 
VALUE = .llllllW11tlll*-**11lll.'llllr111'lfrlltllr11lll:klllJll:iflltlll 

[.13] Modiftcatlon date [2,3] Time .. 
[14] Expiration date 

or [ 151 Disk volµme · Djsk Space 

= llllll n - 2s> {16] Owner id 

Figure 5-15. Select Criteria Screen 

d* HES'SAGE SORT BY LISTwP 

INF:ORMATION REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE jM'rl.OGON . 
TO DEFINE SORT . 

ACTIVE PROGRAM IS.llSTWP 

To sort the sumnary report; enter tM,numb.er of each desired field into the 
KEY fields below, followed b~ "~" for .Ascendin·g or "D" for descending sQrt. 

Sort keys/order Document Creation 

KEYl = l* A 
l<iEY2 = 2• A 
KEYl = ltlJt lt 

KEY4 = "'* 11 

KEYS = Jlflll it 

K£Y6 = ** lit 

KEY7 ;:: *" * 
KEYS = JllJli' lll 

[1] Library 
[2] DocLiment 

[3] Name 
f 4] Author 
[s·] Operator 

[6] tonments 

[8] Oate 
(91 Time . . -
[lPl Work time 
[11] Key strokes 

File infortnat1on 

(18} D~te 
[19] nme 

· [2ol.Work time 
[21] K'ey strokes, 

last pr)oted 

[l2] . Crea ti on date [22] Date 
[131 Modification date (23] ·r·irne 

[7] Total pag_es [141-~xpiration date. 
f 15] Disk volume pjsk space 

[16] Owner id [24] t.Jsed 

Figure 5-16. Sort Criteria Screen 
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LINES -- Allows you to specify how many lines will be printed on 
each page of the report. The number of lines must be between 16 and 
255. This value is preset to the user's default. 

REPORT -- Allows you to choose the type of report to be printed. If 
you type in the word "Detail", your report will include all 
information for each document. If you type in the word "Summary", 
the report will include only the library and volume totals. If you 
type in the word "Brief", only the document ID, title, author, and 
comments will appear in the report. 

5.3.2 Report for All Document Libraries (PF 1) 

To produce a report for all the document libraries currently on the 
system, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 1 (All Document Libraries). The Define Options screen 
appears (Figure 5-14). 

2. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Select field. Press TAB. 

3. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Sort field. Press TAB. 

4. Enter a number between 16 and 255 in the Lines field. Press TAB. 

5. In the Report field, enter either Detail, Summary, or Brief. Press 
ENTER to continue, or PF 1 to cancel and return to the Document 
Index main menu. 

6. If you selected "Yes" for the Select field and/or the Sort field, 
fill in the appropriate criteria on those screens and press ENTER. 

7. The screen displays the message, "Preparing swrunary report for all 
Document Libraries." 

8. When the report is ready, the system returns to the Document Index 
main menu. The screen displays the name of the newly created file 
containing the report, and the library in which the file resides. 
Press PF 14 to display the report on the screen. Use the PF keys 
listed at the top of the screen to view the report. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is S, the file containing the 
report is sent directly to the printer. Thus, especially in the 
case of a short report, the report may already have been printed and 
deleted when you press PF 14. If this is the case, the screen 
displays an explanatory message. 

9. To print the report, press PF 15 while displaying the report. The 
default for starting record number is ALL. Press ENTER to print the 
report. A beep indicates that the report has been sent to print. 
Note that if your default Print Mode is other than K, pressing PF 15 
may result in multiple reports being queued and/or printed. 
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5.3.3 

10. Press PF 16 to return to the Document Index main menu. Choose 
another function f ram the menu, or press PF 16 again to return to 
the Word Processing Utilities menu. 

Report for All Libraries on a Volume (PF 2) 

To produce a report for all of the libraries on a single volume, perform 
the following steps. 

1. Press PF 2 (All Libraries on a Volume). The system displays the 
Define Volume screen as shown in Figure 5-17. 

*111 w MESSAGE 0003 BY COPYWP 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGON 
. TO DEFINE INPUT 
ACTIVE P~OGRAM IS COPYWP 

Pl ease i dent; fv. thE,t volume to be Ji sted 

VOLUME = lfrnu• 

press ENTER To Continue Or PFl To Terminate Copy Operation 

Figure 5-17. Define Volume Screen 

2. Type the volume name into the Volume field and press ENTER. The 
Define Options screen appears (Refer to Figure 5-14). 

3. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Select field. Press the TAB key. 

4. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Sort field. Press the TAB key. 

5. Enter a number between 16 and 255 in the Lines field. Press the TAB 
key. 

6. In the Report field enter Detail, Sununary, or Brief. Press ENTER to 
continue, or PF 1 to cancel a'nd return to the Document Index main 
menu. 
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7. If you selected "Yes" for the Select field and/or the Sort field, 
fill in the appropriate criteria on those screens. Press ENTER. 

8. The screen displays the message, 
Document Libraries on Volume 

"Preparing 
" 

summary report for 

9. When the report is ready, the system returns to the Document Index 
main menu. The screen displays the name of the newly created file 
containing the report, and the library in which it resides. Press 
PF 14 to display the report on the screen. Use the PF keys listed 
at the top of the screen to view the report. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is S, the file containing the 
report is sent directly to the pr inter. Thus, especially in the 
case of a short report, the report may already have been printed and 
deleted when you press PF 14. If this is the case, the screen 
displays an explanatory message. 

10. To print the report, press PF 15 while the report is being displayed 
on the screen. The default for the starting record number is ALL. 
Press ENTER to print the report. A beep indicates that the report 
has been sent to print. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is other than K, 
pressing PF 15 may result in multiple reports being queued 
and/or printed. 

11. Press PF 16 to return to the Document Index main menu. Choose 
another function from the menu, or press PF 16 again to return to 
the Word Processing Utilities menu. 

5.3.4 Report for Selected Libraries (PF 3) 

To produce a report for selected word processing libraries on the 
system, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 3 (Selected Libraries). The system displays the Define 
Libraries screen pictured in Figure 5-18. 
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111** MESSAGE 000-4 BY LISTWP 

~t'F.ORMATIOtf RE9UtR~D ·~y· P~OG:EDURE JMTLOGON 
. . . to o;frt{E' .:INPUT 

ACTIVE .PRO.GRAM IS LISTWP 

Please jdentjh the libraries to be listed 

Enter any letter (A-Z~ or~a~~l~ .· Spar;es and conrnas. are ·1gnored· • 
. ExampJe:: t.,IBRARY, = AC, nF 2, p 

'Should the ~lossary 1 ibrary be l1ste.d? . GLOSSARY = NO* (YES I NO) 

Figure 5-18. Define Libraries Screen 

2. Type the library letters into the Library field. To include the 
Glossary library, press the TAB key and type "Yes" into the glossary 
field. Press ENTER. The Define Options screen appears (Figure 
5-14). 

3. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Select field. Press the TAB key. 

4. Enter Yes or No in the Sort field. Press the TAB key. 

5. Enter a number between 16 and 255 in the Lines field. Press the TAB 
key. 

6. In the Report field, enter either Detail, Sununary, or Brief. Press 
ENTER to continue, or PF 1 to cancel and return to the Document 
Index main menu. 

7. If you selected "Yes" for the Select field and/or the Sort field, 
fill in the appropriate criteria on those screens, and press ENTER. 

8. The screen displays the message "Preparing sununary report for 
Selected Document Libraries." 
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9. When the report is ready, the system returns to the Docwnent Index 
main menu. The screen displays the name of the newly created file 
containing the report, and the library in which it resides. Press 
PF 14 to display the report on the screen. Use the PF keys listed ~ 
at the top of the screen to view the report. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is S, the file containing the 
report is sent directly to the printer. Thus, especially in the 
case of a short report, the report may already have been printed and 
deleted when you press PF 14. If this is the case, the screen 
displays an explanatory message. 

10. To print the report, press PF 15 while the report is being displayed 
on the screen. The default for starting record number is ALL. 
Press ENTER to print the report. A beep indicates that the report 
has been sent to print. 

If your default Print Mode is other than K, pressing PF 15 
may result in multiple reports being queued and/or printed. 

11. Press PF 16 to return to the Document Index main menu. Choose 
another function from the menu, or press PF 16 again to return to 
the Word Processing Utilities menu. 

5.3.5 Report for Single Library (PF 4) 

To produce a report for one library, perform the following steps. 

1. Press PF 4 (Single Library). The system displays the Define Library 
screen illustrated in Figure 5-19. 
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MESSAGE 0003 BY LISTWP, 

LIBRARY = 111 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE JMTLOGO~ 
TO DEFINE INPUT . 

ACTIVE PRO'GRAM is USTWP 

please identify the library to be listed 

VOLUME = * 111111 *•• 
Optional - Volume other than library's 

standar-d volume 

Press ENTER to continue or PFl to terminate this operation. 

Figure 5-19. Define Library Screen 

] 
] 
] 

2. Type the library letter into the Library field. If the library does 
not reside on the volume listed in the library catalog, press the 
TAB key and type in the volume name. Press ENTER. The Define 
Options screen appears. (Refer to Figure 5-14.) 

3. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Select field. Press the TAB key. 

4. Enter "Yes" or "No" in the Sort field. Press the TAB key. 

5. Enter a number between 16 and 255 in the Lines field. Press the TAB 
key. 

6. In the Report field, enter either Detail, Sununary, or Brief. Press 
ENTER to continue, or PF 1 to cancel and return to the Document 
Index main menu. 

7. If you selected Yes for the Select field and/or the Sort field, fill 
in the appropriate criteria on those screens, and press ENTER. 

8. The screen displays the message, "Preparing sununary report for 
Document Library X." 
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9. When the report is ready, the system returns to the Docwnent Index 
main menu. The screen displays the name of the newly created file 
containing the report, and the library in which the file resides. ~ 

Press PF 14 to display the report on the screen. Use the PF keys, r ~ 

listed at the top of the screen, to view the report. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is S, the file containing the 
report is sent directly to the printer. Thus, especially in the 
case of a short report, the report may already have been printed and 
deleted when you press PF 14. If this is the case, the screen 
displays an explanatory message. 

10. To print the report, press PF 15 while the report is being displayed 
on the screen. The default for starting record number is ALL. 
Press ENTER to print the report. A beep indicates that the report 
has been sent to print. 

If your default Print Mode is other than K, pressing PF 15 
may result in multiple reports being queued and/or printed. 

11. Press PF 16 to return to the Docwnent Index main menu. Choose 
another function from the menu, or press PF 16 again to return to 
the Word Processing Utilities menu. 

5.3.6 Report for Single Document (PF 5) 

To produce a report for a single word processing document, perform the 
following steps. 

1. Press PF 5 (Single Document). The system displays the Define 
Document screen shown in Figure 5-20. 
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iuoii MESSAGE 0003 BY LISTWP 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROCEDURE: :JMTtQ'Gt)~, 
- . TO DEFINE INPUT - - . -

ACTIVE PROGJ~AM JS' LISTWP 

Please 1deottfy the document ·to be 11sted 

[ VOLUME = nuu l 
[ Opt 1 onal - Volume other than -li br.ar~· s ·- ] 
[ standar'd volume ·- · ] 

Press· ENTER to continue or PFl to terminate this- oper~tl<>..n._ 

Figure 5-20. Define Document Screen 

2. Type the document ID into the Document field. If the document's 
library does not reside on the standard word processing volume, 
press the TAB key and type in the volume name. 

3. Press ENTER. The screen displays the message, "Preparing sununary 
report for Document ___ ." 

4. When the report is ready, the system returns to the Document Index 
main menu. The screen displays the name of the newly created file 
containing the report, and the library in which the file resides. 
Press PF 14 to display the report on the screen. Use the PF keys 
listed at the top of the screen to view the report. 

Note that if your default Print Mode is S, the file containing the 
report is sent directly to the printer. Thus, especially in the 
case of a short report, the report may already have been printed and 
deleted when you press PF 14. If this is the case, the screen 
displays an explanatory message. 

5. To print the report, press PF 15 while the report is being displayed 
on the screen. The default for starting record number is ALL. 
Press ENTER to print the report. A beep indicates that the report 
has been sent to print. 
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If your default Print Mode is other than K, pressing PF 15 
may result in multiple reports being queued and/or printed. 

6. Press PF 16 to return to the Document Index main menu. Choose 
another function from the menu, or press PF 16 again to return to 
the Word Processing Utilities menu. 

5.4 THE DISKINIT UTILITY 

DISKINIT is used to initialize, reformat, or relabel a disk or 
diskette. Every disk must be initialized before it can be used for file 
storage. If you suspect a mounted disk may be damaged, DISKINIT can also be 
used to verify the readability of the blocks on the volume. 

To use DISKINIT, access the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 
Select Run Program, or Procedure, and press EXECUTE. The Run screen is 
displayed. For this screen, type DISKINIT for the Program Name, and press 
RETURN/ENTER to run the utility. It is unnecessary to specify the Library or 
Volume name, because DISKINIT is a system utility. The DISKINIT main menu 
(refer to Figure 5-17) appears on the screen. 

The options available from the menu are described as follows. 

• INITIALIZE -- Initializes a new disk volume and, optionally, creates 
a Volume Table of Contents (VTOC). The VTOC is a list of all files 
and their location on a volume; the VTOC serves much the same 
purpose as the table of contents in a book. When a volume is 
initialized, all existing information is destroyed. 

• REFORMAT -- Creates a new volume label and VTOC on an initialized 
volume. This action also destroys all existing information. 

• RELABEL -- Changes the name of a disk or diskette without affecting 
the information already on the disk. 

• VERIFY -- Verifies that all blocks on an initialized volume may be 
accessed. This action does not affect already existing information. 

• REMOVE -- Removes the number of a bad block from the VTOC and marks 
the block so that it will not be used. 

To use DISKINIT, you must supply the Function and On Volume names, 
requested at the bottom of the screen. 
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5.4.1 Initializing a Disk or Diskette 

Before a disk or diskette can be used on the system, it must be 
initialized. The following procedure illustrates how to initialize a disk. 

1. Type INITIALIZE in the Function field of the DISKINIT main menu; 
tab over to the On Volume field and type the name of the new 
volume. Press RETURN/ENTER. 

"'
0 MESSAGE 01>1 SY WTlMDO 

RESPONSE REOU'!REO BY PROGRAM DISKINIT 
TO SELECT FUNCTION 

PLEASE SE.L£CT ONE OF THE FUNCTIO~S AND SP'ECIFY VOl..UME TO BE PR.OCESSED. 

WANG vs· DISK .INITIALIZE UTILff'( .PRClGRAt~L- VERSION 5. 0.0 

THE FOLLOWIN.G FU~Gt+9NS ARE' .P.ROVlDED>BY T~_IS UTILITY PROGRAM: 
INJTIALX:Z:E ... to INitIA~tzt A N,tw .QI$~ NOU:iME BY ANALYSING THE DXSK SURFACES 

FOR 'REL.:r'AE3LE DATA· :s:raRAGE AN'o QPJIONALL y CREATING A STANDARD 
VOLUME TP.BLE· ~Of ·cowrt~ts 'AND. V(JLUME SERIAL .. NUMBER FOR IT. 

REF()RMAT - TO RECQ~STRUCJ A. STANDARD VOLUME TABLE OF ·CONTENTS. ON A 
Di SK .VQWM~. . . . .. ·... . . '·. . .. . · . . · 

RELABEL - TO CHANGE THE· VOLUME .SERIAL NUMBER OFA DISK VOLUME. 
VERIFY - TO SCAN THE SURFACES _Qf A GIVEN DISK VOLUME TO MAKE SURE THAT 

ALL BLOCKS ARE READABLE AND REPORT ANY BAD BLOCKS THAT EXIST. 
REMOVE - TO REMOVE . AN. ·uNRELI'A~LE BLOCK FROM VOLUME . AND REPLACE IT 

WITH A RESERVED BLOCK tF AVAILABLE ON THE SPECIFIED VOLUME. 

FUNCTION = VERIFY 0 ** ON VOLUME :: 00*"' 

Figure 5-21. DISKINIT Main Menu 

2. At the top of the menu, the system displays the message, SPECIFIED 
VOLUME IS NOT MOUNTED. PLEASE RESPECIFY VOLUME OR PRESS 11 PF 5" KEY 
TO INITIATE A MOUNT OPERATION. Press PF 5 to mount the disk or 
diskette. The next display (refer to Figure 5-22) prompts for 
information to define the mount. 
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MESSAGE 005 BY WTlMOO 

Information Required By Program DISKINIT 
To Define MOUNT 

Please Enter The Device Number And Platter Specification Of 
The Disk Drive On Which The Specified Volume Is To Be Mounted: 

Selected Function Is INITIALIZE On Volume SMBVOL. 

You ·May Skip The Mount Operation And Return ro· Function Selection 
Sy Pressing "PFl" Key. 

DEVICE = * 111111 PLATTER = REMOVABLE (REMOVABLE OR FIXED) 

Figure 5-22. DISKINIT Mount Definition Screen 

~I 

3. Type in the device nwnber of the drive on which the volwne is to be .~ 

mounted. (If the device nwnber is unknown perform the following 
steps to view the device number of all disk drives currently 
attached to the VS/IIS. Interrupt DISKINIT by pressing HELP; access 
Show Device Status from the Modified Command Processor; and ·then 
press PF 3, SHOW DISKS.) 

4. The Platter field should indicate whether the mounted volwne is 
removable or fixed. Diskettes, for example, are removable. After 
supplying the required information, press RETURN/ENTER. 

5. In response to the system's prompt for assistance, physically mount 
the disk into the appropriate drive. When the physical mount is 
complete, the system prompts the user to select a particular 
action. If you want to terminate DISKINIT at this time, press PF 
1. Otherwise, press RETURN/ENTER to begin actual initialization. 

6. The next display (Figure 5-23) asks for input definitions. 
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iiru MESSAGE 01~ BY WTlMO.O 

IttfORMATION REQUIRED BY PROGRAM DISKINIT 
. . TO .. PE·FiN~ INPUT 

PLEASE ENTER THE. ,FOLLOWING INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THIS .. FUNCTIOtf: 

-FUNCTI.O.N. II INI;TIAii:lZE~· READY.• . TQ· PRQCESS: 

SPECX-FI.EP VP~\l;J.f!1E,·ts~·$t-,fBV.QL. ON OEV,ICE ·Oll REMOVA~LE PLArt~ff;., 

cAurl:oN·: ttir;r!Atizg.: r.uJ~~r:ION oEstRovs: AtL PREVIous oAtAoN tli£ :vpLUMEi. 
'YQU 'fl'.11\Y'JEF~INAT~ THIS' FUNCT:IO.N ·RIGHT NO\rf BY 'PRJ:SSIN.G·.-h)~FJir KEY. 

NEWVOL. . ;;: ·S.~~VOL (VOLUME- SER:t:AL NUMBER .FOR I~UI~LJZtb VO~UME) . 
LABEL . . ·= S.L ( $L - STANDARD L~_BEL ~· .. NL: .... HO LABEL) . 
VTOCSIZf, ::·aos '.(MINIMUM OF' 4 PAGESIZE BLOCKS) .. . 
OWNER ·:::' ~1"-~·~~ 111 *'11 ~***,.. (OWN'E"R IDENTIFICATION FDR VOll~.t"SEL·) 
PASSES: -:· BRI~F'* (BRIEF . .:. ONLY l PATTERN . FOR OUl:CK citU:[IALIZE) 

(NORMAL - ALL. PATTERNS FOR THQROUGlf INITIALIZE) 

Figure 5-23. DISKINIT Input Definition Screen 

7. The volume name you have specified appears as a default for NEWVOL. 
If this is not the proper name, change it. Otherwise, tab over to 
Label. The default for this field is SL, and is the appropriate 
selection for a standard disk volume. NL is used for word 
processing archive diskettes. Change this field if an archive 
diskette is being used. 

8. In the Passes field, change Brief to Normal. Press RETURN/ENTER. 

9. The next display allows you to restart DISKINIT by pressing PF l, or 
terminate processing by pressing PF 16. 

5.4.2 Reformatting a Disk 

The Reformat function should be used to reformat a previously 
initialized disk. On the DISKINIT main menu, select Reformat in the Function 
field, and type the name of the volwne to be reformatted in the On Volume 
field. Press RETURN/ENTER. The following three fields appear. 

• NEWVOL -- Defaults to the volume name specified. This field can be 
changed, if necessary. 

• VTOCSIZE -- The default for VTOCSIZE is the largest size the system 
permits for a volume table of contents. You should accept the 
default for VTOCSIZE. 
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• Owner -- If an owner is specified for the disk, this information is 
recorded in the volume label. Disks to be used for word processing 
do not require specific owners. 

When new information has been entered or defaults accepted, press 
RETURN/ENTER. At this point, the system creates a new label and volume table 
of contents, thereby wiping out all previously recorded information on the 
disk. 

5.4.3 Relabeling a Disk 

The relabel function is used to rename a previously initialized disk, 
without erasing any of its contents. To use this function, specify RELABEL as 
the function, from the DISKINIT main menu, and type the current volume name in 
the On Volume field. Press RETURN/ENTER. 

The system displays the current volume name and device address. To 
rename the volume, enter the desired new name in the NEWVOL field. Cif an 
error occurs, the function can be terminated without renaming the volume by 
pressing PF 1.) 

The last two functions of DISKINIT, Verify and Remove, should be used if 
you suspect the disk or diskette may be damaged. If this is the case, refer 
to the VS System Utilities Reference Manual for information about the usage of 
the DISKINIT's Verify and Remove functions. 

Many VS/IIS installations use magnetic tape for backup and 
storage purposes. As in the case of disks, tape must be 
initialized before it can be used. The VS System Utilities 
Reference Manual explains how a tape is initialized. 

5.5 THE BACKUP UTILITY 

Every data processing and word processing installation runs the risk of 
partial or total loss of information, due to system problems, power failure, 
and hwnan error. The practice of backing up a system acts as a safeguard 
against such a loss. Backup is a term applied to the method of creating a 
copy of information stored on-line on a particular volume, and placing this 
new copy on an off-line storage medium to be kept in a safe place. Should 
loss or damage occur to the original, the backup copy is available for 
restoring the information. Only files created since the last backup are 
lost. Backup is also used to copy and store inactive information that may 
later be scratched from on-line volumes. 

The BACKUP utility is specifically designed to provide a fast, 
efficient, and controlled method of backiqg up a volume. When BACKUP is run, 
the system copies the files, libraries, or volume requested on the input 
volume to a designated output volume. In the process, BACKUP creates three 
files: a Backup Record file on the output volume if that volume is a disk, 
the Backup work file, and the Backup log. Either magnetic disks or tapes can 
be used as output volumes. ~ 
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5.5.1 Designing a Backup Procedure 

Before a new VS/IIS is installed, a plan for managing and supervising 
the system should be devised by management. The Backup procedure should be 
part of this plan. When devising a plan for backup, the management group 
(perhaps including the prospective word processing supervisor) should consider 
the following questions. Each of these questions is discussed in detail in 
the five sub-subsections that follow. 

• What information needs to be backed up? 
• Who should perform backup? 
• When and how of ten should the system be backed up? 
• How should backup disks be rotated and maintained? 
• What medium will be used for the backup copy? 

What Types of Information Should Be Backed up? 

Management should conduct an analysis to determine the type of 
information that will be used on the VS/IIS. The following points should be 
considered when the analysis is completed. 

• System software and special programs need to be backed up only once, 
either at the time of installation, or when the software or programs 
are upgraded. 

• Backup is usually performed by volume, particularly if tape is the 
backup medium. 

• If all information resides on a single disk or disk pack, and the 
system software and special programs have been backed up and stored, 
the user can choose to backup by library to a disk, rather than to 
backup the entire volume. 

• If information resides on more than one disk, you can . backup the 
system disk by library to a disk. Other disks can be backed up by 
volume. 

The simplest approach is to backup an entire volume. Libraries or files 
that can be deleted should be removed from the volume before it is backed up. 

Each operator or owner of record should be responsible for 
deleting libraries or files that are no longer active. 
Inactive files and libraries should be permanently removed, 
and filed away periodically through the Backup utility. A 
record should be maintained of these operations. 
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Who Should Have Backup Responsibility? 

'A. security administrator should assign responsibility for backup to a 
reliable and competent person. This person and an assistant should be the ~ 
only people given access rights to the BACKUP utility. If the system is used 
exclusively for word processing, backup should be performed by the word 
processing supervisor, or a key operator. If the system is used in a combined 
word processing and data processing environment, backup should be performed by 
the data processing system supervisor, or an assistant (possibly the word 
processing supervisor). 

Backup can also be performed through the use of a procedure. This 
procedure should consist of all the steps in the backup operation. An 
operator does not need to have access rights to the BACKUP utility to run the 
procedure. 

When Should Backup Occur? 

How of ten backup is performed depends on the value of the information 
being stored, and the volume of work being created and edited. The management 
of the particular installation is best able to determine this matter. 

If information entered daily is too valuable to risk 
volumes should be backed up every day, or even more frequently. 
is recommended for most VS/IIS installations. 

losing, then 
Daily backup 

The time of day that backup is performed depends upon the flexibility of 
the people who will be using the system. Ideally, backup should be performed 
when the system is not in use, usually before the start, or at the end, of a ~ 
work day. 

It is possible to backup when the system is in use; however, those 
files in use during backup will not be copied. From the Operator's Console, 
the supervisor or system operator can inhibit logon, or force logoff. Files 
in use during backup will need to be copied separately, if they are valuable. 
(Refer to the VS System Operations Guide for more information on forcing 
logoff and inhibiting logon.) When the system disk is being backed up, all 
word processing printing should be discontinued. Workstations that are logged 
on, but not in actual use, should be logged off. 

Once backup has begun, the BACKUP utility 
protected use of both the input and output volumes. 
by other users, once backup operations are under way. 

How Should Backup Operations Be Organized? 

assumes exclusive and 
Neither can be accessed 

Three elements should be considered when organizing backup procedures. 
These elements are: methods of disk rotation, identification and labelling of 
the original and copies, and design of the Backup procedure and its 
documentation. 
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• 

• 

Disk Rotation -- A common method of disk rotation is called the 
grandfather, father, son method. This method involves three disks: 
one for the original and two for the backup copies. For example, on 
Monday afternoon, the input volume, called the son, is backed up, 
and the backup disk, Volume A, is removed and stored. On Tuesday 
afternoon, the same input volume, with information created during 
the day, is backed up onto a disk called Volume B. Volume B, which 
contains the most recent copy, is called the father. Volume A, 
containing the previous day's copy, is now less current and is 
called the grandfather. Since the information on the grandfather 
disk, Volume A, is less current, it is used on Wednesday afternoon 
to backup the input volume. As a result, Volume A becomes the 
father and Volume B becomes the grandfather. 

There are more elaborate methods of this system, all created for the 
purpose of added protection. If the information to be stored is 
extremely valuable, the backup disk can be kept in a safe place that 
is far removed from the VS/IIS site. Copies of frequently updated 
disks can be made each day, and each day's copy can be retained for 
a five day period. More than one or two copies of the same disk can 
also be made and kept in separate places. 

If more than two volumes are systematically backed up each day, an 
order of volumes should be established and strictly followed. Such 
organization reduces the possibility of error or confusion. 

Identification and Labelling of the Original and Copies The 
original disk, and its copies, should always be clearly named and 
labelled. For example, the original is called VOLlll, and its most 
recent copy is labelled BAKlll, with the date of backup. The less 
recent copy is labelled BAKlll, with its date of backup. It is also 
possible to color code the labels of backup disks, for quick 
identification. 

• Design of the Backup Procedure and its Documentation -- The Backup 
procedure should be clearly defined and documented. Instructions 
for performing backup for the specific needs of the user should be 
concisely documented. 

What Medium Will Be Used for the Backup Copy? 

Either a disk or tape can be used for backup purposes. Not every VS/IIS 
includes a tape drive. If there is a tape drive at your installation, you 
should be aware that tape is less expensive than a magnetic disk, and is 
faster to backup. Tapes are physically smaller than disks and are easier to 
store or transport, although a reel of tape may not be able to hold all the 
information stored on a disk volume. If you choose tape as the backup medium, 
you should not label a tape reel as an SL volume. 
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5.5.2 Preparing the System for Backup 

Backup should take place at a regularly scheduled time. All system 
users should be informed beforehand of the schedule. If it is necessary for 
certain users to remain on the system, backup can proceed, but the Backup 
utility cannot assume exclusive and protected use of the volume. This means 
that the documents being worked on while backup is in progress may not be 
copied to the backup volume. If one file is open as backup begins, then other 
files can be accessed and modified while backup is in progress. An incomplete 
backup copy results. 

When the system or new software is installed, the system software and 
related programs should be backed up. It is unnecessary to backup the system 
software again, unless new software is installed. Backup of the other files 
on the system disk is performed on a library-by-library basis. 

If multiple volumes are to be backed up, determine a backup order for 
all the volumes. Prepare a log and enter the names of the volumes for each 
operation. 

Prior to the actual Backup procedure, make sure that the output volume 
to be used is one that is dedicated for backup. In other words, make sure 
that the information currently resident on the volume can be destroyed. If 
the output volume is a new disk, initialize and label it. If the output 
volume is a tape, initialize it for backup, but designate that it is NL - not 
labelled. As a final step, mount the input and output volumes, if they are 
not already mounted. Make note of the names on the volumes. 

5.5.3 Procedures for Running Backup 

In order to backup a volume, you must run the BACKUP utility. The 
following steps explain the Backup procedure. 

1. Access BACKUP from the Utilities and Supervisory Functions menu. 
The BACKUP Input Definitions screen (Figure 5-24) is displayed. 

2. Enter in the first field on the screen the range of information to 
be covered in the backup. Ideally, the range has been determined 
beforehand. If you want to back up all information on the disk, 
accept the default volume. If the input volume is the system disk 
and you do not want to copy the operating system, or if a single 
library is being backed up, type "Library". If only a single file 
is being backed up, type "File". Tab over to the next field. 

3. Supply the name of the input volume and, if applicable, the library 
and file names for the next three fields. Tab to the next field. 
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:t,t~.S~AG£ .. O()Ol .BY :SA~~UP, 

lnf'o.rmati'Qn · Requiiit,~d .$y · ·f>ro·gratn ··BAGICl:JP. 
Ta· o.ef1iiaei: lin_put'· · 

*Jfll'I• WANG vs 'BACKUP PR0.$RAM' - VERSI'ON' 3 .... 09· •. oo 1'~ 11". 

P.llease Sp~ci:fy Tfie Following 0:t:nf.ormation. Anci Press (.ENTER), 
Pr er~s:S· lPf4l TQ Mount The lnp\.I~ V~Hume 

FlANGE = VOLUM£llt 

VOLUME = Ullt ••• 

FUNCTION = BACKUP• 
ERRDISP = YES 
DEViCE ::: DISK 
F.IL£SEO. = 111ur• 

Figure 5-24. 

( Volume .l Library l .FiJe ) 

FILE 

( Backup I Restore ) 
{ YE.$ To Display Errors I NO ) 
C- DISK l TAPE ) . 
c For oevh:e = tape on1y;) 

BACKUP Input Definition Screen 

4. Specify in the Function field whether a backup or a restore is to be 
performed. Since BACKUP is underway, accept the BACKUP default. 
(Refer to the VS System Utilities Reference Manual for information 
about the Restore option of BACKUP.) Tab to the next field. 

5. Select the ERRDISP function, if you want the system to display error 
messages when any problems arise during backup. An error message 
halts the backup process and prompts you for acknowledgment. In 
most cases, BACKUP resumes when you press the RETURN/ENTER key. If 
you wish to view error messages on the screen, the default, Yes, 
should remain. 

If you do not wish to receive error messages during backup, select 
the No option. Selecting "No" results in the running of backup 
without any halt in processing. Any errors are printed in the 
backup log. The No option allows BACKUP to proceed unattended. If 
it is not possible to produce a printed BACKUP log, due to lack of 
space on the disk, the error messages are displayed on the screen, 
regardless of whether Yes or No was specified for ERRDISP. 
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6. Enter in the Device field the type of input volume that is being 
backed up. In most cases, this is the default, DISK. 

7. Fill in the next field, FILESEQ, if the input volume is a tape. 

8. If the input volume is not already mounted, press PF 4 to proceed 
with the logical and physical mount. If the volume is mounted, 
press RETURN/ENTER. The next display (Figure 5-25) prompts for 
Output Definitions. 

9. Enter the requested information about the output volume on the 
Output Definition Screen. The field for Volume should be the name 
of the output volume. An output volume should begin with an 
alphabetic character, and can be up to six alphanumeric characters 
long. If a previously used tape is the output volume, enter a name 
for the tape as the Volume field, even though the tape is unlabelled. 

10. Tab to Device, and accept the default field, if the output volume is 
a disk, or type 11Tape", if applicable. If more than one disk or 
tape is used, BACKUP stops and requests the user to mount the output 
volume. 

MESSAGE 0001 BY BACKUP 

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY PROGRAM BACKUP 
TO DEFINE OUTPUT 

* 0 WANG VS BACKUP PROGRAM - VERSION 3.14 **"' 
PLEASE SPECIFY THE FOLLOWING OUTPUT PARAMETERS AND PRE.SS (ENTERL 
PRESS CPFl) TO RESPECIFY THE INPUT, OR . 
PRESS (PF4) TO MOUNT THE OUTPUT VOLUME. 

VOLUME = XXXXXX 

DEVICE = DISK ( DISK I TAPE ) 

CLEAR = NO* ( 
11 YES 11 WILL CLEAR THE OUTPUT VOLUME FIRST 

Figure 5-25. BACKUP Output Definition Screen 
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11. Either enter "Yes" in the Clear field to clear the output volume 
before the backup copy is made, or accept the default, No. If No is 
chosen, the new backup copy is added to whatever is present on the 
output volume. 

12. Press PF 4, if the output volume is not mounted, to begin the mount 
process. Press RETURN/ENTER if the volume is mounted. 

13. Press RETURN/ENTER, if BACKUP needs to be terminated before the 
actual backup copy is made. (Refer to Figure 5-26 BACKUP 
Acknowledge Screen.) The BACKUP utility then prompts for a new 
volume name, thereby requiring you to mount a new volume. If BACKUP 
is to proceed, you should type "Yes" in the Proceed field. 

14. Either enter the size of the volume table of contents on the output 
volume in the VTOC size field, or accept the default. The default 
is the VTOC size of the input volume. If the output volume VTOC is 
smaller, an appropriate default size is provided by the system. 

I~PUT VQ~UME: = S't'.$TEf't 

-QQTP:UT. yoi.UM.~: = 'BAKPAK 

PROCE.ED = :'It.~• 

Vt0CSl;.?E ~ 25.0 

VO~OME.~ stst~t'i(~i~(''B,E, ,_copIEtf IO .. VQLµM~_:s.-~f<f'.4~ ~
AFJ'ER.I.HE'. iPR,f:,YlOOS<CONTENTS .'Of: VOLUME~ BAKPAK
ARE .. ·:oESTROY:EO'. 

: ;' .:·: ; .: -

- -

TYPE YES t9 _P'l~QCgED W;fH JH( BACKUP COPY. 
.ANY OTHER .:RE$PONS

0E WILL RES'.TART' TKE PROGRAM 
WITHOUT PERFORMirl~ THE.; COPY• . 

cvroc .SIZE' dr OOTPUT VOLUME~, IN~ ~LOCKS Y 

Figure 5-26. BACKUP Acknowledge Screen 

15. Press RETURN/ENTER to begin the BACKUP procedures. The screen then 
clears and the message, "BACKUP in Progress", is displayed. If a 
file is in use during backup and Yes was specified for ERRDISP, the 
BACKUP utility stops and displays an error message, each time it 
tries to copy a file that is open. You should make a note of these 
open files, so they can be individually copied at a later time. 
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When BACKUP is complete, the End of Job message is displayed (refer to 
Figure 5-27), along with the number of errors encountered by the BACKUP 
utility. You are also informed that a BACKUP log will be printed, unless 
there was not enough room for it on the input volume. The Lines per Page 
option is preset to 55 lines, but can be changed. At this point, you can 
either press PF 1 to backup another volume, press ENTER to print the BACKUP 
log, or press PF 16 to return to the Command Processor. 

MESSAGE 0040 BY BACKUP 

VOLUME 

RESPONSE REQUIRtD·BY. PROGRAtit J3AGK9P 
i'O SELECT- EOJ 

COPIED TO V.OLUM!i: 

NO . .ERRORS WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING BACKUP. 
A BACKUP LOG WILL s·E PRINTED. LINES PE.R PA~E = ss· 
SELECT (ENTER) OR (PF16l TO END THE PROGRAM-, 

. . OR (Pf 1) ro·. RERU.N, TH.~. ·pj(Q(S(lAf9L 

Figure 5-27. BACKUP End of Job Message Screen 

The BACKUP log is a list of all files copied. When BACKUP proceeds, the 
BACKUP log is written on the input volume. Consequently, if the input volume 
is nearly full, there may not be enough room on it for the BACKUP log. It is 
not essential to have a BACKUP log to complete BACKUP proceedings. The VTOC 
is copied automatically during BACKUP, and can be used in place of the BACKUP 
log. The contents of a particular volume can also be displayed through Manage 
Files and Libraries on the Command Processor. 
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As a recommendation, disk storage should not exceed 90 
percent of capacity. Inactive files should be deleted 
systematically to free space on the disk. 

You can write procedures to automatically run the BACKUP 
utility without user intervention. Section 2. 5 of the VS 
System Management Guide gives a sample backup procedure, 
and the VS Procedure Language Reference Manual explains the 
parameters used in this example. 

5.5.4 BACKUP File, Storage and Maintenance 

As space on a disk is used up, housekeeping procedures need to be 
implemented to make space available. Several approaches are possible using 
BACKUP. Inactive, but valuable, files or libraries should be copied to 
another disk, and then deleted from the original. For additional safety, two 
or more copies of this information can be made. 

Selective copying of files and libraries can be performed by using 
BACKUP. The resultant file, or library, preserves the access rights and dates 
of creation and modification of the original. In addition, the BACKUP utility 
can be used to consolidate all free extents, and to release unused space; 
this use of BACKUP is an efficient way of organizing information on the output 
volume. However, BACKUP can only be used by a person with access rights to 
the utility. Furthermore, the BACKUP procedure should only be performed when 
both the input and output volumes are not in use. 

Procedures for filing and storing inactive, but valuable information, 
should be decided upon by management. A well planned and diversified filing 
and storage system should be created at the time the system is installed. 
Such a system should be organized in a manner that allows stored information 
to be retrieved quickly and easily. 

As an example, the following system for using BACKUP can be set up to 
store inactive information. 

• The owner of a file or manager of a department decides that a file 
is inactive, and should be removed from the system and stored. A 
system of filing is chosen. All work dealing with one subject can 
be stored on one disk; all work dealing with another subject can be 
stored on another disk. Several different filing methods can be 
used at one time, such as filing by different categories, e.g., 
operator, author, subject, etc. 

• These inactive files are then backed up by the supervisor or 
assistant in a specific order, and later deleted from the system. 
Responsibility for this stored information rests with the 
supervisor. A second backup copy can then be made for the owner of 
the information or department head. Responsibility for the stored 
information is then shared by the supervisor and the owner of the 
second backup copy. 
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APPENDIX A 
SELECTED FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMAND PROCESSOR 

Appendix A provides descriptions of a number of functions of the VS 
Command Processor that were not within the scope of Chapter 3. Functions that 
are used strictly for data processing activities are briefly mentioned. Refer 
to the appropriate VS text when you require more information on any function. 

A.1 SET USAGE CONSTANTS 

The Set Usage Constants function enables you to specify default names 
for data processing libraries and volumes for particular operations, and to 
assign default file protection classes for data files and word processing 
documents. To access Set Usage Constants, press PF 2 from the Conunand 
Processor menu. The first screen of this function, Set File Defaults, is 
illustrated in Figure A-1. 

S.ET COMMO.N ljSA(if: CONSTANTS 

DEFAULT.:LOCATION. (LIBRARY AND VOLUME} OF FILES: •. ASSUMING.THAT•THESE. VALUES ARE 
NOT PAR#\METERIZ,ED VIA PROCEDURE: OR PROVWEO BY THE PROGRAM ITSELF:· 

INPUT FILES: 
OOTPUT FILES: 
USER ·.PROGRAMS.: 
WQRl<Jt~MPQRARY ... F:tLES: · 
SPOOLED PRINT FILES: 

INlIB ~ ~~*wxit~* 
OUtLIB = ·11 ~·***0* 
RUNLIB = ******** 
WORKUB =·#SMBWORK 
SPOOLI.B .. = #SMBPRT 

INVOL ·=· **il(llr?<llt 

OUTVOL = * ~* ~~"" 
RUNVO.L = ~**lll'lll1f 
Wo~K\IOL . :: •*'·~ *w*.'li 
SPOO~VOL = *)lru** 

FILECLAS =·it 

ALTER THESE DISPLAYED DEFAULT c()~~JANTS IN PLACE AND PJ~E~s. {·ENTER) 

OR PRESS ( PFK~ l) TO SET PRINT MODE ·DEFAULTS 
(PFK,,.2) TO SET JOB SUBMIT.TALDEFAUJ_TS 
. ( HEtP) T.O RETURN TO THE ,COMMAND PROCESSOR 

Figure A-1. Set File Defaults Screen 
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To access the Set Usage Constants function, press PF 2. Set Usage 
Constants allows you to set up defaults to be used when data processing files 
are being created. The Set File Defaults menu (Figure A-1) enables you to set 
defaults for libraries and volumes in which certain types of files are to 
reside. These defaults are automatically supplied in fields of a running 
program that prompt for a particular kind of information, such as a volume 
name. The defaults remain for the duration of the current workstation 
session, unless the supervisor wishes to change them. Whenever a library 
name, for example, is requested while a program is running, the system 
automatically fills in the library name specified on the Set Usage Constants 
screen. 

A.1.1 Set File Defaults 

The different file defaults that you can set by using this subfunction 
are shown in the following list. You may want to assign default libraries and 
volumes to a workstation session as a time saver. 

• INLIB -- The name of the library that appears as a default whenever 
an input file is opened. 

• INVOL -- The name of the volume that appears as a default whenever 
an input file is opened. 

• OUTLIB -- The library name that appears as a default whenever an 
output file is specified. 

• OUTVOL -- The volume name that appears as a default whenever an 
output file is specified. 

• RUNLIB -- The library name that appears as the default program 
library, whenever a program or procedure is executed through the Run 
Program or Procedure function. 

• RUNVOL The volume name that appears as a default, whenever a file 
is run by means of Run Program or Procedure. 

• WORKVOL -- The name of the default volwne on which work files are to 
be located. These files are temporary files, used by programs for 
internal processing only. They are created, named, and deleted 
after use by the operating system. Work files are stored in each 
user's work library, and their existence is usually transparent to 
the user. Work files are created on the specified default volume 
only if sufficient space exists. 

• SPOOLVOL -- The name of the default volume on which spool files 
(print files created by the system) are to be located. Spool files 
are created on the specified default volume only if sufficient space 
exists on the designated disk. (The system automatically assigns 
spool files to a library with a name consisting of a pound sign, the 
User ID, and the suffix PRT, for print.) 
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• FILECLAS -- The file protection class to which all data and word 
processing files created during the current workstation session are 
assigned by default. The class can be A-Z, $, @, i, or blank, 
depending on the type of file. You can change the file class by 
means of the Manage Files and Libraries function. 

A.1.2 Set Print Mode Defaults 

The Set Print Mode Defaults function and its associated screen, pictured 
in Figure A-2, allows you to specify defaults for any data processing print 
file. Set Print Mode Defaults is useful in cases where you are asked by data 
processing personnel to print data files. These print mode defaults do not 
apply to word processing documents. As with file defaults, print mode 
defaults are set only for the duration of the workstation session. 

~;e~~j~~;t~~;1n,~~rr;,i;~~i:~;1;~~:N:p:~~::~ 
·· · li.Ef~uu·;;se-0octo:·"'~:~~"r' .r1t::E. P.~ttrr ~.~A$s· •,,cnA·· rtt~u: ··~i"1:; 

·:~.· , ... ·· >:. ···:·:··· ... · •.... ·.... :. ·· r0Rt+~ohfa;ER1 ·tttoo·tHRO. 2·5411 

' R~~J.\~~~-.Q~_l:.I~.~ P;R~NJ~R'··QE:VIQE .. NtJ.f1~E·R': 
·tfEFAULT"«kIN¢s: etrr· PAG~ ( 'FCl'R:.o.Pt!IQN)Xi...'.PRdiiRAM' USE.):: 

- . ,~ . . . . ; - - -- " - - ; ;; :' : ' .-. 

o~ PRESS (pfKL2j· . 'TO SET idOEtSµe,~rtl;AL DEFAUlTS 
(;:P,£J<~3J ·TO, SET FIL~ )OEFAVL:TS 
. (JiE:LPl TO RE.J'URN' TQ;:TH;'')~OMMAND' PRQ~.~SSPR 

P.RN;f@O~Ei'~.:~;:{,~- :,_ 
;,:· - ··_-._~: ...:; :{. .. ': , 

~~~~~~r~·t·~· :~p~-·. 
PRIN'T:EJi ,::f ... 00,3· 

~-- . ~ ,-::.-~ .... :.:...,'. ;·-- -. ;.~t~ ~ 

_ ~lN~-· :?:_OS'.$. 

Figure A-2. Set Print Mode Defaults Screen 

Print mode defaults enable you to specify beforehand the manner in which 
printed information is to be treated. One of four modes can be selected as 
the default. 

• S - Spool Print Files -- When this print mode is selected, output 
files are stored in a print file in the user's print library. At 
the same time, an entry is placed in the print queue on a first 
come, first served basis. The file is automatically printed when it 
becomes first in the queue. 
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• H - Hold Printer Files -- When this print mode is selected, output 
is stored in a print file in the user's print library, and an entry 
is placed on the print queue. No further action is taken until the 
user releases the file through use of PF 11, MANAGE PRINT/JOB 
QUEUES, on the Command Processor. 

• 0 - On-line Printing -- Output is sent directly to a printer . 
print file is not created by the system. 

• K - Keep as File, Do Not Queue -- Stores print output in a print 
file in the user's print library, but does not place an entry on the 
print queue. 

Several other defaults can be established through this screen. 

• PRTCLASS -- Because individual printers are assigned certain print 
classes, the print class assigned to a file determines which 
printers may be used to print the file. If responsible for backup, 
the supervisor should specify a default for PRTCLASS, using the 
print class for the printer assigned to print the Backup Log. The 
VS System Operation Guide further explains the use of print classes. 

• Form# -- Allows you to specify beforehand the type of form to be 
used for printing a particular file. Each installation will have 
different form numbers for the type of forms being used. 

• Printer -- Used to specify the device number of the printer on which 
the file is to print. This device number can be specified for 
on-line printing, spooled files, and for files on hold. If the 
printer is in use, the file goes to the next available printer. If 
Hold is the print mode and a default printer is specified, the print 
file goes to the specified printer when the file is released, 
regardless of whether or not the printer is in use. 

• Lines per Page -- Determines the length of output per page. Pages 
may range from 16 to 255 lines in length. This default can be used 
only with user programs and certain system utilities. 

From the Set Print Mode Defaults screen, you can either return to the 
Set File Defaults menu, to the Command Processor, or view the Set Job 
Submittal Defaults menu. 

A.1.3 Set Job Submittal Defaults 

In addition to communicating with the user while a program is 
the system is capable of running programs that require little or 
intervention. These programs are ref erred to as background jobs. 
workstation can process a program interactively while running another 
in the background. Defaults for background jobs can be established 
the Set Job Submittal Defaults screen (refer to Figure A-3). 
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·*·*• SET COMMON USA~E CONSTANTS 0 * 

CURRENJ DEFAULTS F.O~ JOB SUBMITTAL YIA THE COMMAND PROCESSOR 
"RUN" AN-D 11SUsMif'' COMMANDS.: -

DEFAULT SUBMlT'T'Al STATUS: 
R - 'RUN.- ."JOB ELI(;IBLE ~FOR SCHEDULING 
11 - .HQl:Di 0:0 NOT RUN JOB UNTIL -RELEASED 

,BY suaMITTER OR' OPERATOR 

OEFAVLT J.08 ~CHgD,Q~lNG" ~~ASS. ('1A11
: THRU 11211 ).: 

DEFAULT 40e,EXE~9fIQN TtM~ · LIMt.t:: .· .· . . . 

JOBQUEUE- .:: R 

J.Oet:L~SS ,;: A· 

. CENTRAL :PJ((lCESSOR .TIME IN. FORMAT HH :MM:-SS· 
~~ NQ VA~U~·"fO.R ZE~OJ INDICl(l"ES ''NO .LIMIT'' J.OBLIMIT !:: ll<llr 

•. ·:lrll(• .• ** . 
ALTER THESE DISPLAYED_ OE FAULT CONSTANTS IN PLACE AND PRE$S ·t~NTERj. 

OR PRESS {PFK-J) TO SET PRlNT MODE DEFAULTS 
_ {PFK-:3-) TO SET FILE DE'ftAUL TS 
--(ltELp.) TO ~ET\JRN TO Tti.E COMMAND PROCESSOR· 

Figure A-3. Set Job Submittal Defaults Screen 

Running a background job is a data processing activity. Since the 
system software necessary for operating and managing a word processing group 
operates in the foreground, you may have little need to establish defaults for 
background jobs. If it is ever necessary to run a background job, you can 
consult the VS Proqranuner's Introduction for a full explanation of the Set Job 
Submittal Defaults display. 

A.2 SHOW PROGRAM COMPLETION REPORT 

The Show Program Completion Report function displays various information 
that assists system programmers/analysts in assessing the total resource 
requirements of a previously run program (refer to Figure A-4). This function 
also helps in assessing how efficiently the program is, using the system's 
memory. To access this function, press PF 3. 
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WORKSTATION -43 READY 

PROGRAM WP 

Sl_$f-1~NT- ~·- ADD_RESS SPACE 

12:51 AM 

PROCESSING -CDMPLETEO-

= 

PRESS C HELP--) TO RETURN to THE COMMAND: P_R()_C~SOR: 

Figure A-4. Show Program Completion Report Screen 

Information provided by the Show Program Completion Report screen ("9"\, 
includes: 

• The name of the program just completed; 

• The total elapsed time in hours, minutes, and seconds; 

• Total CPU time used by the program in hours, minutes, and seconds; 

• Total input/output operations performed by the program, including 
workstation, printer, tape, and non-paging disk operations; 

• Total page-ins and page-outs required by both the system and the 
program. 

Although this type of information does not directly relate to the daily 
operation of a word processing group, Show Program Completion Report does give 
all the statistics for the program WP after it is completed. 
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A.3 JOB QUEUE CONTROL 

The Job Queue Control subfunction of the Control Print/Job Queues 
function presents the status of background jobs in addition to print jobs 
waiting to be run by the system. To access the job queue, select PF 11 from 
the Command Processor. This action results in the Job Queue menu being 
displayed. Press PF 4 to view the job queue entries. 

The Job Queue screen, illustrated in Figure A-5, presents the name of 
each job waiting to be run by the system, and supplies identifying information 
about the job. This information includes the name of the user running the 
job, the library and volume in which it is located, status, protection class, 
etc. You can perform various operations upon the display, such as releasing 
the job so the system can run it, or removing the job from the queue entirely. 

JOB QUEUE DISPLAY *** 
l1 :54 PM SATU~DAY APRIL 26, 1980 

1 . JOBS IN _QIJEUE 

USER- JOBNAME PROCEDURE LIBRARY VOLUME CLASS LIMIT DUMP DISPOSITION STATUS 
1 TOP GRADES TDPPROC3 TDPTORY SYSTEM A P 0:00:10 P HOLD COMPLETED 

POSITION CURSOR TO INDICATE JOB AND PRESS PFKEY TO PERFORM ACTION; 

IMMEDIATELY: (10) CHANGE AFTER EXECUTION: 
(7) HOLD/RELEASE (12) REMOVE (13) HOLD/REMOVE 

Figure A-5. Job Queue Screen 

Since the running of background jobs is not normally within the scope of 
a word processing supervisor's job, detailed instructions for this subfunction 
are not given. Complete information on the Job Queue Control subfunction can 
be found in the VS Programrner's Introduction. 

A.4 SUBMIT PROCEDURE 

The Submit Procedure function is used to submit a background procedure, 
and to define the conditions for running the procedure. To access this 
function, press PF 12 from the Command Processor. The Submit Procedure screen 
(refer to Figure A-6) appears. 
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1'.~• SUBMIT PROCEDURE *-1'* 

IDENTIFY THE PROCEDURE TO BE RUN AND PRESS (ENTER)! 

SCHEDULING OPTIONS: 

EXECUTION OPTIONS: 

JOB NAME = •••••••• 
CLASS = A 
STATUS = R 

ON ABNORMAL TERMINATION, 

OPTIONAL 
l''A" THRU "Z") 
(R-RUN I H-HOLD) 

DUMP = P (Y-YES I N-NO I P-PROGRAM DEFAULT) 

CPU LIMIT - .... . ... ·-- . OPTIONAL OfH : MM: SS) 

IF c~u LIMIT EXCEEDED, 
ACTION = * CC-CANCEL I W-WARN I P-PAUSE) 

OR PRESS (HELP) TO RETURN TO THE COMMAND, PROCESSOR 

Figure A-6. Submit Procedure Screen 

Background procedures run independently of the user and do not interfere 
with the normal operations of the workstation. If an occasion arises where 
you are asked to run a background procedure, the VS Prograrruner's Introduction 
can supply full information concerning the Submit Procedure Display, and other 
functions necessary for background processing. 

A.5 PRINT COMMAND SCREEN 

The Print Corrunand Screen function enables you to obtain a printed copy 
of the contents of any screen displayed during the execution of a system 
corrunand, simply by pressing PF 15. The Corrunand Processor need not be 
displayed in order to use this function. 

NOTE------------

Only data processing screens can be printed by using the 
Print Corrunand Screen function. This function cannot be 
used to print the word processing displays that appear on 
the workstation screen while the WP program is running. 
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When you press PF 15 during the execution of a command, the system 
inunediately attempts to print the current screen display. An individual print 
file is created for the display and assigned to a library on a volume that can 
be used for print files, unless on-line printing has been specified through 
Set Usage Constants. The workstation audio alarm sounds, acknowledging the 
print conunand. 

You can view the status of the new print file on 
display, accessible through PF 11. You can release the 
printing or scratch the file, through this display. 

the Print Queue 
print file for 

If you are running a utility such as BACKUP or COPYWP, you can obtain a 
printed copy of a screen by accessing the Modified Conunand Processor. 
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APPENDIX B 
VS/IIS HARDWARE 

B.1 INTRODUCTION 

The actual equipment composing a computer system is referred to as 
hardware. Since each VS/IIS installation has its own unique requirements, 
companies are offered a choice of many different hardware devices when they 
purchase their systems. Some of the devices typically composing a VS/IIS are 
the Central Processing Unit CCPU), Input/Output Processors CIOPs), main 
memory, workstations, printers, disks and disk drives, and tapes and tape 
drives. 

B.2 THE CENTRAL PRCX::ESSING UNIT AND INPUT/OUTPUT PRCX::ESSORS 

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) and a number of Input/Output 
Processors ( IOPs) together control all actions of the system, and handle 
processing requirements of all users, whether data processing or word 
processing. In addition, the IOPs control the operations of the printers, 
workstations, disk drives, tape drives, and conununications devices. The CPU, 
IOPs, and main memory are housed in a large cabinet that also contains the 
system diskette drive. 

B.3 WORKSTATIONS 

Workstations are the primary means of conununication between the user and 
the system. Like printers, disk and tape drives, and teleconununications 
devices, workstations are called peripherals. Peripherals are units of 
computer equipment attached to the CPU, but distinct from it. 

Several different models of the VS Computer System are available to suit 
a variety of user needs. The VS-25, the smallest VS System, supports up to 10 
workstations; the largest VS System, the VS-100, supports up to 128 
workstations. The VS-45 supports up to 20 workstations; the VS-80 supports up 
to 32 workstations; and the VS-90 supports up to 48 workstations. VS/IIS 
installations typically use the combined workstations, which support both word 
processing and data processing functions. The serial and remote workstations, 
which support data processing activities only, can also be used by some 
installations. Archiving workstations, which are used for local storage and 
retrieval, are also supported by the VS/IIS. All models of workstations 
consist of a typewriter-like keyboard and Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) screen, 
thereby facilitating easy conununication between users and the system. 
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B.3.1 The 2246C, 2256C, and 2866C Combined Workstation 

The combined workstations contain a keyboard that supports both word 
processing and data processing functions. This keyboard is pictured in Figure ~ 
B-1. In addition to the standard typewriter keys and calculator-like numeric 
keypad, the combined workstations have a number of special keys that perform 
specific functions, depending on the activity currently being performed by the 
workstation. 

When the combined workstation is performing data processing functions, 
the top row of keys operates as Program Function (PF) keys. The workstation 
screen refers you to a particular PF key(s) that must be pressed to perform a 
certain operation. The plastic strip beneath the top row of keys contains 
their PF numbers. The numeric keypad to the right of the standard keyboard 
can be used for data processing. 

Two keys, HELP and HOME, are active only during data processing 
activities. The GL (Glossary) key is deactivated at this time. Several keys 
have two titles on their keyfaces. The word processing function is the top 
label; the data processing function is the lower label. These keys are: 
RETURN/ENTER, EXECUTE/NEW LINE, CANCEL/RESET, P SCR/B TAB, and N SCR/ERASE. 

When the combined workstation performs word processing functions, the 
top row of keys are used for the text editing functions printed on their 
keyfaces. The HELP and HOME keys are disabled; the GL key is activated. The 
numeric keypad can be used for word processing activities, as well as data 
processing activities. 

0 I PF 111 PF 18 I PF 191 PF 20 I I PF 211 PF 221 PF 231 PF 241 I PF 251 PF 261 PF 27 I PF 281 I PF 291 PF 30 I PF 31 I PF 321 
PF 1 PF 2 PF 3 PF 4 PF 5 PF 6 PF 7 PF 8 PF 9 PF 1 O PF 11 PF 12 PF 13 PF 14 PF 15 PF 16 

Figure B-1. The Combined Workstation Keyboard 
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B.3.2 The 2246S, 2866S, 2246R, and 2866R Workstations 

The 2246S, 2866S, 2246R, and 2866R workstations perform solely data 
processing functions. The 2246S and 2866S Serial Workstations are most 
commonly used. The 2246R and 2866R are remote workstations, which means they 
can be located at some distance from the CPU. 

The keyboard of the serial workstations are pictured in Figure B-2. The 
keyboards of the Remote workstations are identical to it. Functions keys, 
such as ERASE, RESET, etc., appear on the Serial Workstations, but in 
different locations from the corresponding keys on the Combined Workstations. 

Figure B-2. The Serial Workstation Keyboard 

B.3.3 The 2266C, 2276C, 2266S and 2860 Archiving Workstations 

The Archiving Workstation is used particularly for performing operations 
involving diskettes. Archiving Workstations 2266C, 2276C and 2860 Models 1 
and 2 have the same keyboard as the Combined Workstations and can be used for 
word processing as well as data processing activities. The 22665 and 2860 
Models 3, 4, and 5 Archiving Workstations have the same keyboard as the Serial 
Workstations, and perform data processing functions only. 
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B.3.4 The Operator's Console 

The Operator's Console is a workstation used particularly to handle 
system operations. When the system is first installed, the Operator's Console ~ 
is given the device number O (zero), and located in close proximity to the 
Central Processing Unit. 'Any VS workstation, including the Combined 
Workstations, can be used as a VS/IIS Operator's Console. (A Combined 
Workstation or Combined Archiving Workstation, when used as the Operator's 
Console, cannot perform word processing functions.) 

When the Operator's Console is in Operator mode, it displays all system 
messages, such as printer or disk error messages. (Other workstations, as 
well as the Operator's Console, can be designated to access operator mode.) 
Additionally, the Operator's Console is used in the power-up and power-down 
procedures for the system. In some installations, an assigned system operator 
performs all operations relative to the Operator's Console. In other 
installations, particularly those using the VS/IIS primarily for word 
processing, the word processing supervisor is responsible for the Operator's 
Console. For complete information on the Operator's Console and its 
functions, you should refer to the VS System Operations Guide. 

B.4 DISKS AND DISK DRIVES 

Every VS Computer System includes at least one large magnetic disk 
platter for storing information. Each installation has a system disk 
containing the VS operating system, without which the system would be unable 
to function. Files created by word processing operators and programmers can 
be stored on the system disk or other disks, thereby allowing you to create a ~ 
filing system that best utilizes available disk space. 

In order to operate the system, a disk pack must be logically mounted 
through the VS Conunand Processor, and physically mounted in a disk drive. 
Some disk drives can hold one or more fixed disk platters that cannot be 
removed from the drive, and one removable disk cartridge that contains one or 
more platters. Other drives store information on disk packs that contain as 
many as ten platters. 

The VS/IIS also acconunodates the use of floppy diskettes for copying and 
retrieving word processing documents, as well as data processing files and 
programs. These diskettes must be both logically and physically mounted in 
the drive, located in the cabinet housing the CPU. Installations with an 
archiving workstation can also mount diskettes in the drive accompanying the 
workstation. Diskettes can be used for transferring word processing docwnents 
from the VS/IIS to a Wang Off ice Information System (OIS) or Word Processing 
System (WPS), and vice versa. 

B.5 TAPE AND TAPE DRIVES 

Certain VS/IIS installations can use magnetic tape for storage and 
backup purposes. A reel of tape must be logically and physically mounted in a 
tape drive, before information can be copied to it or retrieved from it. 
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B.6 PRINTERS 

Any printer that prints both uppercase and lowercase letters and is 
supported by the VS/IIS, can be used for printing word processing documents, 
as well as data processing files. Some of these printers include the matrix, 
line, and daisy printers. 
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APPENDIX C 
ACCESSING THE WANG VS/IIS PERIPHERAL UTILITY 

C.1 INTRODUCTION 

This appendix contains instructions for using the Wang VS/IIS Peripheral 
Utilities. These utilities can be used to: 

• Assign character set numbers 
• Modify existing character sets 
• Create new character sets. 

This appendix contains only instructions that pertain to assignment of 
character set nwnbers. You should consult the Word Processing Reference 
Manual for instructions on document printing, and the appropriate printer user 
manual for operating instructions, prior to running the VS/IIS Peripheral 
Utilities. 

The VS/IIS Peripheral utility is provided so that users can utilize all 
I""""'\ available Wang Character sets. Each character set is represented by a single 

digit number from 1 to 9 inclusive. More character sets are available than 
character set numbers. 

Only a maximum of nine character sets can be assigned character set 
numbers at any given time. The remaining character sets are available; 
however, they can only be accessed by assignment of character set numbers, 
through the use of the VS/IIS Peripheral Utilities. 

The system administrator or supervisor should keep a list of character 
set assignments. This list helps avoid confusion and mistakes each time the 
Peripheral Utility is accessed to assign new character set numbers. 

You should consult with your Wang representative or local 
sales office for instructions involving modification of 
existing character sets, and the creation of new ones. 

You should not change character sets on any type of line 
printer, until you have consulted with your Wang 
representative. 
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CAUTION 

Use of the Wang Peripheral Utilities should be limited to 
experienced personnel. Careless and unauthorized use of 
this utility can result in costly damage to the printer 
hardware, the software, or the docwnents. 

C.2 .ACCESSING THE PERIPHERAL UTILITY PROGRAM 

The following steps provide instructions for changing Daisy Printer 
Character Sets. The same sequence of steps can be performed for other types 
of printers. 

1. .Access the Run Program or Procedure screen from the Utilities and 
Supervisory Functions menu. 

2. Supply the following parameters and press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

Program = CHAR 
Library = PUTILTY 
Volume = If PUTILITY is located on the system volume, it is 
unnecessary to type the name of the system volume in the Volume 
field. 

3. The Printer Character Set Utilities menu is displayed as shown in 
Figure C-1. 

Office Information System 
P E R I P H E R A L U T I L I T I E S 

Printer Character Set Utilities 

Press Execute to 
Select Indicated Choice 

~Display/Selection 
~Width/Sequence Alteration 
_Cre~te New Table 

•Daisy 
_Line 
_Image 
...... Font Loadable Matrix 

Or Press CANCEL to Bypass This Function 

Figure C-1. Printer Character Set Utilities Screen 
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4. Position the Acceptance Block next to the Display/Selection and the 
Daisy entry. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. The Display/Selection screen 
for the Daisy Printer Character Sets is displayed, as shown in 
Figure C-2. 

Qff1ce Informc;i.tion System 
PER IP Hi RA L Ul IL IT IE S 

Daisy Printer Character Sets 
Disp1ay/Se1ection 

Press Execute to 
Record A l1 Changes 

.Ql Standard U.S. Diablo 
- U.S. Legal 
_ Great Britain 
_ Canadian Diablo 
_ French 
_German 
_ L. Amer Span-Camwil Trilingual 
_ Oiablo Trilingual 
_..:. Netherlands 
_ Italian 
_ Swedish 
_ Wang,O&(modified scientific) 
...._ Full scientific--Symbol 10/12 

_ Wang 02 Canadian 
_Wang 05 W.H.O. Fr/Eng 
- Wang 05 W.H.O. Sp/Eng 
05 Wang 05 Multilingual 
_ Flemish 
_ GTE-Camwil trilingual 
- GTE-Wang OS 
_ Diablo triling. 
_Wang 05 mod. triling. 
_ Wang 05 L. Amer. Spantsh 
_ Wang 05 u. N. without hacek 
__,;. Swedish/Finland 
__ Wang 02 Canadian auto 

Or Press CANCEL to Terminate This Function 

Figure C-2. Display/Selection Screen for Daisy Printer Character Sets 

You can now change the numbering of existing character sets, or you can 
specify new character sets by assigning a number to that character set. If an 
established character set number, eg., character set 01, is assigned to 
another character set, the new character set is accessed by that number. 

For example, a Swedish or Finnish user probably does not have a great 
demand for the Standard U.S. Diablo Character Set. Such users might perform 
the following steps to assign character set number 01 to the Swedish/Finish 
Character Set. 

1. Move the cursor to the position preceding Swedish/Finish. 

2. Enter 01 in the blank space. 

3. Press RETURN/ENTER to record this change. 

4. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE. 

5. The prompt, "Press EXECUTE to Rewrite or CANCEL to Continue", 
appears at the bottom of the screen. Press EXECUTE/NEW LINE again. 

6. The Printer Character Set Utilities menu is displayed again. Press 
CANCEL to terminate this utility. 
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Character set 01 will no longer access the U.S. Diablo character set; 
character set 01 now accesses the Swedish/Finish character set. Unless you 
assign another number to the U.S. Diablo character set, it cannot be accessed 
at all. Therefore, it is advisable to assign unique, unused, character set 
nwnbers to new character sets, unless an established character set number is 
no longer in use. 
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Automatic Paragraph Numbering and 
Table of Contents 
Generator, 2-9 

B 

Backup 
log, 5-34, 5-42 
procedure, 5-35 
record file, 5-34 
utility, 1-4, 5-1, 5-34, 
5-38 to 5-43 
work file, 5-34 

Blocks, 3-21, 5-30 

c 

Calculator, 2-9 
Central Processing Unit (CPU), 

2-2, 2-38, B-1 
Change Disposition of Print 

Queue Function, 3-13 to 
3-14, see also Print Queue 

Change Document Password 
of a library, 2-23 to 2-24 
of a range of documents, 2-23 
of a single document, 2-22 

Change Print Queue Function, 
3-12 to 3-13, see also 
Print Queue 

Character set, 2-18, C-1, C-4 
Combined workstation, 2-7, B-2, 

B-4, see also Workstations 
Command Processor, 2-6, 3-1 to 

3-3, see also Modified 
Command Processor 

Compare Documents, 2-9 
Control mode, 2-3, 2-38 
Cursor Control keys 3-1 

INDEX 

Index-1 

D 

Device number, 3-30, 3-31, 5-32, 
A-4 

Disk 
drive, 2-2, 2-38, B-4 
pack, 2-12, B-4 
rotation, 5-36, 5-37 
storage, 5-43, see also Manage 

Devices, DISKINIT 
Diskette 

Duplicate Diskette, 2-26 to 
2-28 

floppy diskette, B-4 
Mount Diskette, 2-26 
Recover Archive Diskette, 2-32 

to 2-36 
DISKINIT, 3-32, 5-1, 5-30 

Initializing a disk or 
diskette, 5-31 to 5-33 

Reformatting a disk, 5-33 to 
5-34 

Relabelling a disk, 5-34 
Document Filing and Conversion 

(COPYWP), 5-1 to 5-2 
Copy Document Library, 5-6 to 

5-8 
Copy Single Document, 5-3 to 

5-6 
Delete Document Library, 5-9 

to 5-10 
Delete Single Document, 5-9 
Document Merge, 5-16 to 5-18, 
Rename Document Library, 5-10 

to 5-11 
Rename Single Document, 5-10 
Reorganize Document Library, 

5-12 
Reorganize Single Document, 

5-11 
Convert Document to VS File, 

5-12 to 5-14 
Convert VS File to Document, 

5-14 to 5-16, see also 
Word Processing utilities 



INDEX (continued) 

Document Index CLISTWP), 5-1, 
5-19 

Report for All Documents 
libraries, 5-22 to 5-23 

Report for All Libraries on a 
Volume, 5-23 to 5-24 

Report for Selected Libraries, 
5-24 to 5-26 

Report for Single Document, 
5-28 to 5-30, 

Report for Single Library, 
5-26 to 5-28, see also 
Word Processing utilities 

Document numbering sequence, 2-13 

E 

Editor, 4-9 to 4-14 

F 

File 
data files, 3-19 
File Attributes screen, 3-19 
file name, 3-19 
Filenames screen, 3-18 to 3-19 
file organization, 2-11 
print files, 3-8, 3-19, 3-51, 

A-3 to A-4 
program files, 3-19 
Protect file, 3-27 to 3-28, 
Rename file, 3-25 to 3-26 
Scratch file, 3-26 to 3-27 
Set File Defaults, 3-4 to 3-7, 

A-1 to A-3 
word processing file, 3-19, 

see also Manage 
Files/Libraries 

File access rights, 4-2, 4-6 
File protection class 

assigned to a library, 3-24 
assigned to workstation, 3-7 
system defined, 4-15 to 4-17 
to define access rights, 4-6 
user defined, 4-15 to 4-17 

Free extents, 3-20 to 3-21, 5-43 

Index-2 

Glossary CGL) key, B-2 

H 

HELP key, 2-7, 2-8, 3-2, B-2 
disabled, 4-7 

Hold/Release Print Queue 
Function, 3-10 to 3-11, 
see also Print Queue 

HOME key, B-2 

I 

Index Generator, 2-9 
Initial Program Load (IPL), 2-3 

to 2-4, 3-2 

L 

Library 
changing the numbering 

sequence of an existing 
1 ibrary, 2-20 

create library, 2-10, 2-12 to 
2-15 

data processing library name, 
3-18 

deleting a library from a 
volume, 2-21 

Libraries screen, 3-16 
library catalog, 2-9 to 2-11 
moving a library to another 

volume, 2-20 to 2-21 
Protect library, 3-23 to 3-25 
Rename library, 3-22 to 3-23 
Scratch library, 3-24 
word processing library name, 

3-19, 4-17, see also Manage 
Files/Libraries 

Logoff, 3-51 
Logon, 2-4 to 2-6, 4-2 
Logon procedure, 3-7, 4-6, 4-8 

to 4-14, 4-19 to 4-20 

M 

MAILWAY, 2-9 



INDEX (continued) 

Make Paragraph Files, 2-9 
Manage Files/Libraries, 3-14 

File attributes screen, 3-19 
to 3-20 

Filenames screen, 3-18 to 3-19 
Free Extents screen, 3-20 to 

3-21 
Libraries screen, 3-16 to 3-18 
Protect file, 3-27 to 3-28 
Protect library, 3-23 to 3-25 
Volumes screen, 3-15 to 3-16 
Rename file, 3-25 to 3-26 
Rename library, 3-22 to 3-23 
Scratch file, 3-26 to 3-27 
Scratch library, 3-23, see 

also File, Library, 
Volume 

Manage Devices 
disks, 3-31 to 3-39 
printers, 3-29 to 3-31 
tapes, 3-40 to 3-47 
telecommunications devices, 

3-48 to 3-49 
workstations, 3-49 to 3-50 

Modified Command Processor, 3-2 
to 3-3, 3-52 to 3-54 

Modify Format Lines, 2-9 

Operator's Console, 2-2, 2-6, 
2-38, 5-36, B-4 

Operator mode, 3-14, B-4 

p 

Password 
Logon, 2-5 to 2-6 
protection of word processing 

documents, 4-20 
security option, 4-3, see also 

Change Document Password 
Peripherals, B-1 
Peripheral utility, C-1 
Power-down procedures, 2-38 
Power-up procedures, 2-1 to 2-4 
Preparing for Word Processing, 

1-2 to 1-5 
Print command screen, 3-51 

Index-3 

Printers, B-5 
Print queue 

Change Disposition of Print 
Queue Function, 3-13 to 
3-14 

Change Print Queue Function, 
3-12 to 3-13 

data processing, 3-7 to 3-10 
Hold/Release Print Queue 

Function, 3-10 to 3-11 
word processing, 3-7 
Remove Print Queue Function, 

3-13 
Scratch Print Queue Function, 

3-11 
Procedure Queue, 3-14 
Program Function (PF) keys, 3-1, 

3-3, B-2 
Prototype document, 2-10, 2-14 

to 2-20 
Pseudoblanks, 3-2 

R 

Records, 3-20 
Remove Print Queue Function, 

3-13, see also Print Queue 
Recover damaged documents, 2-30 

to 2-32 
Run program or procedure, 2-36 

to 2-37, 3-3 to 3-4 

s 

Scratch Print Queue Function, 
3-11, see also Print Queue 

Security 
user level, 4-1 
system level, 4-1 
file level, 4-1 
access level, 4-1 

Security administrator, 4-1, 
4-5, 5-36 

Security erase, 5-9 
Security utility, 4-2 to 4-8 
Set File Defaults, 3-4 to 3-7, 

A-1 to A-3, see also Set 
Usage Constants 



INDEX (continued) 

Set Job Submittal Defaults, A-4 
to A-5 

Set Print Mode Defaults, 3-5, 
A-3 to A-4, see also Set 
Usage Constants 

Set Usage Constants, 3-4 to 3-7, 
4-6, 4-8, 4-18, A-1, A-2 

Set workstation defaults, 2-24 
to 2-26 

Sort Document, 2-9 
Submit procedure, 3-51, A-7 to 

A-8 
Super Global Replace, 2-9 

T 

Tape, B-4, see also Manage 
Devices 

User ID, 2-4 to 2-5, 4-1, 4-2, 
4-4 

User List, 2-4, 4-1, 4-2, 4-8 
Modifying User List 4-14 to 
4-15 

v 

Volume 
organization, 2-12 
name, 2-12 to 2-14 
screen, 3-15 to 3-16, see also 

Manage Devices 
Volume Table of Contents (VTcx:;), 

2-34, 5-41, 5-42 

w 

Word Processing Utilities, 2-8 
Workstation Logon restriction, 

4-2, 4-7 
Workstations 

archiving, B-1, B-3 
combined, B-2, B-4 
remote, B-3 
serial, B-3 

Index-4 
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WANG Customer Comment Form Publication Number __ ___....;;s .... 0--0_-1~1~1;....o_-_0_3 

Title ________ ___;V_;;S;..:.../l;;.;..IS;;....;;;;.SU.;;;..;_PE=R;.;;_V;....l~S~O..;..;R_;;'S;....P_R_O;....C;....E_D....;U_R_E_S 

Help Us Help You ... 

We've worked hard to make this document useful, readable, and technically accurate. Did we succeed? Only you can tell usl 
Your comments and suggestions will help us improve our technical communications. Please take a few minutes to let us 
know how you feel. 

How did you receive this publication? How did you use this Publication? 

D Support or D Don't know D Introduction D Aid to advanced 
Sales Rep to the subject knowledge 

D Wang Supplies D Other D Classroom text D Guide to operating 
Division (student) instructions 

D From another D Classroom text D As a reference 
user (teacher) manual 

D Enclosed D Self-study D Other 
with equipment text 

Please rate the quality of this publication in each of the following areas. 

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR 

Technical Accuracy - Does the system work the way the manual says it does? D D D D 

Readability - Is the manual easy to read and understand? D D D D 

Clarity - Are the instructions easy to follow? D D D D 

Examples - Were they helpful, realistic? Were there enough of them? D D D D 

Organization - Was it logical? Was it easy to find what you needed to know? D D D D 

Illustrations - Were they clear and useful? D D D D 

Physical Attractiveness - What did you think of the printing, binding, etc? D D D D 

VERY 
POOR 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

Were there any terms or concepts that were not defined properly? D Y D N If so, what were they? ---------

After reading this document do you feel that you will be able to operate the equipment/software? D Yes D No 

D Yes, with practice 

What errors or faults did you find in the manual? (Please include page numbers)-----------------

Doyouhaveanyothercommentsorsuggestions? _________________ ~----------

Name _________________ _ Street ___________________ _ 

Title __________________ _ City ___________________ __ 

Dept/Mail Stop ____________ _ State/Country _______________ _ 

Company _______________ _ Zip Code _____ Telephone---------

Thank you for your help. 

All comments and suggestions become the property of Wang Laboratories. Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 14-3140 10-82-5C 
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WANG 
The completed order form should be mailed to: 

WANG LABORATORIES, INC. 
Supplies Division 
51 Middlesex St. 
No. Chelmsford MA 01863 

To Order by Phone, Call: 

(800) 225-0234 
From Mass., Hawaii, and Alaska 

(617)256-1400 
TELEX 951-743 

Order Form for Wang Manuals and Documentation 

©Customer Number (If Known) 

@Bill To: Ship To: 

@ Customer Contact: ©Date Purchase Order Number 
( ~ ( ) 
Phone Name 

@Taxable @Tax Exempt Number ©Credit This Order to 
Yes 0 A Wang Sale~person 
No 0 Please Complete Salesperson's Name Employee No. ROB No. 

r@ Document Number Description Quantity @Unit Price Total Price 

@ Sub Total 

Authorized Signature Date Less Any 
Applicable 
Discount o Check this box if you would like a free copy of the 
Sub Total 

Corporate Publications Literature Catalog (700-5294) 

Ordering Instructions 
1. If you have purchased supplies from Wang before. and 

know your Customer Number. please write it here. 
2. Provide appropriate Billing Address and Shipping Address. 
3. Please provide a phone number and name, should it be 

necessary for WANG to contact you about your order. 
4. Your purchase order number and date. 
5. Show whether order is taxable or not. 
6. If tax exempt, please provide your exemption number. 

Local State Tax 

Total Amount 

7 If you wish credit for this order to be given to a WANG 
salesperson. please complete. 

8. Show part numbers. description and Quantity for each 
product ordered. 

9. Pricing extensions and totaling can be completed at your 
option; Wang will refigure these prices and add freight on 
your invoice. 

10. Signature of authorized buyer and date. 

Wang Supplies Division Terms and Conditions 
1. TAXES - Prices are exclusive of all sales. use, and like 

taxes. 
2. DELIVERY - Delivery will be F.0.8. Wang's plant. 

Customer will be billed for freight charges; and unless 
customer specifies otherwise, all shipments will go best 
way surface as determined by Wang. Wang shall not 
assume any liability in connection with the shipment nor 
shall the carrier be construed to be an agent of Wang. 
If the customer requests that Wang arrange for insurance 
the customer will be billed for the insurance charges. 

3. PAYMENT - Terms are net 30 days from date of invoice. 
Unless otherwise stated by customer. partial shipments will 
generate partial invoices. 

4. PRICES - The prices shown are subject to change without 
notice. Individual document prices may be found in the 
Corporate Publications Literature Catalog (700-5294) 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY - In no event shall Wang be liable 
for loss of data or for special, incidental or conseciuential 
damages in connection with or arising out of the use of or 
information contained in any manuals or documentation 
furnished hereunder. 

Printed in U.S.A. 14-3141 5-82-SC 
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